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ANQ Chairman’s Welcome Message
It is my pleasure to invite you to ANQ 20th Anniversary Congress to
be held in Beijing, China. Once again, it is going to be another virtual
online conference, although the communication format wouldn’t be
any barriers to our 20th Jubilee. I sincerely appreciate CAQ (Chinese
Association for Quality) for their outstanding preparation and
dedication to this historical moment of ANQ.

Dr. Wan Seon Shin
Chairperson, ANQ
Professor at SungKyunKwan
University, Korea

The theme of this congress is ‘Together a shared future of quality:
Digitalization, Sustainability, and Ecosystem,’ through which both
academicians and field professionals can benefit new theories
and their case studies in quality related areas. We believe that vital
concepts and approaches of quality management and digital quality,
in particular, will be presented and discussed with plenty of real
world examples.
ANQ consists of 22 member organizations, full and affiliated
members from twenty regions/nations. Thanks to the excellent
leadership of numerous quality gurus in Asia, we have become a
sustainable organization recognized over the world. As Chairperson
of ANQ, I express my sincere appreciation to all the member
organizations.
We are now confronting with rapid technological innovation in the
era of 4th Industrial Revolution. The future of quality will depend on
how we help one another in responding to future challenges. Active
communications through congresses and publications are invaluable
as they motivate us to focus on advanced issues in a global manner.
I hope all the participants of this 2022 ANQ Congress find it valuable
not just for learning new knowledge but also for fostering our
partnerships among members.
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Welcome Message to ANQ Congress 2022
Beijing China
While welcoming delegates to ANQ Congress 2022 I would like to
share some important information about the ‘History of ANQ’ for those
who may not be familiar with ANQ’s history.
Asian Quality Symposium (AQS) was established in 1987 by the joint
effort of CSQ and KSQM. In 1991 JSQC joined AQS. At the AQS
steering committee meeting hosted by JSQC on July 27, 2002, CAQ
formally joined AQS. At the same time the four leaders of AQS decided
to enlarge the group to give it a pan Asia character. In spite of very
short notice, three quality organizations, HKSQ, ISQ and SQAT, joined
the meeting. The Group unanimously issued “Tokyo Appeal 2002” to
expand AQS towards establishing Asian Network for Quality (ANQ).

Dr. Noriaki Kano
Honorary Chairperson,
ANQ

At the annual meeting of AQS on November 17, 2002 in Tokyo, three
more Asian quality organizations viz. IQMA, ISQM and STAMEQ (later
VQAH) in addition to HKSQ, ISQ and SQAT, were invited to discuss
the joint proposal by the above four founding organizations, CAQ,
CSQ, JSQC and KSQM, to expand AQS into the Asian Network for
Quality (ANQ).
Today, various country and regions of Asia form Asian Network for
Quality (ANQ), with the Goals of: contributing to creativity, integration,
prosperity and quality of human life in Asia through the Strategy
based on constancy of purpose, knowledge creation, voluntary
spirit and system approach to improvement; living the Asian Way of
harmony in diversity, mutual respect and austerity; following Core
Values based on honesty, flexibility and self-control Goals.
The representatives of all the above 10 organizations signed “ANQ
Statement 2002”, titled “Quality for Prosperity and Integration” thereby
formally establishing Asian Network for Quality (ANQ). Since then,
SQI, BSTQM, DOG, QPSP, ROQ, NQPCN, KOQIM, SLAAQP, PSQ
and MQI have joined ANQ, taking its strength to 20 organizations.
CAQ the organizer of the ANQ Congress 2022 has defined the
congress theme as “Together a shared future of quality: Digitalization,
Sustainability, and Ecosystem”. I think the words “Digitalization”,
“Sustainability”, and “Ecosystem” are extremely appropriate and
timely keywords toward realizing customer satisfaction today.
I compliment CAQ our host for making arrangements and look
forward to welcoming you to the ANQ Congress 2022 online.
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Welcome Message from Organising Host,
President, CAQ, Beijing China
It is my pleasure to invite you to ANQ 20th Anniversary Congress to
be held in Beijing, China. Once again, it is going to be another virtual
online conference, although the communication format wouldn’t be
any barriers to our 20th Jubilee. I sincerely appreciate CAQ (Chinese
Association for Quality) for their outstanding preparation and
dedication to this historical moment of ANQ.

Jia Fuxing
CAQ President

The theme of this congress is ‘Together a shared future of quality:
Digitalization, Sustainability, and Ecosystem,’ through which both
academicians and field professionals can benefit new theories
and their case studies in quality related areas. We believe that vital
concepts and approaches of quality management and digital quality,
in particular, will be presented and discussed with plenty of real
world examples.
ANQ consists of 22 member organizations, full and affiliated
members from twenty regions/nations. Thanks to the excellent
leadership of numerous quality gurus in Asia, we have become a
sustainable organization recognized over the world. As Chairperson
of ANQ, I express my sincere appreciation to all the member
organizations.
We are now confronting with rapid technological innovation in the
era of 4th Industrial Revolution. The future of quality will depend on
how we help one another in responding to future challenges. Active
communications through congresses and publications are invaluable
as they motivate us to focus on advanced issues in a global manner.
I hope all the participants of this 2022 ANQ Congress find it valuable
not just for learning new knowledge but also for fostering our
partnerships among members.
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Keynote Address I
Biography

Dr. Noriaki Kano
Honorary Chairperson,
ANQ

Credentials: Professor Emeritus, Tokyo University of Science
PhD(University of Tokyo)Honorary Chairperson Asian Network for
Quality(ANQ)
Full Time Work: Professor,Tokyo University of Science; after
Lecturer/Assoc. Professor, University of Electro-Communications.
Retired in 2006
External Corporate Executives and Visiting Professors:
•2008-14 Board Director, Komatsu
•2003-09 Corporate Auditor, Sekisui Chemical
•2011 Visiting Prof of Univ. of Rome (Italy)
•2006-12 Visiting Chair Prof, Chungyuan Christian Univ(Taiwan)
•1995 Visiting Prof of Aarhus School of Business(Denmark)
•1988-89 Visiting Prof. Univ. of Miami(U. S)
Major Professional Activities:
•ANQ:2005-Now, Honorary Chair, 2002-04 Chair
•IAQ:2014-Now, Honorary Member, 1993-2014 Academician
•JUSE:2000-Now, Board Member, 1964- Lecturer
•JSQC:2010-Now, Hononray Member, 2000-02 President, 1971-Now,
Member
•Deming Prize Committee: 2022- Adviser, 2011-21, Chair, Selection
Committee for Deming Prize for Individuals, 2004-07 Chair, 19782011 Member, Deming Application Prize Committee
•ASQ:2014-Now, Hon. Member, 1995-2014 Fellow, 1993-95 Senior
Member, 1975-93 Member
•QC Circles Headquarters, Japan: 1993-2007 Executive Director,
1993-98 Kanto Branch Adviser, 1986-92 Keichin Region Adviser
•Overseas Human Resources & Industry Development Association
(AOTS)
•1976-Now,Lecturer/Coordinator/Program for Quality Management,
2010-Now,Dean, Executive Program for Quality Management,2007-12
Board Member
Overseas Experiences:was invited for research, lecture, and
consultation by overseas quality related organizations in over 60
countries over 50 years and has been to over 80 countries.
Publications:Over 300 papers books including "Attractive Quality"
(Kano Model), "Guide to TQM in Service Industries" (in English) and
"Way to Breakthrough and Creation" (in Japanese)
Honorary Titles:
In addition to honorary titles of ANQ, IAQ, ASQ and JSQC described
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in the previous slide, he was conferred 18 honorary titles including
the followings such as;
•2012-Now, Hon. Member, Indian Soc. for Quality (ISQ)
•2006-Now, Foreign Hon. Advisor, China Assoc. for Quality (CAQ)
•2006-Now,Hon. Doctor, Chungyuan Christian Univ. (Taiwan)
•2016-Now,Hon. Member, Finnish Quality Assoc. (FQA)
•2019-Now,Hon.Chair,China Federation for Hospital Quality
Management (CFHQM)
•and 9 honorary positions from the organizations including
ASCAL(Chile), HBMeU(UAE), FUNDECE (Argentine), NTI(Thai),
PSQC(Philippines), QPSP(Pakistan), SQI(Singapore), SSRU(Thai),
and VQAH(Vietnam).
Eponymous Awards:
•2010 Ishikawa-Kano Award Established by Asian Network for
Quality (ANQ)
•2009-Now, Kano Quality Award Established by Technological
Promotion Assoc. (TPA, Thailand)
•2010 Kano Medal Excellence Catalyst by Hamdan Bin Mohammed
eUniversity Dubai
Medals/Awards:
•2022 Quality Laureate, International Academy for Quality(IAQ),The
1st Recipient
Nobel Prize in the field of Quality
•2016 Georges Borel Awards for International Achievements
European Organization for Quality (EOQ)
•2014 A. V. Feigenbaum Lifetime Achievement Medal
•2004 Harrington-Ishikawa Medal,Asian Pacific Quality Organization
(APQO)
•2009 Distinguished Service Medal
•2006 E. L. Grant Medal
•2002 E. Jack Lancaster Medal,American Society for Quality(ASQ)
•2008 Dronacharya Award, Indian Soc. for Quality, Indian Society for
Quality (ISQ)
•1997 Deming Prize for Individuals by Deming Prize Committee
(JUSE)
•1997 Deming Lecturer by American Statistical Assoc. (ASA)
•and many others
Education:
Bachelor,Master and PhD, Engineering,The University of Tokyo
(Supervised by Professor Kaoru Ishikawa)
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Keynote Address II
Biography
Wan Seon Shin is professor of Systems Management Engineering of
Sungkyunkwan University. He is chairman of the Asian Network for
Quality (ANQ). He has also served as president of the Korean Society
for Quality Management (KSQM) and the Korean Society for Public
Enterprises, and external board member of Samsung Engineering
Corporation.

Dr. Wan Seon Shin
Chairperson, ANQ
Professor at
SungKyunKwan
University, Korea

His teaching and research interests include quality management,
technology leadership, and strategic decision making. Prof. Shin
has delivered several keynote speeches on ‘Quality Korea’ in global
conferences, including the National Quality Conference held in
Almaty, Kazakhstan; the SQC Conference held in Damman and
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia; QMOD-ICQSS International Conference in
Elsinore, Denmark; China Quality Conference in Beijing; Asia Network
for Quality (ANQ) Congress in Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam; and Singapore
Productivity conference in Singapore; and International Conference
for Quality Control Circles (ICQCC) in Changwon, Korea.
In addition to his academic career, Prof. Shin has provided various
consultation and education on quality innovation and leadership
for more than 200 organizations, including SAMSUNG Electronics,
SAMSUNG Engineering, HYUNDAI_KIA Motors, LG Electronics, LG
CHEM, POSCO, KT, Korea Electric Power Corporation(KEPCO),
HANA Financial Group, KOLON Industries, HANWHA Corporation,
DAELIM construction, YG-1, and numerous companies in the public
sector. He also served as member of the management advisory
boards of Export and Import Bank of Korea (EXIM), Korea Land and
Housing Corporation (KLHC), Korea Cadastral Survey Corporation
(KCSC), and STX Heavy Industry Corporation.
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Keynote Address III
Biography
Tang Xiaoqing is the professor in manufacturing & Industrial
Engineering of Beihang University, Beijing, China. She is the director
of Quality Engineering Laboratory (QEL) , which focusing on the
research on quality engineering and industrial engineering. QEL
developed and implemented of a Quality Information System (QIS)
for Chinese manufacturing enterprises and factories. She had been
consulting dozens of manufacturing organisations to introduce digital
technology into quality management system.

Tang Xiaoqing, PhD
(Manchester University,
UK, 1991)
Professor in
Manufacturing &
Industrial Engineering
School of Mechanical
Engineering &
Automation, Beihang
University (BUAA)
Beijing, P.R.China

Prof Tang has been obtained 12 national awards for her excellence
in research and consultants. She has published 4 books and more
than 120 papers in the areas of advanced manufacturing system,
quality management/control and industrial practice on information
technology for quality.
Prof Tang is serving as the Director of Commission of Academic and
Education of CAQ, and Membership of the EPSRC (Engineering and
Physics Sciences Research Council) Peer Review College, UK.
Prof Tang is working as the Member of Editorial Board of Journals:
<Computer Integrated Manufacturing System>, CIMS/ <China
Astronautica SINICA>/ <China Mechanical Engineering> / <Digital
Manufacture Science>, China/ <Journal of Design & Manufacturing
Automation> , USA/ <Journal of Engineering Manufacture>, UK，
also as the peer reviewer: <International Journal of Advanced
Manufacturing Technology > UK/ < International Journal of Computer
Integrated Manufacturing>,USA.
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Keynote Address IV
Biography
Willy Vandenbrande has been working in the field of Quality
Management for over 35 years; first as a quality manager and later as
a consultant. In 1995 he founded QS Consult, a European consulting
agency that assists organizations in various aspects of Quality
Management. As of 2022 he retired from his consulting activities and
is now focusing on spreading his thoughts on quality. His main topics
are sustainability, the future of quality and service quality.

Willy Vandenbrande
IAQ Academician
ASQ Fellow
Chair of QiPECTT

Willy has delivered many presentations at international conferences
(WCQI, EOQ, IAQ) and has written numerous articles on Quality
Management. His thought provoking speeches are very much liked
by audiences all over the globe.
Willy holds a Masters Degree in Civil Engineering and a Masters
Degree in Total Quality Management. He holds a Six Sigma Black
Belt Certification from the American Society for Quality (ASQ). Willy
is an ASQ Fellow and an Academician of the International Academy
for Quality (IAQ). Within IAQ he is the chair of the Quality in Planet
Earth Concerns Think Tank. In 2019 he was awarded the ASQE. Jack
Lancaster Medal for outstanding leadership in promoting quality
worldwide.
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Keynote Address V
Biography
Paul Grizzell of Core Values Partners is a leadership coach who
helps his clients focus, align, and accelerate their improvement
efforts through effective deployment of the Baldrige Criteria for
Performance Excellence and other excellence models. Much of his
work is focused on helping mission-focused organizations implement
effective practices that lead to high performance and improved
results.

Paul Grizzell
President Core Values
Partners

Paul is a thought leader regarding performance excellence. He
has been involved with Baldrige-based performance improvement
since 1997. He is a Master Examiner on the Baldrige Award Board
of Examiners where has led multiple site visits and trained Baldrige
Examiners. He has also been a Judge for multiple state and regional
quality award programs. He is an Assessor, Licensed Advisor, and
Licensed Trainer for the European Quality Award and the Foreign
Evaluation Expert for the China Quality Award. He trains Examiners
for multiple programs around the globe.
His focus is always on helping organization be deserving of a
performance excellence award rather than just helping write a
winning award application.
Paul is a co-author with Mark Blazey of Insights to Performance
Excellence, Using the Baldrige Framework and Other Integrated
Management Systems, published by the American Society for
Quality.
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Keynote Address VI
Biography

Wang Lin
Vice President of CAQ,
Secretary General of
Brand Branch of CAQ,
and Coordinator of
the editorial board of
the book Total Brand
Management.

Wang has engaged in research on brand management of stateowned enterprises for a long time. She participated in the drafting
of the Guiding Opinions on Brand Building of Central Enterprises
and Guiding Opinions on Quality and Brand Building of Central
Enterprises, etc. by the State-owned Assets Supervision and
Administration Commission of the State Council (SASAC) and the
China Brand Development Strategy by National Development and
Reform Commission (NDRC). She also took the lead in research
such as “Research on the Evaluation System of Brand Building of
Central Enterprises”, “Case Study on Brand Building of International
Benchmarking Enterprises”, “Basic Theory Research on Brand
Building of Central Enterprises”, etc.
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Keynote Address VII
Biography

Li Gaoshuai
Deputy Secretary
General of CAQ, Senior
Engineer

Li has participated in many projects including the raw material
industry satisfaction survey led by the Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology (MIIT), the key industry user satisfaction index
by SASAC, etc. He also engaged in more than 50 scientific research
and horizontal projects of public service quality evaluation projects
in China, scientific research and horizontal projects of Fortune 500
enterprises, and public service quality evaluation projects of large
state-owned enterprises. His research content covers the fields of
industry satisfaction survey, consumption and consumer research,
digital economy, and evaluation index construction and compilation.
He also participated in the drafting of 4 national standards, edited 1
book, wrote more than 10 industry evaluation technical reports, and
published more than 10 papers.
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Keynote Address VIII
Biography

Dr. Shu Yamada
Professor of Faculty of
Science and Technology
at Keio University

Dr. Shu Yamada is a professor of Faculty of Science and Technology
at Keio University. He has courses on data science, Total quality
management, design of experiments, quality improvement,
management and so forth. His research interests focus on Total
Quality Management, data science for quality, design of experiments,
statistical quality control and so forth.
He obtained degrees of Master of Engineering in 1989 and Doctor of
Engineering in 1993 from Tokyo University of Science under advice
by Prof. Noriaki Kano. After obtaining the degrees, he has worked
in several universities, such that Tokyo University of Science, Tokyo
Metropolitan Institute of Technology, University of Tsukuba and
the current position in Keio University. He had assigned the Dean
of Graduate school of business sciences at University of Tsukuba,
during April 2008 – March 2010.
He published over 100 academic international papers and 20
books on quality, statistical methods, etc. As well as the academic
performance, he is recognized as an international academician
focusing on practice. His experiences include vice chairperson of
Deming prize committee, Head delegate of Japanese committee
of ISO TC 176, quality management, Head delegate of Japanese
committee of IEC/TC 111, environmental conscious design, expert
of ISO TC 207 (environmental management), ISO TC 69 (statistical
techniques). Furthermore, he had been a member of board meeting
of Japanese Society for Quality Control (JSQC), chief in editor of
the Journal of JSQC, an associate editor of Asian Journal of Quality
(Korean Society for Quality Management), editorial board of Quality
Engineering (American Society for Quality) and so on. He was
awarded a Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry prize and
IEC 1906 prize in 2016. In addition, Nikkei Quality Control Literature
Prize were awarded several times.
In addition, he had a plenty of experiences to consult companies and
have joint research projects with companies. The typical subjects
of the joint research projects include application of statistical tools
to improve quality and productivity under complicated process,
implementation of total quality managements, constructing new
management system and so forth. The experiences to consultation
companies include promotion of TQM, implementation of daily
management system. Furthermore, specialized seminars for problem
solving/ statistical techniques based on the company nature have
been conducted for many companies.
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Congress Organising Committee
Organizing Committee

Technical Committee

Chairman：
Mr. Jia Fuxing

Chairman：
Prof. Tang Xiaoqing

Vice Chairman：
Dr. Duan Yonggang
Ms. Wang Lin
Mr. Hou Jinfeng
Ms. Lyu Qing

Vice Chairman：
Prof. Cheng Hong
Prof. He Zhen
Prof. Jiao Shubin
Mr. Wang Lu

Special Counsel：
Prof. Noriaki Kano
Prof. Wan Seon Shin

Member：
Ms. Cao Hua
Ms. Duan Yihong
Mr. Zhao Jiankun
Mr. Xia Bin
Ms. Wang Linbo
Mr. Wan Zhanqiang
Mr. Han Tie
Mr. Li Tao
Ms. Liang Ping
Mr. Lin Hai
Dr. Lotto Lai
Mr. Michael Teubenbacher
Mr. Hesam Aref Kashfi
Mr. Jim Duarte
Mr. Raúl Molteni
Ms. Becky Ranzenbach
Mr. Paul Grizzell

Member：
Mr. Sheng Sen
Ms. Zhang Yi
Ms. Zeng Zhen
Mr. Han Yue
Mr. Yu Hongbo
Ms. Tong Jing
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20th ANQ Congress 2022 Programme Overview
China Beijing Local Time
24 October 2021

25 October 2021

26 October 2022

ANQ CEC Meeting
13.00 - 17.00 GMT+8
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/84747464811?pwd=R29OUStyK204OEYwelgra1c
zeGRKZz09
Meeting ID: 847 4746 4811 | Passcode: 934039
ANQ Board Meeting
13.00 - 18.00 GMT+8
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/84254361526?pwd=S3hNL0V6YXFuL0RiSFZacFg
wT0w2dz09
Meeting ID: 842 5436 1526 | Passcode: 443467
20th ANQ Congress 2022 Day 1
Opening Ceremony
13.00 - 13.30 GMT+8
- Introductory Video of Beijing
- Welcome Message from Organising Host, CAQ Chairman, Mr. Jia Fuxing
- Opening Speech from Honorary Chairman, ANQ (Asia Network for Quality)
Dr. Noriaki Kano
Main hall:
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/88596323071?pwd=UXQ4WWhLbnZ0cElKWkF1K
zZDZlliQT09
Meeting ID: 885 9632 3071| Passcode: 787563
Keynote Address
13.30 – 14.50 GMT+8
Address 1 – Chairman, ANQ Professor Wan Seon Shin
Address 2 – Prof. Tang Xiaoqing
Address 3 – Mr. Willy Vandenbrande
Address 4 – Mr. Paul Grizzell
Main hall:
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/88596323071?pwd=UXQ4WWhLbnZ0cElKWkF1K
zZDZlliQT09
Meeting ID: 885 9632 3071| Passcode: 787563
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Break
14.50 - 15.00 GMT+8
Parallel Session 1-11
15.00 - 17.00 GMT+8
Please refer to Parallel Session Day 1 and Day 2 sheet
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/81059555054?pwd=K3gvTFRCRDg0Nm51bFRId
y8rdmNHUT09
Meeting ID: 810 5955 5054| Passcode: 052601
Ishikawa – Kano Award (IKA): Presentation
ANQ Recognition for Excellence for Quality Promotion (ARE-QP):
Presentation
17.15 - 19.30 GMT+8
Main hall:
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/81748485982?pwd=OGtqVllMMmJkOVZNVFlxMG
JKbnlRdz09
Meeting ID: 817 4848 5982 | Passcode: 569018
27 October 2022 20th ANQ Congress 2022 Day 2
Parallel Session 12 - 22
13.00 - 15.00 GMT+8
Please refer to Parallel Session Day 1 and Day 2 sheet
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/85662732883?pwd=TUNTbHNNUjJJSUpBVlBqZn
YwVys2dz09
Meeting ID: 856 6273 2883 | Passcode: 613539
Keynote Address
15.15 - 16.15 GMT+8
Address 4 – Ms. Wang Lin
Address 5 – Mr. Li Gaoshuai
Address 6 – Pro. Shu Yamada
Main Hall
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/86527671216?pwd=Qm90K1g5ZWFJSEx5OVBq
UmhGc3c5Zz09
Meeting ID: 865 2767 1216 | Passcode: 864407
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Closing Ceremony
16.15 - 17.15 GMT+8
- Technical Papers Review Summary and Best Paper Announcement
presented by Prof. Tang Xiaoqing, Technical Chair, 20th ANQ Congress
2022
- ARE-QP Award Presentation by Chairman of ARE-QP, Mr. G.E. Tan
- Message of Hope and Words of Encouragement from ANQ Country
Representatives (Pre-recorded video clips)
- Closing Remarks from CAQ Secretary-General Dr. Duan Yonggang
- ANQ Chairman Handover
- Welcome to ANQ Congress 2023 by VQAH
Main Hall
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/86527671216?pwd=Qm90K1g5ZWFJSEx5OVBq
UmhGc3c5Zz09
Meeting ID: 865 2767 1216 | Passcode: 864407
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Parallel Session Day 1
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/81059555054?pwd=K3gvTFRCRDg0Nm51bFRId
y8rdmNHUT09
Meeting ID: 810 5955 5054| Passcode: 052601

PS – 01

Digitalization
Chair: Ms. Lang Fei CAQ

PS – 02

Digitalization
Chair: Ms. Zhang Lei CAQ

PS – 03

Digitalization
Chair: Ms. Fan Ziwen CAQ

PS – 04

Sustainability
Chair: Mr. Lotto LAI HKSQ

PS – 05

Ecosystem
Chair: Prof. Masataka Sano JSQC

PS – 06

Quality Technology
Chair: Mr. Too Meng Ken SQI

PS – 07

Quality Technology
Chair: Mr. Zeng Shinan CAQ

PS – 08

Quality Technology
Chair: Prof. Yoshimichi Watanabe JSQC

PS – 09

Medical
Chair: Mr. Zhao Yicheng CAQ

PS – 10

Brand Management
Chair: Ms. Han Yunfei CAQ:

PS – 11

Testing, Certification and Accreditation
Chair: Ms. Zhao Chenxu CAQ
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Parallel Session Day 2
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/85662732883?pwd=TUNTbHNNUjJJSUpBVlBqZn
YwVys2dz09
Meeting ID: 856 6273 2883 | Passcode: 613539

PS – 12

Digitalization
Chair: Prof. Yoshimichi Watanabe JSQC

PS – 13

Digitalization
Chair: Ms. Lang Fei CAQ

PS – 14

Sustainability
Chair: Mr. Cheong Kah Leong SQI

PS – 15

Sustainability & Ecosystem
Chair: Mr. Zhao Yicheng CAQ

PS – 16

Ecosystem
Chair: Ms. Fan Ziwen CAQ

PS – 17

Quality Control
Chair: Ms. Wang Linbo CAQ

PS – 18

Quality Technology
Chair: Ms. Zhang Lei CAQ

PS – 19

Quality Technology
Chair: Mr. Yuta Kawakami JSQC

PS – 20

Quality Technology & Customer Research
Chair: Mr. Rey Fremista PSQ

PS – 21

Customer Research
Chair: Ms. Zhao Chenxu CAQ

PS – 22

Brand Management & Leadership
Chair: Ms. Han Yunfei CAQ
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Coding Rules for Full Paper
BD
CN
GE
HK
IN
JP
KR
NPl
RU
SG
TH
VN

Bangladesh
China
Germany
Hong Kong
India
Japan
Korea
Nepal
Russia
Singapore
Thailand
Vietnam

DI
SUS
ESO
TCA
QC
QT
BM
HEGt
CR
LEI

Digitalization
Sustainability
Ecosystem
Testing, Certification and Accreditation
Quality Control
Quality Technology
Brand Management
Health/Education/Government
Customer Research
Leadership, Excellence and Innovation

For instance, CNDI01 is full paper No 01 in topic of Digitalization in China.
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PS - 01
CNDI01
KRDI01
JPDI01
KRDI02
INDI01
INDI08

The digitization practice of Amway quality management
Development of quality strategies and indicators for OTT service companies in the era of
digital transformation
Cluster-wise XGBoost Model Approach that Considers User Diversity to Improve Accuracy
and Variable Interpretation Using SHAP
Why do people switch to internet-based service:
The case of internet-only banks
Real-time Prediction of Refractory Wear of BOF Steel Making Converter
Connected Quality: Utilizing Digital Platforms and Sustainable Mining Operations for
Recovering Thin Coal Seams by Highwall Miner Technology at West Bokaro, Tata Steel

PS - 02
CNDI07
CNDI06		
JPDI08
JPDI07
JPDI06
KRDI03

The Creation and Application of the "Five-Dimensional Integration" Intelligent Production
System Flow Model for Aerospace Servo Products
Full-process Management and Control Based on Industrial Information Interconnection
Inspection of Scanning Electron Microscope Images
Using Deep Learning and Scene Classification
Deep Anomaly Detection for Automotive Components by Oversampling
Data Augmentation Based Method for Enhancing Interpretability of Biterm Topic Model
Digital Quality Management Model in Industry 4.0 centered on the Manufacturing Industry

PS - 03
INDI03
INDI04
INDI07
CNDI10
CNDI11
JPDI10

IOT based Track point to enhance Production and Safety
Reliability Enhancement of Rolling Process and Field Devices by Proactively eliminating
abnormalities through Digitalization initiatives to Sustain Quality at Thin Slab Caster and
Rolling in Tata Steel
Key Challenges in IIoT implementation in a manufactring environment
Improve the quality management level of 10kV middle mounted switchgear electric
inspection process
Digital Sampling Exploration in Haier Special Cooling Appliances
A Semi-Supervised Learning Model for Predicting
User Attributes Based on Ladder Network
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PS - 04
SGSUS01
THSUS01
HKSUS01
RUSUS02
VNSUS01
JPSUS02

A Roadmap for Organisation Sustainability in A Post COVID-19 World
The Development of GCMS as GC’s Single Integrated Management System
A Study of Hong Kong Quality Startup Development for Supporting the Sustainable
Business Growth
Health management - training programme for personalized health
management on the example of the Surgut clinical tuberculosis dispensary
The diversity and sustainable development
Research on Disappearing Local Municipalities Using Sustainable Development Goals

PS - 05
JPECO03
CNSUS02
VNECO01
JPECO07
KRECO01
JPECO09

Study on clarifying the merits of providers in building a comprehensive community care
system
Application of EHS Risk Identification and Assessment Control Technology in Manufacturing
Enterprises
Improving the Supply Chain of Organic Agricultural Products in Tropical Countries - A Case
Study in Vietnam
Case study on the correlation between the feature of the text and the click rate in searchlinked advertisement
Quality Factors of Decision-Making in Workplace Platform
Research on workshops for sales promotion strategy planning in the food retail industry in
tourist areas

PS - 06
CNQT02
CNQT01
CNQT04
SGQT01
JPQT03
JPQT02

Application of Hypothesis Test Method to Improve Electrode Quality
Research on Quality Improvement Based on Fault Tree Analysis
Discussion on the Mode of Process Defect Reduction by Prevention Measures
5S Establishes and Maintains Laboratory Order
A Study on Search Problem Based on Bayesian Optimization to Control Worsening of
Objective Function Value
A Method to Improve Serendipity of Recommendation Lists Based on Collaborative Metric
Learning
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PS - 07
CNQT06
CNQT05
JPQT08
JPQT07
JPQT09
INQT02

Exploration and Practice of Laser Ranging Technology in Household Appliance Industry
Interconnection of core components of gas water heater to prevent errors
Multivariate Hierarchical Bayesian Control Charts for High-Mix Low-Volume Production
Analysis of Documental Data
Using Bayesian Addictive Regression Trees
The T-method with the application of sparse modeling
Defect logging in Steel: Speech to Text way

PS - 08
CNQT07
CNQT08
JPQT12
JPQT13
JPQT14
INQT04

Dishwasher Suspension Spray System Quality Technology Innovation
Research on Sensitivity and Waterproofness of Capacitive Touch Button
Compound Hyper Design for Design with Many Levels of Input Factor
Improvement of MTSbag
in classification and anomaly detection probrem
Investigation Related to Changes in Cryptocurrency-Return Model Caused by COVID-19
Shock
Prevention of steel cord breakage in pellet pipe conveyor PPC-1

PS - 09
JPHEG04
JPHEG01
JPHEG02
JPHEG03
GEHEG01
VNHEG01

Optimal Replacement Policy for a Wiener Deterioration Process Under Consideration of
Population Heterogeneity
A Topic Transition Model of Parents Concerns over
Child-rearing Stages based on Question Data on Dedicated App
Educational Program for a Hyper Design to
Non-Linear Input-Output System
Influenza epidemic prediction in the Kanto region using pharmacy influenza drug sales
volume data
10th anniversary: A new sustainable Quality Education Initiative in ANQ Region (2012-2022)
Sustainability Education Development with Integrated Management Systems Approaching
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PS - 10
CNBM02
CNBM03
KRBM01
CNLEI03
CNHEG01
CNDI04

Brand Story Creation and Management Research
The Chain Group Contract Creates the Market Reputation of Casarte Products
Understanding the Motives of Live Stream Loyalty:
The Mediating Effect of Viewer Engagement
Study on Position Capacity Management of New Workers in Haier Commercial AC Factory
under the Background of High Staff Mobility
Building the system of Comprehensive Medical Healthcare to serve people’s health
Construction and Application of Automotive Supply Chain Ecosystem Under Digital
Condition

PS - 11
CNTCA01
JPTCA03
JPTCA02
JPTCA01

The Role and Suggestions of Certification and Accreditation System in Improving the
Quality and Efficiency of Food and Agricultural Products in International Trade
Use of ISO Certification System in Municipalities
Proposed Measures to Promote
Comparison Among Variation Measures of Ordinal Scale Data
An Empirical Study on the Adoption Intention of IoT by
Chinese and Japanese Manufacturing Employees Based on ISO25010 Indicators and the
UTAUT Model

PS - 12
CNDI03
CNDI02
JPDI04
JPDI03
JPDI02
CNDI05

The Integrated Exploration and Practice Based on IDOS Technology Route in Changan Auto
Cruise home port operation management promoted by digitalization
Design and Implementation of a Recommendation System
for Similar Questions in the Q & A Community
Condition-Based Maintenance for Deteriorating Systems Subject to External Shock Damage
Under Semi-Markov Decision Process
A Study on Business Education System to Understand Digitalization
for the Visually Impaired
Path to achieve 3 ‰ defect rate
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PS - 13
JPDI09
JPDI05
INDI02
CNDI09
CNDI08
INDI06

Optimization of Batter’s First Pitch Strategy Based on
Partial Recurrent Neural Network Considering Pitching Histories and Game Situation
Algorithmic Construction of Latin Hypercube Design
Digitalization of Inbound Raw Material Movement
The experience of digital quality management in Haier Refrigerator Industrial Park in Hefei
Research and Practice of Digital Quality Management of High Quality Development of
Enterprises
Leveraging action recognition, augmented reality, gamification in industry 4.0 in
manufacturing processes - COVID 19

PS - 14
HKSUS02
NPSUS01
JPSUS01
KRSUS01
RUSUS01
SGSUS02

Towards the Realization of Corporate Sustainability – A Componentizing Elements Model
Sustainable development through application of different international standards and
challenges in its implementation- Case study in Tea manufacturing units in Nepal
Differences in the Understanding of Environmentally Conscious Behavior between
Companies and Consumers
The Effect of Board Composition and Characteristc of Governance to Sustainability
Reporting in the Korean Context
Wastewater treatment of all types of generation by natural biocenoses with predetoxification
Integration of Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) in Strategic Planning

PS - 15
JPECO01
BDECO01
JPECO06
HKECO01
JPECO08
CNSUS01

Certain Properties of Condition-based Maintenance for k-out-of-n:G Systems Considering
Economic Dependence
Total quality Management in RMG sector of Bangladesh
Analysis of the Relationship between Recruitment Evaluations and Personality Impressions
Based on Video Interviews
Impact of Occupational Stress on Work Performance of Civil Engineering Project Managers
Methods to Understand Actual Manufacturing Conditions of
High-mix, Small-lot Make-to-order Factories
Research on process energy efficiency consistency improvement
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PS - 16
JPECO02
INECO01
JPECO04
KRECO02
CNECO01
JPECO05

Evaluation on financial conditions of commercial banks in Japan-China
Ferro alloy integrated margin management at LD#2,TSJ
A Research on Verification of Growth Cycle Model
in New Product Development of Companies
KEY FACTORS For The PERFORMANCE Of SMART FACTORY OPERATION: A MACHINE
LEARNING Based APPROCH
Collaborative Supporting Supplier Management of Aerospace Products Based on Interfactories Quality Assurance Systems
A Study of the Systematization of Problems Caused
by the Shipping of the Unit House

PS - 17
INDI05
CNQC01
JPQC01
CNQC02
JPQC02
Industry
JPQC03

Digital Twin - 1st time use of Machine
learning to improve sinter Quality at
Tata Steel Jamshedpur
Practice and application of 1-N multi-standard production mode with many varieties and
small batches
An Unbiased Estimator of the Causal Effect on the Mean/Variance
under the Adaptive Control and Its Application to Quality Control
Quality Control and Data Distribution
Development of a Diverse-Data-Processing Method for Manufacturing Process in Airplane
Defect Detection by Machine Learning Using Image Data

PS - 18
JPQT01
JPQT06
JPQT05
JPQT04
INQT01
CNQT03

Generation of Images with Many Likes using Conditional StyleGAN2-ADA Considering User
Attribute Information
Prediction of Depression by BERT with a Time Sequence Point of View
Ensemble Pruning of MT Method
Cost and Availability Optimization of Imperfect Inspection Frequency for Periodic Perfect
Inspections
A Smart Decision-Making Regrading tool in Steelmaking and Slab Casting
Reducing the Abnormal Temperature drop Incidence Rate of the Upper Stage Propellant
Pipes
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PS - 19
KRQT01
CNQT10
CNQT09
JPQT10
INQT03
‘
JPQT11

Study of Open Quality System using Blockchain Technology for Quality Responsibility in
Smart Manufacturing
Development and Application of Quality Inspection Technology for Continuous
Electroplating Production Line
Research on the Measurement System Based on the Opposite Optical Fiber Detection
Technology
Improvement of gradient boosting using regularization and optimization methods
Analysis of Staircase audit and findings
An analytical approach to address Slip Trip Fall concerns’
Accuracy Improvement Using MM Algorithm in Bradley-Terry Model Considering Home
Advantage

PS - 20
SGQT02
JPQT15
INQT05
KRCR02
JPCR01
CNQT11

Optimising Daily Number of Chemical Product Liftings In Petrochemical
Industry Through Six Sigma Methodology
A study on issues in the development and manufacture of paper material food soft
packaging
Utilsing Every Brick Length Of Space
Study on the Impact of Platform Quality Aspects on Trust, Satisfaction and Loyalty
A Method for Item Analysis Considering Duration of User Interests Based on Hidden SemiMarkov Model
Solving problems requires only one tool approach

PS - 21
KRCR01
JPCR03
JPCR04
INCR01
JPCR02

Analyzing the Impact of Platform Users’ Subjectivity on Trust, Satisfaction and Loyalty
Impact of the Use of "YouTube Shorts" on YouTube
Research on Quality Adjustment Methods
Tailored to Customer Tastes of Kneaded Products
DIGECA: AN ONLINE SOLUTION FOR ECA CUSTOMERS AND CHANNEL PARTNERS FOR
ANALYZING AND REDUCING LOST SALES AND MANAGEMENT OF ENQUIRIES
Education of Statistical Methods for Satisfaction Surveys

PS - 22
CNLEI01
CNLEI02
BDBM01
CNBM01

Discussion on the quality management model of the manufacturing process
AQUA Refrigerator Quality Management Mode and Innovation Practice
Trending Copy Culture of Human Nature : Brand Product Perspectiv
Quality-Oriented: Explore the Road to Quality Management of Haier
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The Digitization Practice of Amway Quality
Management
Qingbin Ai, Junmei Su, Jiaqi Liang, Tianmin Huang, Yu Fan, Miaomei Xie

Abstract
The competition in the global manufacturing industry has developed from the scale and cost reduction in the
early 20th century to the competition of innovation ability. To improve innovation capability and efficiency,
digital strategy has become the preferred strategy for product innovation of multinational manufacturing
enterprises. As the manufacturing industry shifts from production-centered to market demand-centered,
the digital development of the Amway (China) supply-chain is beginning to bear fruit. Amway has achieved
full-chain electronic information management through various professional systems. On this basis, Amway
will further establish a quality information management platform, to improve the digital transformation, and
enhance the quality management capabilities of the whole product life cycle and the whole industry chain,
which provide a reference for promoting high-quality and sustainable development.

Keywords
Digitalization, Full-chain management, Quality management, Sustainable development, Supply-chain
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Development of Quality Strategies and
Indicators for OTT Service Companies in the Era
of Digital Transformation
Ji-Min Kim, Ho-Jun Song, Wan-Seon Shin

Abstract
In the current service industry, quality was managed mainly based on results-oriented improvement such
as customer complaints or quality survey. This not only takes a lot of time to discover quality problems
and link them to improvement activities, but also has limitations in that potential quality problems may be
overlooked. Even now, in the era of Industry 4.0 where the importance of digital technology is emphasized,
only few studies focusing on the role of digital transformation in service innovation have been made.
Therefore, this study aims to propose service quality indicator which supports precise improvement and
vulnerability identification through automatic data analysis. In this study, the quality indicators for the
overall service industry are newly derived by collecting the service quality indicators presented previously
through literature research. In addition, comparative analysis of the OTT (Over the Top) service factors on
the basis of digital transformation was held. Through consumer reviews, evaluations, or trends of OTT use,
major service quality factors were derived. As a result, OTTQUAL is proposed which is a quality indicator
that can systematically manage the OTT service quality. This newly defined quality indicator defines the
main dimensions of OTT service quality and presents a systematic management methodology through
detailed indicators. The OTTQUAL presented in this study not only reflects changes in service quality due
to digital transformation, but also contributes to securing consumer trust through a systematic management
methodology.

Keywords
Digital Transformation, Service Quality, SERVQUAL, OTTQUAL, OTT Industry.
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Cluster-wise XGBoost Model Approach that
Considers User Diversity to Improve Accuracy
and Variable Interpretation Using SHAP
Kana Mitsuhashi, Haruka Yamashita, Ryotaro Shimizu

Abstract
In recent years, with the spread of social network services (SNS), tremendous amounts of data such as sex,
age, and browsing history have been accumulated, and various analyses have been conducted to design
measures that can be used for marketing products. In this study, we focus on the attributes of users who
use SNS, considering age and usage, and propose a highly accurate model to consider diversity. To date,
many studies on cluster-wise regression analysis have been developed, which is a method that enables
analysis according to attributes by performing clustering and multiple regression simultaneously. In this
study, we first replace the regression part of the cluster-wise regression analysis with the machine learning
model XGBoost to improve the accuracy. Then, a problem caused by introducing XGBoost is solved
using a new algorithm.Specifically, it is an algorithm that uses subclasses by applying the concept of the
K-fold cross-validation partitioning method. Finally, we use SHAP, a method for interpreting the outcomes
of machine learning and interpret the model. SHAP is one of eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI), and
it is a technology that makes it easier to understand why the model produced such prediction results.The
effectiveness of the proposal method is demonstrated by analyzing actual SNS data, snap data of fashion
coordination app, and comparing its prediction accuracy with conventional methods.

Keywords
Fashion, Cluster-Wise Model, XGBoost, Shapley Additive Explanations, Explainable Artificial Intelligence
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Why do people switch to internet-based service:
The case of internet-only banks
Junsung Park

Abstract
Since the advent of Internet-only bank in Korea, many users have switched from commercial banks to
Internet-only banks. However, there is a lack of research about Internet-only banks in Korea. In this study,
the Push-Pull-Mooring model, which is widely used in the field of migration, was used as a research
framework to analyze such switching behavior. Push effects are the negative aspects of the current service,
while pull effects represent the positive aspects of the new service, and mooring effects represents the
internal factors related to service migration. To test the hypothesis, we conducted a questionnaire survey
of 204 bank users and used partial least squares techniques to analyze. As a results, push effects such
as low satisfaction, low trust, low willingness to engage in personal contact, and mooring effect such as
attitude towards switching, subjective norm have positive effects to switching intention, while pull effects
such as relative advantage, ease of use, compatibility have no significant effects to switching intention.
These findings provide new insights for better strategies for both Internet-only banks and commercial banks
service providers.

Keywords
Push-pull-mooring model, Diffusion of innovation theory, Internet only bank, Switching intention
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Real-time Prediction of Refractory Wear of BOF
Steel Making Converter
P S Srinivas, Devendra Prasad Singh, Tangirala Avadhani Srinivas, Tapas Kumar Pal, Debaraj Debasis
Samal, Ujjwal Kumar, Srikanta Pattnaik, Santanu Saha, Soumavo Paul

Abstract
Tata Steel aspires to be a global leader in leveraging digital technologies. This article expounds an
endeavor undertaken by Automation Division of Tata Steel. A machine learning (ML) model is developed
to predict refractory wear in BOF converter in real time. The inner lining of the vessel, made of MgO-C
bricks, would wear with the advancement of converter’s campaign life. Converter lining life is a vital technoeconomic facet of the steelmaking. Process parameters play significant role in refractory erosion. The
integral effects of the process parameters on vessel refractory erosion patterns are not conclusive despite
many attempts. To bridge this gap, a ML based predictive model integrating the process parameters and
laser measurements has been built to predict the thickness of the refractory for every batch. Process data
comprising of 129 parameters from one full campaign life was considered for model building. From EDA
and feature importance methodologies 29 parameters were selected as input parameters with erosion
rate as target parameter. Eight machine learning models, namely, linear regression (LR), Lasso, Ridge,
KNN Regressor, Decision trees, SVM Regressor, Random Forest Regressor and XG Boost Regressor were
employed. Among all, KNN Regressor has shown the best performance. As the vessel life progresses,
maintenance activities such as gunning and patching are performed to patch the highly eroded parts of
the vessel. A module has been included to the core algorithm to predict the thickness gain and erosion
of the patches added during maintenance. The implemented model shows very good agreement with the
measurements.

Keywords
BOF converter, Machine learning, Refractory lining, Laser profiling, Condition monitoring.
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Connected Quality: Utilizing Digital Platforms
and Sustainable Mining Operations for
Recovering Thin Coal Seams by Highwall Miner
Technology at West Bokaro, Tata Steel
Anurag Dixit, Kunal Sharan, Amit Prakash Singh

Abstract
At Tata Steel, West Bokaro, a new hybrid mining method known as Highwall Mining is deployed to extract
the boundary coal in a unique methodology. Highwall miner mines boundary-locked coal in scientifically
designed sequence i.e. deep most coal seam is extracted first, followed by extraction of overlying coal
seams. This methodology is a symbiotic process as open cast operation uses bottom most areas as in pit
dumping and supports extraction of coal from boundaries with an underground methodology. Highwall
mining technology has evolved over time with longer mine-able galleries. West Bokaro introduced the
thin seam cutter at its present Highwall miner and started mining the un-mineable thin seams using same
equipment set. This innovative introduction was made feasible by curating a new ecosystem. Complex
mining methods and high efficiency outputs can be managed through digital technology intervention. For
this, Tata Steel enabled this eco-system by developing in-house digital application “SmartMine”, introducing
RFID cards, IoT applications in opencast mines. Highwall Miner was accordingly upgraded and digitally
integrated. Man behind the machine is the most vital component of the system. A real time capturing of his
feedback is important, thus a new digital employee engagement tool TAKE-5 empowered the employees
to record their voice, intimate safety and health risks, and digitally share performance. A new state of the
art technology such as Slope Stability Radar virtually integrated the mine conditions with mobile phones.
The employees are well intimated before any rock failure and prevent human or equipment damage due to
strata related mishap. These connected systems generate, capture, transmit and model the data to predict
the performance and facilitate the front-line managers. The paper describes about the new connected Ecosystem, its contribution to quality performance, sustainable operation, and the operational challenges.

Keywords
Sustainable, Quality, Connected Ecosystem, Digital, Coal Mine
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The Creation and Application of the "FiveDimensional Integration" Intelligent Production
System Flow Model for Aerospace Servo
Products
Xian Zhang, Yujing Qiao, Peiwen Li, Zhaohua Shi, Yaxin Liu

Abstract
The "five-dimensional integration" intelligent production project of aerospace servo products based on
the system flow model is an on-site management system project of "advanced manufacturing + industrial
interconnection" through the integration of management technology and industrial technology such as
refined process management theory, digital twin technology, and quality management theory. The project
pioneered the "system flow model" on the production site of aerospace servo products, and took the lead in
applying in the "five-dimensional integration" intelligent production system based on the system flow model,
achieving the overall planning, management, diagnosis and re-optimization of production activities, which
solved the problems of insufficient system management and control capabilities at the production site,
insufficient data utilization, insufficient production information sharing, and high dependency on the ability
of personnel. In the process of project implementation, the system quality management system and tools
such as value stream map, system diagram, PDPC method, multi-PDCA loop, and IE measurement tools
were used for the first time to discover and diagnose production process bottlenecks, optimize production
process, and monitor production process and products quality status in real time. The intelligent production
management system implemented by the project is an important measure for the enterprise to promote
the intelligent manufacturing strategy and achieve the industrial upgrading. Compared with the original
production mode, the production capacity has been increased by more than 3 times, and excellent results
have been achieved in terms of safety, quality, efficiency, cost, and personnel, mainly as featured lean
production mode, transparent whole-process quality management, safe and scientific site layout, continuous
improvement of personnel, and flexible system design. In addition, the design and implementation method
of intelligent production system based on the system flow model practiced by the project provides a set of
complete and scientific engineering promotion methods for the digital transformation of other organizations,
leading the rapid and healthy development of the industry.

Keywords
Aerospace Servo, System Flow Model, "Five-Dimensional Integration" Intelligent Production, Production
Management System, Lean Management
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Full-process Management and Control Based on
Industrial Information Interconnection
Zhai Xueying, Fan Zeyu, Hao Xingjun, Sun Yubiao, Zhang Meng

Abstract
With the development of a new generation of information technology, industrial information interconnection
technology brings a new model to the whole process control. Through the platform of industrial
interconnection, the interconnection, insight and optimization of the factory's total factor data including
human, machine, material, method, environment as well as measurement are realized. At the same time,
there are hundreds of new modes of user experience created to achieve the participation experience of
nodes in the whole process of enterprises, such as intelligent collaboration. The modes also make the
access to user needs much better and more precisely to improve the agility of products innovation and
upgrading. By building the new designed platform and applying of virtual technologies of VR,3D scanning
etc., products iteration and updates are realized rapidly by the factory, which successfully shortening the
product development cycle. To meet the requirements of users' orders, Flexible production and digital
quality management are constructed by 5G application, vision technology and APS intelligent production
scheduling, which have remarkable effects, manufacture such as the improvement of efficiency, the decline
of defective works on site, and the form of high efficiency and quality manufacturing mode.

Keywords
Industrial Information Interconnection, 5G Applications, Flexible Production, Digital Quality Control
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Inspection of Scanning Electron Microscope
Images Using Deep Learning and Scene
Classification
Watalu Yamamoto, Shota Iwatsuka, Kazuhiro Furuhashi

Abstract
In the semiconductor manufacturing process, various inspections including imaging are performed. This
inspection image is taken automatically, and the number of shots is large. Automation of inspection image
classification greatly contributes to the diagnosis of the manufacturing process. Defect inspection to find
the cause of semiconductor manufacturing failure is important for improving yield. In this study, we will
study how to classify inspection images using deep learning. In general, deep learning is expected to
exhibit excellent performance in learning features extraction from multimedia data and their classification.
However, when I simply attached a classification label to a photo and learned the classification, it did not
perform very well. In order to use the classification of photographs for the classification of some of the
objects in the photographs, it is necessary to devise a learning method. In this research, we propose to
classify inspection images into layers to form layers, and to perform fine tuning for each layer to improve the
classification system. It was suggested that the proposed method has high classification accuracy for both
the whole and each type of defect in both data sets that require learning ability and generalization ability.

Keywords
Deep learning, fine tuning; scene classification; attention, scanning electron microscope image
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Deep Anomaly Detection for Automotive
Components by Oversampling
Chika Yokocho, Hironobu Kawamura, Kozaburo Nirasawa

Abstract
Deep neural networks require large amounts of data. However, the automotive components that are the
subject of this research have an extreme lack of defective product data due to rapid model changes
and a low defective product rate during the manufacturing process. Additionally, the anomaly areas are
negligible. Data augmentation (DA), which increases data by image transformations, is a method for solving
data deficiency. Particularly, a deep convolutional generative adversarial network (DCGAN) is frequently
employed in the medical industry. It is shown an effect on not small anomalies but medical images that the
classification target accounts for a large percentage of the total image.
Therefore, in the present study, we find the best DA method when anomaly areas are negligible. We use a
method that combines existing methods and DCGAN because DCGAN only cannot be used in cases where
target images are few. After increasing the data to some extent using existing methods for only the anomaly
area, we increase it further using DCGAN and then paste the completed defect to the component images.
The classification performance using DA, which modifies size, shape, and so on, according to the
inspector's experience, yielded 76.9% Recall, whereas the performance using both DA and DCGAN yielded
a slightly lower Recall value of 65.4%.

Keywords
Data Augmentation, Image Classification, DNN, DX, Visual Inspection
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Data Augmentation Based Method for Enhancing
Interpretability of Biterm Topic Model
Tianxiang Yang, Yuki Nishida, Haruka Yamshita, Masayuki Goto

Abstract
Nowadays, purchase behavior data have become to be used for various analysis to construct effective
marketing measures by companies. For business, simultaneous purchase is an important action in
purchase behavior, so we can catch more business opportunities by analyzing it. In order to analyze
purchasing tendency reflecting simultaneous purchases of users, Biterm Topic Model (BTM) has been
proposed for learning topics with an emphasis on pairs of two items with a high simultaneous purchase
probability. However, there is a problem that popular items strongly influence learning because the
possibilities of simultaneously purchasing two items that are popular by many users tend to be high. Even
if the simultaneous purchase probability of a pair of items A and B is relatively low, the biterm with a high
conditional purchase probability of item B conditioned by item A is more important for business purposes
such as marketing. Therefore, to avoid learning popular items in BTM model, in this study, we define pairs of
items with high conditional purchase probabilities as important related biterms. We propose a new learning
method that uses lift value to improve the interpretation of BTM and to emphasize these biterms. In addition,
we apply our proposal for both artificial data and actual data to verify its effectiveness.

Keywords
Biterm Topic Model, Data Augmentation, Simultaneous Purchase, Customer Behavior, Latent Class Analysis
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Digital Quality Management Model in Industry
4.0 centered on the Manufacturing Industry
Gyeong- Ju Kim, Hyun-Mo Koo, Wan-Seon Shin

Abstract
In the era of Industry 4.0, Quality Management based on smart technology such as artificial intelligence
and big data is emphasized which leads to productivity improvement in smart manufacturing. However,
due to the absence of newly proposed quality model that can qualitatively manage the quality management
environment in terms of manufacturing, it is difficult to grasp the current status of the company and the
direction of improvement. Therefore, this study aims to develop new quality management model called
Digital Quality Management Model. Through the literature review such as previous study or national
standards (GEM2.0, Baldrige, EFQM, ISO9001, QCAS), integrated terms of quality, so called Digital
Quality, and core value of Digital Quality Management is defined. Additionally, QFD (Quality Function
Deployment) methodology is adopted to finalize and present Digital Quality Model by considering
customers’ requirements. Final model consists of 10 quality management values such as future-oriented
vision, cooperative development, and quality-oriented leadership and 5 quality dimensions along with 15
specific criteria and 36 criterion parts. This study is unique in that it provides the foundation for successful
establishment of quality management innovation in the era of Industry 4.0.

Keywords
Industry 4.0, Quality management model, Value creation, Quality Function Deployment, Manufacturing
industry
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IOT Based Track Point to Enhance Production
and Safety
Dhilip Kumar R, Amal Kumar Roy, Chitresh Kundu, Ramnaresh Rathour, Abhay Kumar Tripathi, Manish K
Singh, Sanjay Kedia

Abstract
Manually operated lever box for track points are in use in Tata Steel Jamshedpur’s (TSJ) rail network.
Disadvantage of this type of manually operated lever box, are not designed to provide clear indication
when gap formation between stock and tongue rail and no clear indication for ground crew regarding the
direction of track point is set. Overlooking the above conditions, if ground crew operates track points, there
are chances of point burst and derailment of rolling stock at track points at TSJ as well as worldwide were
ever manual lever box is used.
There was no technology available for clear indication or display to highlight the defect and alert system
for manually operated track points at ground level and located in remote areas away from electrical power
sources. So, at TSJ we have developed Solar Smart Signaling system to address the issue of electrical
power availability and to identify and monitor the gap formation at track point. Display of direction of track
points is achieved by introducing a magnetic sensor in between the stock and tongue rail of track points
and alert the ground crew if defect is found. Through cloud system (LoRaWAN) the data are sent to Loco
control room and Track Maintenance control room for immediate action on the Track Point to eliminate
point burst and derailment. The technique is novel as it is the first of its kind in the world. This technology is
implemented at TSJ to monitor the condition of manual Track Points.

Keywords
Track points, Gap formation, Point burst, Derailment, Manual track point signal system
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Reliability Enhancement of Rolling Process
and Field Devices by Proactively eliminating
abnormalities through Digitalization initiatives to
Sustain Quality at Thin Slab Caster and Rolling in
Tata Steel
Mr. Anurag Saxena, Mr. Sunil Tiwari, Mr. M B Arif, Mr. Shyam Kumar Paswan, Mr. Manoj Kumar Jha, Mr.
Biswanath Nath

Abstract
This paper describes an inhouse development of a proactive condition monitoring system of critical process
and related equipment like field devices and motors, at Thin Slab Casting and Rolling Mill in Tata Steel
Jamshedpur, as a countermeasure to their frequent failures and restraining throughput due to unplanned
production stoppages. This novel approach is a cascade of data capturing, statistical analysis, generation
of Smart-alerts and recommendations with data visualization.
Riding the wave of Industry 4.0, the equipment covered under this Digitalization initiative are not only Critical
to Process but also to the Quality of the product. The paper elaborates on a simplistic yet accurate model
that predicts abnormalities in field devices and motors and related processes by applying statistical tools
on it. After thorough study of FMEA i.e. Failure mode effect analysis and based on it control limits were set
for each category of equipment and accordingly statistical tool was applied which in turn generated realtime alerts in our mobile phones.
The project elaborates how the existing setup was used to reap the benefits of a smart device from the
passive field devices installed in the plant, using the digitalization approach. A Central Command Center
was also developed to monitor the activities and review the maintenance processes. Since implementation
of the project, more than 30 cases of proactive intervention, as per the digital alerts, helped in a potential
saving of INR 50 million. Thus, this project will not only help us migrate from Preventive Maintenance to
Predictive Maintenance, but also help in sustenance of the Business process- The Digital Way.

Keywords
Digitalization, Predictive Maintenance, Smart-alerts, statistical analysis, Command Center
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Key Challenges in IIot Implementation in A
Manufacturing Environment
Sarika Vivek Joshi

Abstract
IIoT is currently a very popular term. Majority of industries are investing heavily to embrace digitalization.
Manufacturers started their digitization journey with a big bang to gain competitive advantage over others.
However, growth in its implementation has been incredibly slow. One of the key systems in the digital
transformation is IIoT. The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is growing in popularity in the manufacturing
sector because of its claimed advantages, such as connected machines, real-time monitoring of data, and
predictive analytics based on historical data and few more.
Intelligent assets, a data communications infrastructure, analytics and applications to interpret and act on
the data, and people make up the four major components of any IIoT system. This has a very sound and
plausible conceptual underpinning. Manufacturers face a number of difficulties, nevertheless, when putting
IIoT into practice. This is a difficult task as a result. The authors of this study have outlined the principal
difficulties encountered when implementing the IIoT in a manufacturing environment. The key challenges
include IIoT connectivity, having a scalable IIoT network to connect devices and servers, communication
between the client organization and the IIoT solution provider, data cleaning after data acquisition,
compatibility issues between hardware and the IIoT sensors/data acquisition systems, skill gaps in the
manufacturer's teams, and cyber security. The report gives instances of IIoT implementation issues
encountered in the industry.
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Improve the quality management level of 10kV
middle mounted switchgear electric inspection
processl
QU Guangming, CHEN Song, ZHANG Hao, YING Dong, HE Jun, WANG Puren, YANG Zhengwen

Abstract
10kV middle mounted switchgear is widely used in power system. The electric inspection process with
safety and reliability for the live parts of the switchgear, especially the cable, is a necessary part of the
follow-up work. Safety, reliability, and success rate of electric inspection are important quality indicators
in the electric inspection process of 10kV middle mounted switchgear. These indicators together with
the degree of integration, intelligence and digitization of the electric testing equipment, act on the quality
management level of the electric inspection process. Aiming at the defects and deficiencies of the existing
electric inspection tools, a 10kV middle mounted switchgear universal intelligent electric inspection trolley is
developed. The trolley has integrated sensor components, processor, power supply, motor, electroscope,
and touch panel, etc., with real-time automatic regulation and live alarm functions. It has significant
advantages in improving system integration, intelligence, digitization, security, and reliability. The analysis
results show that the 10kV middle mounted switchgear universal intelligent electric inspection trolley
makes up for the defects and deficiencies of the existing electric inspection tools, achieves the quality
management indicators of the 10kV middle mounted switchgear electric inspection process, and improves
the quality management level.
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Digital Sampling Exploration in Haier Special
Cooling Appliances
Zhong Yuanyuan, Hou Tingyi, Zhang Huawei, Gu Jinlong and Yang Chao

Abstract
The economy of human society with the progress of technology evolved, the industrial revolution realized
the evolution of the agricultural economy to industrial economy, now entering into the digital industrial
revolution era, the industrial revolution promoted the human production and living of the digital revolution,
giving birth to a new economic form - the digital economy, digitization becomes the core driving of the
digital economy. The reduction of the cost of digital technology gives full play to digital value and creates
new value for all industries incessantly.
In order to accelerate the value-added process and ensure high quality, companies began to promote
digital manufacturing,digital quality system management and digital process construction completely,
etc. From the perspective of company management, this can be understood as the existence of a parallel
digital enterprise within the company. It is assumed that all parts of the value-added process will be
completely digitized for the foreseeable future,, eliminating the actual processes such as prototyping. The
significance of exploring digital quality management lies in: The whole process node data are connected
through intelligent device and method, the quality system standards execute fall to the ground completely
and forming the experience pool, value information are appeared through digital driving cabin, then drive
capacity upgrades, building forecast,early warning and prevention system, the process results and the
market are always parallel connection each link, driven managers have accurate decisions.
Haier Special Refrigeration Appliances, As the first intelligent +5G technology high-end refrigerator
interconnection factory of Haier special refrigeration appliances has explored digital production and quality
management mode in all management links of man-machine and become a benchmark example of Haier's
interconnection factory. Among them, digital intelligent sampling is a beneficial practice of comprehensive
coverage and upgrading of business processes by using digital technology. It has been used maturely and
plays a leading role in the industry.
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A Semi-Supervised Learning Model for Predicting
User Attributes Based on Ladder Network
Mizuki Takeuchi, Taichi Imafuku, Yuta Sakai, Masayuki Goto

Abstract
In recent years, marketing has often relied on using attribute information associated with the accounts
registered in online services. However, most people use such services without a personal account, and it
is impossible to obtain attribute information for these unregistered users. To deal with this situation, semisupervised learning is an effective way to increase the number of users with attribute information. Attributes
can be predicted from the historical data of unregistered users, having the historical data of registered
users who have attribute information. One such semi-supervised learning method is the ladder network,
which is a neural-network-based model that adds and removes noise. This model provided highly accurate
predictions for image data and is also considered to be useful for predicting user attributes from historical
data, where the feature vector is high-dimensional. However, this method does not account for cases where
the label takes an ordered value, such as the user’s age category. In this study, we propose an extended
model based on a ladder network that incorporates a mechanism that can appropriately predict a user’s
attribute information, including ordinal-scale variables. We also conducted an evaluation experiment using
browsing history data to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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A Roadmap for Organisation Sustainability in A
Post COVID-19 World
Cheong Kah Leong, Nik Chong

Abstract
This paper aims to investigate and address the challenges organisations are facing in the uncertain
post COVID-19 world by proposing a roadmap for organisations to adopt and develop sustainable
and successful business practices that can ensure sustainability, building on the Quality Management
philosophies and principles Many organisations may have a mission and vision statements, business and
operating plan but few have the strategic vision to develop a sustainable business organisation. Most
organisations consider sales and profit as their mission and goals, daily operations as their routine, thus
overlooking the importance of developing a roadmap to guide the organisation towards sustainability. Such
organisation struggled to survive under the onslaught of Covid-19 pandemic waves. They are many proven
but siloed strategies such as Total Quality Management, Business Excellence framework, Innovation that
help organisations perform better than their competitors, deliver higher customer satisfaction, heighten
employee engagement and elevate other organisational performance. Although these strategies produced
significant results, they do not address the ultimate purpose of operating a business, which is a sustainable
business and organisation. To provide an appropriate context to this study, chosen organisations with a
history of longevity has been examined in depth and compared to those that have failed to identify common
factors of success and failure. The aim is to formulate a universal strategic roadmap for any organisations
that would want to remain relevant and sustainable into the future.

Keywords
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A Semi-Supervised Learning Model for Predicting
User Attributes Based on Ladder Network
Mizuki Takeuchi, Taichi Imafuku, Yuta Sakai, Masayuki Goto

Abstract
In recent years, marketing has often relied on using attribute information associated with the accounts
registered in online services. However, most people use such services without a personal account, and it
is impossible to obtain attribute information for these unregistered users. To deal with this situation, semisupervised learning is an effective way to increase the number of users with attribute information. Attributes
can be predicted from the historical data of unregistered users, having the historical data of registered
users who have attribute information. One such semi-supervised learning method is the ladder network,
which is a neural-network-based model that adds and removes noise. This model provided highly accurate
predictions for image data and is also considered to be useful for predicting user attributes from historical
data, where the feature vector is high-dimensional. However, this method does not account for cases where
the label takes an ordered value, such as the user’s age category. In this study, we propose an extended
model based on a ladder network that incorporates a mechanism that can appropriately predict a user’s
attribute information, including ordinal-scale variables. We also conducted an evaluation experiment using
browsing history data to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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A Roadmap for Organisation Sustainability in A
Post COVID-19 World
Cheong Kah Leong, Nik Chong

Abstract
This paper aims to investigate and address the challenges organisations are facing in the uncertain
post COVID-19 world by proposing a roadmap for organisations to adopt and develop sustainable
and successful business practices that can ensure sustainability, building on the Quality Management
philosophies and principles Many organisations may have a mission and vision statements, business and
operating plan but few have the strategic vision to develop a sustainable business organisation. Most
organisations consider sales and profit as their mission and goals, daily operations as their routine, thus
overlooking the importance of developing a roadmap to guide the organisation towards sustainability. Such
organisation struggled to survive under the onslaught of Covid-19 pandemic waves. They are many proven
but siloed strategies such as Total Quality Management, Business Excellence framework, Innovation that
help organisations perform better than their competitors, deliver higher customer satisfaction, heighten
employee engagement and elevate other organisational performance. Although these strategies produced
significant results, they do not address the ultimate purpose of operating a business, which is a sustainable
business and organisation. To provide an appropriate context to this study, chosen organisations with a
history of longevity has been examined in depth and compared to those that have failed to identify common
factors of success and failure. The aim is to formulate a universal strategic roadmap for any organisations
that would want to remain relevant and sustainable into the future.
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The Development of GCMS as GC’s Single
Integrated Management System
Surapong Harn-amorn, Weerasak Wajasart, Jutamas Su-angkawatin

Abstract
The development of GC Management System (GCMS) was initiated in 2018 as a holistic integration of
multiple international management system standards such as Baldrige Excellence Framework, ISO Series
(ISO9001, 14001, 45001, 50001, 22301, etc.), Operational Excellence Management System (OEMS),
Process Safety Management (PSM), AA1000, COBIT and COSO. This mission is, more or less, like other
business missions, i.e. it requires a number of winning strategies to overcome all challenges, roadblocks
and resistances arising along the development process. In addition, as we intend to create GCMS be a
performance excellence that would leverage GC to industry leader in term of both process and performance
excellences, we have adopted 10 values and concepts as the principles of GCMS, i.e. 1.Visionary
Leadership 2.Performance and Operation Excellences 3.Customer and Stakeholder's Values 4.Alignment
and Linkage 5.Agility and Resilience 6.Valuing People 7.Fact-based Decision Making 8.Continuous
Learning and Improvement 9.Innovation, and 10.Good Governance and Sustainability Development. Some
of them are outlined in Baldrige Excellence Framework.(1)
Based on the 10 values and concepts, GC’s businesses and organizational context, GCMS comprises of
16 Elements which are inter-related and categorized into 3 Tiers, i.e. Tier 1: Leadership & Sustainability,
consisting of 2 Elements, Tier 2: Business Excellence, consisting of 5 Elements, and Tier 3: Operational
Excellence, consisting of 9 Elements. The overview of GCMS content is outlined in the following chapter of
this report.
After GCMS was launched and in effect, GC could eliminate totally 28 other management system manuals
and maintain only GCMS manual as the bible for all seven Business Units (BUs) and other functions.
Currently, GCMS is in the company-wide implementation phase which was started last year.
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A Study of Hong Kong Quality Startup
Development for Supporting the Sustainable
Business Growth
Kim-Hung Lotto LAI

Abstract
Hong Kong Society for Quality (HKSQ) aims to assist Hong Kong Startup sector in order to improve their
risk control and operation management especially in 3 core aspects Financial Control, Information Security
and Quality Control since 2019. After successful applied Trade and Industrial Organisation Support Fund
(TSF), the project has planned through a serial of activities including seminars, workshop, online survey,
assessment(s), best practice guidebook and dissemination, for supporting the sustainable business growth
of startups in Hong Kong. This study is employed online survey and exploratory factor analysis (EFA) to
identify six key factors for Hong Kong Quality Startup and they are identified as ISO Understanding Factor,
Management System Enhancement Factor, Customer Focus Factor, Business Growth Factor, Challenge
Factor and Compressive Ability Factor. Finally, the summary of the project progress and its expectation,
each factor explanation, as well as, enhancement of the Quality Startup Management System (QStarMS)
model with 6 key factors are proposed.
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Health management - training programme for
personalized health
management on the example of the Surgut
clinical tuberculosis dispensary.
Igor Pundel, Larisa Fedyk, Shkarpetkin Yuriy

Abstract
Use of modern management methods, including risk management, process approaches and lean
technologies.
Implementation and adaptation to the provision of medical care to patients with COVID-19 algorithms and
checklists for the prevention of pulmonary embolism attracting students of the Medical Institute and the
Medical College on a volunteer basis.
Proper organization of the entry and exit of personnel and patients, sanitary checkpoints, locks, "green"
and "red" zones and routing of personnel and patients in general, as well as monitoring the use of personal
protective equipment.
This made it possible to systematize and optimize the processes of the institution, create a unified approach
to organizing and monitoring indicators of internal quality control of medical care, and ensure the high
quality and safety of medical activities in the institution.
The use of modern management methods, including risk management, process approaches and lean
technologies, helped to quickly adapt all the processes of the institution when organizing medical care for
patients with a new coronavirus infection in a pandemic and in conditions of limited resources.
Prevention of nosocomial infections, minimization of the cost of treating patients, the number of sick
employees of the institution and the number of days of their disability has decreased.
The volume of research conducted has increased 10 times.110
The commitment of the doctors of the institution to relevant clinical recommendations, the ability to work with
them, the standardization of anti-epidemic measures in the provision of medical care to patients with a new
coronavirus infection and the conduct of systematic audits by the epidemiological service, made it possible
to reduce the spread of infections associated with the provision of medical care and reduce the average
length of a patient's stay by bed by 3.3. The annual economic effect in absolute terms, taking into account
all the above factors, amounted to about 1,5 million dollars
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he Diversity and Sustainable Development
Nguyen Thi Thuy Ninh, Trinh Manh Dung, and Ngo Van Nhon

Abstract
Imagine, an agricultural cooperative consisting of farmers ☶ only, what would happens when a small trader
☵ and an young intellectual ☲ are involved in this agricultural cooperative as members? The value of whole
cooperative then will be equal to the multiplication of value of members instead of the addition of values,
if farmers only were. Just like, 3 points make up a plane. When people of 3 quite different social status
working together, thus create the fantastic multiplication of member values. Here's how to create added
value through appreciating the differentiation.
In the article, is described when five economical sectors 五行 closely have colaboration together: mentor 金 +
industry 木 + commerce 水 + education 火 + agriculture 土 , and the happy end is much better than expect. It’s
also presented the miracle result when all 8 different characters 八卦 in the society: QMS ☷ + farmer ☶ + trader
☵ + entrepreneur ☳ + harmony ☴ + creativeness ☲ + enthusiasm ☱ + planning ☰, are joinly allied.
All above mentioned trigrams have also been described in form of definitions for better understanding with
today's mordern language.
Being a social creature, affect of nature on each one among us is much less than the social impact on
personal career development. The concept of biodiversity learnt from the natural environment sciences,
the only best way to ensure sustainable existence for biosphere on the earth, applying now for business
ecosystem as a must, ensuring sustainable social development.

Keywords
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Research on Disappearing Local Municipalities
Using Sustainable Development Goals
Riku Ohta, Hiroki Iwamoto, Yasusi Nagata

Abstract
The disappearance of local municipalities due to bankruptcy induced by population decline is one of the
population problems in Japan. It is projected that the young female population of the disappearing local
municipalities will reduce by over 50% by 2040. This study aims to focus on local Sustainable Development
Goals indicators to evaluate sustainability as factors that affect the young female population and measure
their degrees of influence on this phenomenon. In this study, we proposed three hypotheses. First, we
hypothesized that the young female population is related to local SDGs because the Japanese government
conducts regional revitalization using them. Second, we hypothesize that the designation of disappearing
local municipalities leads to a decrease in the young female population, based on the argument that
municipalities should give up population growth by designating disappearing local municipalities. Finally,
we hypothesize that the predictions for disappearing local municipalities are incorrect. The results of the
study are as follows: First, community development and climate change influenced the young female
population. Second, the designation of disappearing local municipalities led to a decrease in the young
female population. Third, the number of disappearing local municipalities was greater than originally
predicted.
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Study on Clarifying the Merits of Providers in
Building a Comprehensive Community Care
System
Keisuke Saito, Masahiko Munechika

Abstract
Japan is aging rapidly and is expected to accelerate further in the future. Therefore, the Ministry of Health,
Labor, and Welfare is promoting the construction of a comprehensive community care system that can
provide comprehensive regional support and services.
However, although the Ministry of Health, Labor, and Welfare has shown the construction outline, the
current situation is that the specific methods and measures are left to the local governments and medical
institutions in each region. There is a problem that the progress of construction is different because of the
difference in the awareness of participation of local governments and medical institutions regarding the
comprehensive community care system.
This study aims to clarify the significance and merits of constructing a comprehensive community care
system and propose a method to clarify the significance and merits of providers by organizing them by the
medical institution. In addition, by raising the awareness of providers' participation through this research,
we can implement efforts toward constructing a comprehensive community care system in any region.

keywords
Comprehensive Community Care System, Awareness of Providers' Participation, Significance and Merits of
Constructing a Comprehensive Community Care System
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Application of EHS Risk Identification and
Assessment Control Technology in Manufacturing
Enterprises
Liu Yu, Wang Chao, Xie Qianhui, Xie Chun, Xie Rui

Abstract
With the rapid and efficient development of domestic economy, the comprehensive promotion of EHS
(environment, health, safety) will gradually become the goal pursued by modern enterprises. Being
dedicated to the optimization and improvement of production site safety operation is the typical embodiment
of modern enterprises to put the concept of EHS in the "real place". Our company, as the backbone of the
manufacturing industry in the field of national 3C, always are in line with the "green design, clean production,
health and safety," which is EHS policy in our company, developing and optimizing the working environment
in the process of manufacturing and operating control method, trying our best to eliminate and reduce the
occupational health and safety risks existing in the production and operation activities and occupational
health damage to provide employees with a more comfortable and convenient working environment. At
the same time, the concept of lean production are applied to the large-scale production practice and the
traditional manual work are transformed into machine control interface of the system, forming the attachment
operation modular management combined with EHS risk control in the production environment,achieving
operators’ man-machine low-risk operation, pulling the lean production in each process of the combination
of new large-scale production frame structure, truly realizing the organic combination of EHS management
and control methods with the improvement of production quality and efficiency.

Keywords
Manufacturing enterprise; EHS management; Ergonomic risk identification; PDCA improvement method;
Automated fully wired production
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Improving the Supply Chain of Organic
Agricultural Products in Tropical Countries - A
Case Study in Vietnam
Do Thi Ngoc, Dao Ngoc Linh¬¬¬¬, Dang Thu Huong

Abstract
Organic agriculture is a production system that does not use or must exclude synthetic chemicals and
genetically modified ingredients from inputs, creating conditions for the closed metabolism of matter in
the agricultural ecosystem. Currently, the production and trading of organic agriculture products is a wellreceived developing trend in many countries worldwide. This production method is considered to bring dual
benefits in protecting the environment, ensuring food safety, and health protection for both producers and
consumers. Since then, bringing higher economic value, compared with traditional methods, contributes
to sustainable development. The process of organic agricultural production without using chemicals
has ensured the safety of agricultural products for human health. Moreover, organic agriculture is also a
production method that ensures the environment's and natural ecosystems' safety, including biodiversity
and soil enrichment. However, in some tropical countries, including Vietnam, organic agriculture and the
trading of organic agricultural products still face many difficulties. The conduction of the organic agricultural
supply chain is still lacking comprehensiveness and efficiency, the production is still small and fragmented.
Poor communication and marketing lead to slow market development. Therefore, farmers face difficulties in
product consumption as well as reinvestment for production development.
The article focuses on analyzing and assessing opportunities, challenges, practical difficulties, and causes
of limitations in the development of the supply chain of organic agricultural products in Vietnam, thereby
proposing solutions to complete the supply chain of organic food for Vietnam and other countries in the
region.

Keywords
Organic agriculture, organic agricultural products, supply chain, participatory assurance system, food
safety
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Case Study on the Correlation Between the
Feature of The Text and the Click Rate in SearchLinked Advertisement
Hikaru Furihara, Shu Yamada

Abstract
In this paper, in the extended text type advertisement of search-linked advertisement, the TF-IDF value of
the advertisement headline 1 weighted by the click rate and the placement position of the advertisement
text is relative to the placement position between the advertisement headlines 1. It was shown that there is a
correlation while excluding the specific advertising headline 1 in consideration of the size. It was also shown
that CTR can be explained by about 60 to 70% by the three features of CPC, CVR, and TF-IDF value.
From this, it can be said that the value of TF-IDF, which considers weighting, can be used as a material for
judging the quality of advertising texts that are biased by the personal judgment of the advertising operator.
Furthermore, it can be said that the method proposed in this paper can provide a theoretical basis for the
judgment content regarding the extraction of notable variables for the purpose of improving the click rate.
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Quality Factors of Decision-Making in Workplace
Platform
Yoon Sung Bok, Song Ho Jun, Shin Wan Seon

Abstract
Purpose: This study has the purpose to investigate effects of quality factors on decision-making when
people use platform while working time. In the era of Digital Transformation, platforms collect most of
information with digital devices. Decision makers need to know how to increase their decision abilities by
using platforms.
Methods: The research methodology consists of survey conducted in 391 respondents who were using
platforms. Our research categorized as objective and subjective view. Quality factors of platforms
composed by platform reliability, data quality, user’s ability, and bias. Those decision making ability
measured by user experience’s trust, satisfaction and loyalty to platforms.
Results: The key findings suggested that among objective factors, especially operation capability and
data usability were important factors affected trust. In subjective factors, judge circumstance by platform’s
decision, outcome bias, and bandwagon effect had impacts on trust. By comparing standardized estimates
values ( ), we made conclusion that most important factors affect decisionmaking are user bias (bandwagon
effect, outcome bias), operation capability. These factors enhanced trust, which leads to satisfaction and
loyalty. Conclusion: Through this study, we found that user’s biases have more impacts then own abilities.
In addition, as the most notable research result, individuals belonging to the same group who perform the
same task during work affected by group decision-making than individual decisionmaking. Overall, the
results indicate that users trust, satisfaction, loyalty in platforms impact their decision abilities. Key Words:
Digital transformation, Quality factors, Platform reliability, Data quality, User ability, User bias.
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Research on Workshops for Sales Promotion
Strategy Planning in The Food Retail Industry in
Tourist Areas
Keishi Tsunemine, Tsugihiro Syu, Masahiko Munechika

Abstract
Due to the influence of COVID-19, sales have fallen sharply in the tourism industry. In the future, we may
face similar problems because of the economy and disasters. Such instability is an issue for the tourism
industry.
For food retailers, targets to earn sales in tourist areas include tourists, gift buyers, and local residents. In
many tourism industries, it is estimated that tourist and gift sales account for the majority of sales. However,
if risk diversification is to be achieved in the event of an unforeseen situation, it is essential to target local
residents.
Furthermore, to attract local residents, it is necessary to take measures for sales promotion. Workshops are
used to derive many measures. However, there is no established methodology for workshop methods to
consider measures to incorporate local residents.
Therefore, this study aims to propose effective policy planning methods through workshops to promote
purchasing among local residents based on customer analysis. An example is Company M, which operates
a food retail business in a tourist resort.

Keywords
Marketing, Retailer in The Tourism Industry, Workshop, Strategy
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Application of Hypothesis Test Method to
Improve Electrode Quality
Dengxue wang, Shuang li, Xiaolei wang

Abstract
Hypothesis test is an effective approach to solve the problem of comparative analysis. This paper first
presents the principle and implementation procedure of hypothesis test, as well as the tools and methods
that are developed based on the hypothesis test. It then focuses on the inconsistency problem of an
electrode’s life time. This problem is induced, due to the use of different sintering furnaces and coating
production lines during the manufacturing of the electrodes. The double sample t-test method in hypothesis
test is applied to solve the problem. It is found that the sintering furnace is the significant factor leading to
the inconsistent life time of an electrode. Finally, the quality of electrodes is much improved by modifying
the sintering furnace.

Keywords
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RESEARCH on QUALITY IMPROVEMENT BASED
on FAULT TREE ANALYSIS
Qisheng Chen, Weisong Yang, Qing-ya Yang, Qing-wen Wang, Hua-wei Zhang

Abstract
Fault tree analysis (FTA) is a logical deductive fault failure analysis method. In terms of quality improvement,
FTA is more vivid, understandable, clear and logical than tree diagram and fishbone diagram. This paper
briefly describes the development and application of FTA, and briefly expounds the calculation process of
"fault tree (FTA)" analysis method combined with the characteristics of quality improvement.

Keywords
Fault tree analysis; Brin logic; Deductive failure analysis method; Boolean logic operation rules; Quality
improvement.
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Discussion on the Mode of Process Defect
Reduction by Prevention Measures
Dengxue wang, Shuang li, Xiaolei wang Zhai Xueying, Tan Yuan, Dou Mingying and Zhang Yuqiao

Abstract
With the continuous reform of my country's economic system, the development pressure of all walks of life is
also increasing, especially for the manufacturing industry. In the face of strong external pressure, what the
manufacturing industry needs to do is to seize the opportunity in the era of intelligent diversification, improve
product quality, and thus occupy a place in the fierce market competition. In how to improve the quality
level to achieve the goal of zero defects in products and establish a quality ecosystem for all employees,
reducing engineering defects is a particularly important part. Therefore, this article mainly discusses how
to ensure poor engineering in the budget system, hoping to help in achieving the goal of zero defects in
products.

Keywords
Budget system; Poor Engineering; Man Machine Material Method Environmental Measurement;
Standardization; Quality Improvement.
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5S Establishes and Maintains Laboratory Order
Hugo Gerald Schmidt

Abstract
Developed as part of the Toyota Manufacturing Process, the 5S is a proven technique for establishing and
maintaining workplace order. However, it has seen comparatively little application within academia. In this
paper, we present a case study of the application of 5S to establish and maintain order in the laboratories
of the Cambridge Centre for Advanced Education and Research in Singapore. We describe the unique
challenges posed by an multi-project, inter-university collaboration, the development of the business case,
the first pilot project and its results, and how the pilot project was extended to the entire lab. The ultimate
effect of the 5S project was to permanently raise the level of lab order and tidiness, and also to build
stronger integration and team spirit among the lab workers. We conclude by listing the lessons learned that
allow 5S to be applied in other research laboratories facing similar challenges.

Keywords
5S, Lab Order, Chemical Safety
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A Study on Search Problem Based on Bayesian
Optimization to Control Worsening of Objective
Function Value
Yuka NAKAMURA1, Taiga YOSHIKAWA, Ayako YAMAGIWA, Masayuki GOTO

Abstract
In recent years, many recommender systems are introduced in e-commerce sites, which estimate each
user's preferences based on the past log data and show a list of his preferable items. The performance
of these systems is usually evaluated by measuring whether presented recommendation lists match the
preferences of customers. Here, the recommender system does not only need to provide a list just once for
each user, but also it is in fact a continuous recommending process. It is, therefore, important to discuss
the performance based on the cumulative loss for series of recommendation. Meanwhile, online learning
is a framework that can handle such problem of sequential recommendation and evaluation. However,
the purpose of online learning is to improve the efficiency of learning in order to estimate condition of
best values, and most methods do not consider the cumulative loss. On the other hand, Safe Exploration
for Optimization (SafeOpt) was proposed as a method to perform exploration while suppressing the
deterioration of the objective function not only the best value. This method has, however, a problem that
the searchable range depends on initial values. In this study, this paper extends the original SafeOpt
by introducing GP-UCB and proposes a method to enable a wide search area while suppressing the
deterioration of the objective function. To show the effectiveness of the proposed method, the simulation
experiments by using artificial data are shown.

Keywords
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A Method to Improve Serendipity of
Recommendation Lists Based on Collaborative
Metric Learning
Akiko Yoneda, Ryota Matsunae, Haruka Yamashita, Masayuki Goto

Abstract
Collaborative Metric Learning (CML) is a recommendation model based on an embedded representation
trained by implicit data, i.e., the behavioral histories of clicking and browsing. CML learns a metric space
to embed users and items considering not only the relationship between users and items, but also item–
item similarity and user–user similarity. Moreover, CML can recommend items close to each user in the
trained space that match the preferences of the user. However, CML tends to be influenced strongly by
popular items among many users, and the accuracy of embedded representations of other minor items
is often neglected. It is necessary to learn the embedded representations of minor items that match user
preferences with higher accuracy to provide unexpected recommendations of items that users may not
be aware of in advance. In this article, a method is proposed to learn the embedded representations that
capture user preferences by weighting loss functions according to the number of observations of implicit
data and to make unexpected and effective recommendations, including minor items. Finally, the proposed
method is applied to an actual movie evaluation dataset, and the usefulness of the proposed method in
making unexpected recommendations based on user preferences is demonstrated.

Keywords
Metric Learning, Serendipity, Collaborative Filtering, Recommendation System, Recommendation Lists
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Exploration and Practice of Laser Ranging
Technology in Household Appliance Industry
Zhang Sheng, Wu Pan and Luo Qiang

Abstract
With rapid development of society, the strategic goal of most enterprises has gradually become "pursuing
quality and credibility for better development", which makes the quality testing more and more important
in the process of producing products. However, traditional quality testing technology could not satisfy the
need of development in current Household electrical appliance industry's field. All the reasons mentioned
before leads to the development of quality testing. The laser ranging technology, widely used in industrial
production and scientific research fields, has a great amount of advantages, such as monochromatic,
high brightness, and directionality and so on. We proposed an advanced laser ranging technology in this
paper, which could be applied to measure the critical size of components of devices (such as the thickness
of refrigerator's inner pot). In addition, the proposed technology is a new technology with advantages of
high-precision, safety and real-time detection without touching. Specifically, by converting optical signals
into electrical signals, the data could be processed efficaciously by proposed laser ranging technology,
which could promoting the development of the quality testing technology in the area of Household electrical
appliance industry.

Keywords
Laser Ranging, Size detection, Quality assurance, Appliance industry
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Interconnection of core components of gas
water heater to prevent errors
Du Zhenyu, Gou Congshi, Song Donghui, Wei Cuicui, Bai Luxiang

Abstract
Qualities are important matters to the life of an enterprise, it has also become core developments and
competitions. The whole manufacturing processes of gas water heater are affected by personal operation,
machine status, materials, techniques, production environment, measurement level and other factors.
Among them, the materials exert a great influence during production, which generate quality suffers. A great
risk and user complaints on defects will affecting the benefits and reputations of enterprises. According
the researches, error prevention technology has been used maturely in medical care, aerospace, logistics
and other industries, but it is relatively less used in water heater manufacturing industry. It will become an
important means to promote the quality of water heater products to avoid mistakes, and build a firewall
to maintain product qualities, and fundamentally eliminate the most quality issues. COSMO Plat covers
the constructions and operations of industrial internet plat, it also including the applications of industrial
intelligent manufactures, the industrial software and hardware services, and the allocation of digital
resources for procurement. By scanning the digital code of components, COSMO Plat provides a channel
to prevent errors. The method effectively decreases the manufacturing defects, reduces the quality issues
and increases user experiences with fast automatic constant temperature, lower noises, multi-point water
supplies in the process of using gas water heater.

Keywords
Gas water heater; Manufacture; Core components; Error prevention; COSMO Plat
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Multivariate Hierarchical Bayesian Control Charts
for High-Mix Low-Volume Production
Mizuki Takada, Kota Goto, Hironobu Kawamura

Abstract
Control charts are a typical method of statistical process control. They arose in the context of low-mix
high-volume production. However, high-mix low-volume production has become mainstream as needs
diversify, and parameter estimation accuracy has decreased because obtaining sufficient measurement
values for each product is difficult. Therefore, performing process control using multivariate characteristics
has become challenging. Hotelling T^2 control chart is widely used for managing multivariate control
characteristics and several multivariate control charts have emerged based on it, but these methods work
only with a sufficient number of samples, more than in the univariate case. Therefore, since conventional
control charts are not applicable under low-volume production, research on Bayesian statistics-based
control charts has been conducted and their usefulness has been demonstrated. Although previous
studies have proposed control charts using hierarchical Bayesian modeling, these charts do not address
multivariate data. Therefore, in this study, we propose multivariate hierarchical Bayesian control charts
that can accommodate multivariate characteristics. By developing hierarchical Bayesian modeling that
considers differences among varieties, estimation accuracy can be improved even in high-mix low-volume
production. According to the simulation analysis, the proposed method outperformed Hotelling T^2 control
chart in the high-mix low-volume production environment, and its performance also improved as the number
of varieties increased.

Keywords
Bayesian statistics, Hotelling T^2, Statistical process control, Information between varieties, Average run
length
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Analysis of Documental Data Using Bayesian
Addictive Regression Trees
Ryu Shirachi, Yuki Taniguchi, Zhang Siying, Hideo Suzuki

Abstract
Nowadays, various machine learning methods currently are applied in a wide range of fields, where
Bayesian Addictive Regression Trees (BART) is known as a method that provides flexible, nonparametric
modeling not only for numerical prediction but also for causal inference.
In this study, BART is used to analyze documental data of questions submitted to an application that solves
mothers' parenting questions and concerns. Two measures are used to obtain more accurate answers:
category prediction and causal inference.
For category prediction, Word2Vec is used to convert nouns and verbs in each document into a vector. The
sum of these vectors is used as the vector of each document. These are used as explanatory variables to
predict the category assigned to each question. In addition, we calculate the cosine similarity with other
questions and aggregate the top similarity categories for each document. When these are added to the
explanatory variables, the classification system is significantly improved when predictions are done using
BART, which suggests the effectiveness of adding category information from similar questions.
For causal inferences, using BART, did not suggest any remarkable results, but more significant analysis
may be possible by increasing the number of explanatory variables or changing the objective variable.

Keywords
Bayesian Addictive Regression Trees (BART), causal inference, category prediction
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The T-method with the application of sparse
modeling
Ryo Asano, Masato Ohkubo, Shinto Eguchi, Yasushi Nagata

Abstract
The Mahalanobis-Taguchi (MT) system is widely used and is one of the quality engineering methods (Taguchi
method). Taguchi’s T-method is suitable for regression issues among MT systems. In addition, there is an
improved version of the T-method called the Ta-method. This study examined the effect of variable selection
using the Ta method. Specifically, we consider lasso’s single regression and lasso’s multiple regression
methods for variable selection before applying the Ta method and evaluate their performance using Monte
Carlo simulations.

Keywords
Lasso; MT system; sparse modeling; T-method; variable selection
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Defect Logging in Steel: Speech to Text Way
Anil Kumar Pujari, Anurag Kallakuri, Arghya Chatterjee, Samagra Kumar, Achinta Dalal, Nitish Kumar,
Niladri Paul

Abstract
The Cold-Rolling Mill (CRM), Tata Steel, rolls premium grade steel products for automotive customers.
Stringent quality requirement from customers’ demands defect free product delivery. Till now, logging of
defect in DLS (Defect logging system) was done using mouse and keyboard after visually detecting the
defect on the moving strip. With this practice, there are chances of missing the detection of any defect
while seeing the screen, which were then passed to the major customers. CRM Operations, Automation
& Analytics team has developed speech to text processing-based defect logging system, which helps
inspectors to log defect through voice without switching eye from moving strip to computer screen.
With increase in demand from auto customers, stringent quality demand for cold rolled steel is increasing.
Any defect at customer end is a penalty to the brand value of Tata Steel. Any "inspection miss" by inspectors
in the final line before dispatch could lead to customer complaints. Inspection miss occurs during the time
inspector switches his eye from running strip to computer screen to submit all information for one defect.
This operation is done for all the defects in the coil. So, there is a high chance that the inspector could miss
detecting some defect during the time his eye is not viewing the steel strip. This new method of “Speech to
Text” will eliminate the need of eye switchover thereby bring down the customer complaints and increase
the line speed, which led to increase in production.

Keywords
Natural Language Processing, Google Speech to Text, Cold Rolling Mill, Analytics
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Dishwasher Suspension Spray System Quality
Technology Innovation
Zhai Xueying, Gao Li, Gao Zhenzhi and Song Tingting

Abstract
Under the market background of consumption upgrading, the current era has been transformed from
product-centered to user-centered; Dishwasher, as an emerging category of household appliances to meet
consumer demand, has become a bright spot in the transformation and upgrading of household appliances
industry. However, in the market, there are insufficient cleaning strength resulting in poor washing effect. In
order to improve the level of product quality, accelerating technological innovation, structural design, this
article put forward suspension spray arm of suspension structure and working principle of the spray arm is
analyzed, by means of suspension spray performance index are investigated in this dishwasher, get better
suspension spray dishwasher washing effect, at the same time, the suspension spray energy consumption
index is better than ordinary spray dishwasher, The user experience is better improved to ensure that highquality products are more in line with the current needs of consumers.

Keywords
Spray dishwasher; Suspension spray arm; Cleanliness index; Energy efficiency index; The washing effect
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Research on Sensitivity and Waterproofness of
Capacitive Touch Button
Xueying Zhai , Jichao Ren, Jingjing Zhou, Chun Luo and Yaoyao Li

Abstract
With the development trend of current modern industry, capacitive touch button wins the hearts of more and
more consumers due to its simple, aesthetic, new characteristic with sense of technology. It is widely used
in various electronics products as an interface technology and becomes the first technology adopted by
current electronics products. In this dissertation, sensitivity and system sealed structure of control panel are
optimized through analyzing technology problems faced by touch screen washing machine and factors that
affect the sensitivity of touch screen; The research result shows that, the optimized sensitivity and sealed
structure of control panel have better waterproof effect, which solves the difficult problems faced by the
technology. The method can also be applied to company’s other similar products, it can provide reference
for other products’ quality guarantee. Therefore, company’s competitiveness is improved in fierce market
and it provides reference method for peer companies.

Keywords
Touch button; Capacitive; Sensitivity; Waterproof; Control panel
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Compound Hyper Design for Design with Many
Levels of Input Factor
Takenori TAKAHASHI

Abstract
Input-output design is a design to freely obtain desired outputs using input factor. In recent years, there
has been an increase in the number of multi-level input-output design cases with around 10 input levels.
The input-output functions in these cases are complex in shape, and it is often difficult to approximate them
adequately even with a cubic model. There is a need for a design method that can handle the design of
inputoutput function with multi-level input factor which has complex shapes. Therefore, this paper proposes
a general-purpose and flexible design method that can be applied to the design of input-output function
that are multi-level and complex by using a composite hyper design method.
Hyper design is optimization by mathematical programming using a hyper structure function, which is a
dual structure function based on one or more hyper factors designated among many design factors. Hyper
structure function can be constructed by crossed array experiment. From the data of this experiment,
the column function is estimated in the column direction, and the row function is the estimated in the row
direction. The compound hyper design (generalized hyper design) is possible by using both of them in a
compound manner.

Keywords
Hyper design, Hyper factor, Hyper structure function, Row function, Column function, Substitution function
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Improvement of MTSbag in classification and
anomaly detection probrem
Yuki Taniguchi, Hideo Suzuki

Abstract
Mahalanobis-Taguchi-System (MTS) is a diagnostic and predictive method that combines Mahalanobis
distance (MD) and variable selection based on Taguchi's signal-to-noise ratio. By constructing a
Mahalanobis space (MS) using a single class sample, it is a robust method for the class imbalance
classification problem. In addition, the degree of abnormality can be measured by using MD. Therefore,
MTS is often used as an anomaly detection method (Zhi & Yan & Nazish, 2019, 136, pp.501-510). Currently,
MTS has been improved, and a method called MTSBag has been developed that improves classification
accuracy for class imbalance problems and shows performance equal to or better than the conventional
well-known method (Hsiao & Su & Fu, 2020, 11, pp.1217-1230). However, MTSBag is a method specialized
for the class imbalance classification problem, and is not assumed as the degree for anomaly detection,
which is the strength of MTS. In this research, the method of counting the bagging part of MTSBag is
improved, which enables us to increase the classification accuracy and apply it as the degree for anomaly
detection. Using the sample data set, we conducted an experiment on the class imbalance classification
problem, and created a control chart for anomaly detection. Finally, it showed that the proposed method
was more effective than the conventional MTSBag.

Keywords
Mahalanobis-Taguchi-System (MTS), MTSBag, Anomaly Detection, Class Imbalance Classification
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Investigation Related to Changes in
Cryptocurrency-Return Model Caused by
COVID-19 Shock
Masato Shinpo, Nagata Yasushi, Hiroki Iwamoto

Abstract
Cryptocurrency initially emerged as a new asset in 2009, with the operationalization of Bitcoin (BTC).
Therefore, because of its relatively short history, much of its nature remains a mystery, and it is in the
spotlight because it is presumed to have prospects. Previous research has attempted to reveal its
nature by using only BTC, despite the fact that there are various types of cryptocurrencies. Based on the
aforementioned situation, this study focused on the ratio of cryptocurrency returns, and constructed vector
autoregression (VAR) models with different types of cryptocurrencies, not only BTC, to reveal their nature by
observing the output of the impulse response function (IRF) from the perspective of the interactions between
currencies. Based on the hypothesis that the nature of financial data, including cryptocurrency, changed
as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, two types of models, before-COVID-19 and after-COVID-19, were
simultaneously developed. This analysis result shows that cryptocurrency has unique variability because
there is no correlation between cryptocurrency and various stocks, such as the S&P500 index. Furthermore,
it is revealed that the COVID-19 pandemic has affected cryptocurrency fluctuations, and its vacillation,
persistence, and tendency to influence currencies have changed.

Keywords
Cryptocurrency, COVID-19, Vector autoregression model, Impulse response function
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Prevention of Steel Cord Breakage in Pellet Pipe
Conveyor PPC-1
Ranjan Kr Goswami, Manoj Sanyal, Abhishek Sinha, Rajesh Kumar, Shivam Anant

Abstract
Pipe conveyor PPC-1 receives pellet directly or from reclaim circuit and feeds it to intermediate storage bin
(ISB) through a set of conveyors (Figure-1). From ISB, pellets are transported to different blast furnaces
according to the requirement. The conveyor circuit is designed to feed pellet at 1650 TPH to ISB. PPC-1
conveyor was installed and commissioned in year 2012 under 3mtpa PP project.
Frequent cord breakage in PPC-1 in joint area as well as in non-joint area after 7 months of belt in service.
Cord breakage was at the place where top fabric breaker was straight in transverse direction of belt length
and discontinuous. Reliability issues at Pipe Conveyor impacting Pellet Supply to Blast Furnaces.
We have done analysis of each joint failure due to cord breakage in joint area as well as non-joint area. We
had mad one checklist filled at the time of re-joint comprising all possible reason of failure.
By this checklist & analyzing the failed joint at RTG workshop we knew the place of cord breakage and
probable reason of cord breakage.

Keywords
Pellet Pipe Conveyor (PPC-1), Intermediate Storage Bin (ISB), Tonnage Per Hour (TPH), Steel Cord
Breakage
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Optimal Replacement Policy for a Wiener
Deterioration Process under Consideration of
Population Heterogeneity
Mizuki Kasuya, Lu Jin

Abstract
This research focused on a single-unit system that deteriorates in accordance with a Wiener process. The
deterioration level is completely observed by sensors at equally spaced time epochs. The decision-maker
must select one of three actions: corrective replacement, preventive replacement, or keep operating the
system. Most of the recent research on CBM assumes that a deterioration rate is the same across the target
unit population. However, the deterioration rate can actually differ between systems because of random
factors. In this research, the spare units for replacement deteriorate at different rates, which is reflected
by incorporating a random effect parameter in the Wiener process. The deterioration rate is deemed on
the basis of the current unit’s age and deterioration level. On the basis of this population heterogeneity,
the optimal decision-making problem of condition-based maintenance is formulated as a Markov decision
process. The objective is to minimize the total expected discounted cost over an infinite horizon. This
research demonstrated that the total expected discounted cost is monotonically non-decreasing at
the unit deterioration level and non-increasing against unit age. It also demonstrated that the optimal
maintenance policy is a monotone control limit policy. A numerical example demonstrated that the total
expected discounted cost is reduced for any unit deterioration level and any unit age when the spare unit
population is assumed to be heterogeneous. Furthermore, sensitivity analysis is conducted in random effect
parameters.

Keywords
Condition-Based Maintenance, Control Limit Policy, Markov Decision Process, Optimal Decision-Making,
Population Heterogeneity
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A Topic Transition Model of Parents Concerns
over Child-rearing Stages based on Question
Data on Dedicated App
Koki Yamada, Yosuke Takao, Ayako Yamagiwa, Masayuki Goto

Abstract
Dedicated Apps for child-rearing QA system have become common tools widely used by many parents
in Japan. A user can post his/her various questions about child-rearing on the systems and exchange
information with other parents online. Here, concerns of parents should be changed depending on their
children's life stages. In addition, it can be assumed that users always have concerns of child-rearing
even when they do not post any questions on the app. Therefore, comprehension of the problems of
parents rearing small children by taking account of these properties will lead to the improvement of the
users' satisfaction for a QA service. For instance, the app can provide users with proper information with
appropriate timing based on the analysis result. In this study, we propose an analytical model which can
extract the topics of users' concerns from question data and acquire their topic transitions over the stages
of child-rearing. Furthermore, by taking a probabilistic view of the topic transitions, we construct a method
for estimating the topic that is most likely to shift from a previous topic at a given time to the next nonquestion period. Finally, we show the results of applying the proposed method to an actual data set and
clarify the usefulness of the estimation result by the proposed method.

Keywords
Topic Model, Mixture of Unigram Models, Sankey Diagram, Topic Transition, Question Data
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Educational Program for a Hyper Design to NonLinear Input-Output System
Akira, Ogawa, Takenori, Takahashi

Abstract
This paper describes an educational program for hyper design methodology to non-linear input-output
system using virtual educational material which is a ball shooting simulator. This methodology consists of
designed experiments with optimal design, constructing a process model with hyper structure functions,
and process optimization using mathematical programming. In this program, we first generate data sets
using optimal design experiments in a computer simulation which is virtual educational material, a ball
shooting simulator. Next, we estimate the statistical process model using those data sets, followed by
evaluating model fitting, and discussing the order of model functions. Then we optimize the process to
achieve the object under restricted conditions through mathematical programming. If the results are
insufficient, additional optimization, which is the correction by regression analysis, is carried out and optimal
solutions are applied. The key points of this educational program are selecting appropriate optimal design
and evaluating hyper structure function in constructing the ball shooting model. Furthermore, to optimize the
ball shooting process, it is necessary not only to search for optimal solutions but also to get the agreement
of stakeholders. In virtual educational material, it is easy to complete such educational programs by getting
both optimal solutions and agreement. In conclusion, the program is effective for the education of hyper
design.

Keywords
Hyper Design, Designed Experiments, Statistical Model, Computer Simulator, Process Optimization
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Influenza Epidemic Prediction in The Kanto
Region Using Pharmacy Influenza Drug Sales
Volume Data
Yuna Kobayashi, Shizu Itaka, Tomomichi Suzuki

Abstract
In Japan, many people are routinely diagnosed with seasonal influenza, especially from November to
April, and this affects social functions. Epidemic situations are determined on the basis of public health
surveillance data, and infection control measures are implemented according to the stage of the outbreak,
but the prediction of epidemics is insufficiently timely. Influenza epidemics in each prefecture throughout
the Kanto region of Japan were predicted using the pharmacy sales volumes of antiviral influenza drugs.
The number of infected people was estimated from the seasonal sales volume of influenza drugs, and the
infection rates were estimated by indicatively approximating the number of infected people before the start
of the Influenza epidemic outbreaks. We predicted epidemics using infection rate estimated in the SIR
model. Because pre-epidemic pharmacy sales volume data may include year-end and New Year holidays,
we have made corrections and the epidemics for each season of 2012-2019 were predicted. As a result, it
was possible to predict the epidemic in prefectures with a large number of pharmacies, and the similarity
between the epidemic prediction in prefectures with a small number of pharmacies and the tendency of the
number of infected people was a little low. Prefectures with a small number of pharmacies may be expected
to improve accuracy by increasing the number of pharmacies sampled.

Keywords
SIR Model, Infection Rate, Epidemiology, NESID (National Epidemiological Surveillance of Infectious
Disease)
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10th anniversary: A new Sustainable Quality
Education Initiative in ANQ Region (2012-2022)
Roland K. Jahnke

Abstract
The author (Roland), Academician of the International Academy for Quality (IAQ), enriched education in the
Asian Network for Quality (ANQ). Roland, Chairman of IAQ’s Quality in Education Think Tank (IAQ QiETT),
promoter of quality issues/tools in education and sustainability, became IAQ’s Representative at the Unesco
Headquarters in Paris. Roland and the ANQ Board explored the actual state in education in Asia-Pacific.
He chaired the annual IAQ/ANQ Symposia, which accompanied ANQ’s Annual Conferences in alternating
cities/countries of the member organizations (Hong Kong, Bangkok, Singapore and Taiwan), and enabled
exchange of experience among schools and universities.
In 2015, Roland collaborated in developing the new UN Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs 2030).
The new SDG 4 (Quality Education) is the only SDG explicitly naming quality and has links to all other SDGs.
After 2015, regular operations followed the successful IAQ/ANQ Large-Scale Project of 2012-2015. In
2016, Roland, Chairman at a “Quality Education” Symposium organized by ANQ and the FEFU University in
Vladivostok, presented the new gradual phase of “Think globally - Act locally”.
In 2014, the Pakistani ANQ member QPSP, which had become aware of Roland, invited him to view
education while contributing to quality. Roland, who founded GSEC in 2016, made an intensive study trip,
lectured in Pakistani schools and universities and established a strategic partnership with EQUIP-Pakistan,
initiator of Students Quality Circles (SQCs).
Roland is a Keynote Speaker at the National Conventions Student Quality Circles (NCSQCs) and holds
workshops. Cooperation with EQUIP-Pakistan helped to develop new Sustainable SQCs (SSQCs).

Keywords:
Large-Scale Project ANQ Region (Quality Education), UN Sustainable Development Goals 2030 (UN SDGs),
Quality Education (SDG 4), Education for Sustainable Development (ESD),
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Global Citizenship Education (GCED), EQUIP
Pakistan, Sustainable SQCs (SSQCs)
Sustainability Education Development
with Integrated Management Systems Approaching

Ngo Van Nhon

Abstract
The education organization needs to establish implements maintains and continually improve an IMS
including the processes needed and their interactions, in accordance with the requirements of standards.
The Integrated Management Systems (IMS) combined ISO 9001:2015: Quality Management System
(QMS) and ISO 21001:2018: Educational Organizations Management System (EOMS) guides institutions
that support the development of knowledge through teaching, learning or research. The standard aims to
enhance the satisfaction of learners, other beneficiaries and staff through effective application of the EOMS.
The guideline includes processes for system improvement and assurance of conformity to requirements of
learners. Not only that, the standard applies to organizations where education is not their core business,
such as professional training departments.
There are many benefits of IMS in educational organization: Best practice in the industry, systematically
improve quality of education, increase customer satisfaction by increasing transparency of service,
demonstrate commitment to quality, gain a competitive edge against other companies in the market.
We will present a case study has been certified IMS (ISO 9001 and ISO 21001) at Son La Province of
Educational and Training Department. Son La is a mountainous province located in the Northwest region,
Vietnam - has many ethnic minorities and low economy. The Sustainability Education Development with
Integrated Management Systems Approaching, leaderships of Son La Education expect.

Keywords
ISO 9001, ISO 21001, systematically improve quality of education, sustainability education development.
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Brand Story Creation and Management Research
Wan Shan, Chen Sheng, Xu Jiannan

Abstract
As the youngest large power supply company under the State Grid Corporation, State Grid Wuxi Power
Supply Company has taken the State Grid Corporation's brand strategy as its guide for action and has
continuously deepened its branding work, accumulating important brand assets such as the "Electric
Bee". In order to further enhance its brand value, State Grid Wuxi Power Supply Company has continued
to promote exploration and practice of brand building. In recent years, as the trend of information overload
intensifies, the audience's attention has become a scarce resource. Therefore, how to seize audience's
attention has become a serious issue. In this battle for attention, the content value of information is
becoming more and more important, and a great way of storytelling has become the key to solving the
problem. In this context, State Grid Wuxi Power Supply Company has worked on creating a brand story
incubator. By building a professional, systematic and standard brand storytelling incubation mode, State
Grid Wuxi Power Supply Company brings together more resources to turn what the company wants to tell
into what the audience wants to hear, and in the other way around, integrates what the audience wants to
hear into what the company wants to tell, so as to make the company's brand more creative, appealing and
influential.

Keywords
Electric Bee; Brand storytelling; Brand story incubator; Brand storytelling communication system; Brand
storytelling model
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The Chain Group Contract Creates the Market
Reputation of Casarte Products
Peng Liuyuan, Chen Fengmei

Product quality is a lifeline for an enterprise to develop sustainably, which concerns the rise and fall, and
success or failure of the enterprise, as well as the vital interests of consumers. No one enterprise can
meet with full success not relying on product quality. Even today, when the marketing concept is prevalent
around the world, it is still an eternal topic to strive for the development of an enterprise based on quality.
Total Quality Management, 9000 Quality System and Eight Quality Management Principles adhere to
the central idea of “Customer-focused, Leadership and Total Involvement”, and after many arguments,
conclude that “the enterprise needs to be user-centered, guidance of the practical experience, as well
as the total involvement to ensure quality, and further the development and attainment of a quality-based
enterprise’s objective in a new period of rapid development.”
At present, with the rapid expansion of the Internet of Things (IoT), digital technology and intelligent
technology, product quality and management also derive many new cultures, new ideas and new things.
Take products for example: The technology of products is growing more complex, the lifecycle of products
shorter, and the integrated functions of products more diverse. For instance, today’s air conditioners
have not only better durability and more stable temperature control adjustment, but integrate intelligence,
interaction, cloud, human sense, safety supervision and a series of functions in other fields. These products
aim to meet user needs in a more intelligent and efficient manner, and build all comfortable experience that
can gradually generate demands in recent years, which are the targets of both an enterprise and the entire
industry. Therefore, in the seesaw of market shares, products of the same kind in the whole industry more
reflect diversified marketing tools, and more competitive and steady quality assurance.
Nowadays, as the global environmental awareness gradually deepens, the documents of laws and
regulations, and policies on environment are being completed and implemented successively, together with
a series of policies, and laws and regulations on safety and environmental protection, which make greater
requirements for product research and development at present. On the basis of maintaining the normal
function of products, the safety and environmental protection of the products must be further improved and
standardized to cover the full lifecircle of the products.
There appears an increasingly dependent tendency for “system ecology” among consumers in daily
uses of products. They have more personalized and diversified requirements, such as fresh air, suitable
environment, appropriate ecology, comfortable senses, and intelligent home experience, etc. In terms of
products, customers are more and more dependent on the experience and perception by comparison
between products of the same type. Therefore, in order to cope with the more compact challenges facing
the future market, the Group has also made iterations and upgrades that conform to the times regarding
its quality culture, which are most directly manifested as: Quality standards such as “national standard”
and “enterprise standard” are ungraded to “user experience standards”, which means that products need
to meet not only the basic standards, but the standards of market users. Chief Zhou also talked about the
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three meanings of quality at the quality monthly meeting. According to Chief Zhou, the first one was the
word of mouth of users, and only by paying attention to the feedback and word of mouth of users could an
enterprise survive; the second was our partners; the final was ourselves. At the operational level of quality,
we must give priority to the factory, open up the whole process, link the upstream and downstream, and
study people, digital intelligence and chain group internally to set up an entire process chain group from
logistics control to design.
As one of high-end brands of the Group, Casarte Products are also the focus of the air conditioner industry
to build its reputation. The Chongqing Air Conditioner, as a Casarte factory, deserves to be No. 1 company
in the industry in developing the reputation of Casarte’s high-end brands! The core of the Chain Group
Contract is to realize the transition from being driven by others to by ourselves. What has the Chongqing Air
Conditioner made to achieve its changes on the way of creating the Casarte’s reputation? Here let’s take
Casarte’s new products for example to demonstrate the attainment of the “creating Casarte's reputation”
goal with zero defects.
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Understanding the Motives of Live Stream Loyalty:
The Mediating Effect of Viewer Engagement
Joon Woo Yoo

Abstract
With the rapid growth of live streaming platforms, strategies on how to gather live stream viewers are
increasing. Accordingly, several studies focus on the motives of live stream viewing. However, considering
that most of the profit made by the streamers and the live stream platform come from viewer donation,
studies focusing on the gift-giving behavior of live stream viewers are still very lacking. Therefore, this study
aims to identify the motives of live stream loyalty and intention to pay of live stream viewers. Specifically,
we investigate how viewer engagement mediates the relation between four motives to watch a live stream:
Information, Social integration, Social enhancement, Entertainment and streamer loyalty/intention to pay.
We use the PLS-SEM method to analyze 209 survey samples. The results show that social integration
and entertainment are the main motives affecting viewer engagement. Furthermore, viewer engagement
significantly mediates the relation between viewing motives and streamer loyalty, as well as intention to pay.
The results of the study provide meaningful implications by identifying the motives of gift-giving behavior
in the live stream context, which is a crucial in profit-making for both streamers and the platform. Also, the
critical role of viewer engagement could be considered in other studies focusing on viewer behavior in the
live stream context.

Keywords
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Study on Position Capacity Management of New
Workers in Haier Commercial AC Factory under
the Background of High Staff Mobility
Zhao Liguo, Wang Feng, Yang Zhihua and Li Weixiao

Abstract
By virtue of the development of the economy, a growing number of enterprises are emerging, which will
generate a greater demand for talents and provide the employees with more opportunities. The highly
competitive market environment will increase staff mobility of the whole society, and high staff mobility
will be a normalized phenomenon in many enterprises. Based on the research on the theories such as
Enterprise Exclusive Human Capital Theory, Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs Theory, Ebbinghaus Forgetting
Curve, and Competency Model, and in combination with the current situation of staff mobility in Haier
Commercial AC Factory, this article is prepared to explore the problems and reasons behind high staff
mobility. Through retrieving the relevant literature articles with the key words “employee turnover” and
“manufacturing personnel mobility”, 50 are screened from all articles published in the past five years for
analysis, most of which proposed a similar countermeasure and suggestion, namely the improvement
of remuneration and promotion space. It is believed in this article that attention should also be attached
to the deficiency of individual skills and organizing ability. Therefore, the innovative solution and
countermeasure for resolving high staff mobility should highlight the following aspects: 1. “Suggestions
on Station Standardization” for improving individual post skills, which, based on 5M1E standardization,
can enable the staff to quickly master the knowledge about the station in a short period of time (operation
skills, potential failure mode of station, failure effect, failure cause, preventive measures, contents of selfcheck and mutual check), and such suggestions can provide an effective solution for reducing operational
problems; 2. “Building an Excellent Gemba Team” for improving the organizing ability, which, based on
the innovative management of various teams and team leaders, can set a model for guiding standardized
morning meeting, team manual, shift management and star rating, and providing the heads with a series of
methods for rapid management, such as PDCA cycle, AM management, staff-area color consistency, and
care for new staff. Through the above research, the corresponding methods and management norms are
determined for providing countermeasures and solutions for resolving the problem of high staff mobility!

Keywords
Manufacturing; High Staff Mobility; Individuals and Organizations; Station Standardization; Building an
Excellent Gemba Team
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Building the system of Comprehensive Medical
Healthcare to serve people’s healtha
Du Jichen

Abstract
Guided by the Concept of Health from Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for
a New Era and the idea of Healthy China, and combined with the practice of medical group of Chinese
central state-owned enterprises, the paper analyzes the problems and challenges in current medical and
health service system and characteristics and advantages of medical group of Chinese central state-owned
enterprises, from the perspective of the requirement of Comprehensive Medical Healthcare in the idea of
Broad Perspective of Health and proposes countermeasures and suggestions of constructing approaches
to Comprehensive Medical Healthcare system, with the aim to provide some references on implementing
the idea of Broad Perspective of Health and promoting the development of people’s health.

Keywords
Comprehensive Medical and Health Service, People’s Health, Medical Croup of Chinese Central Stateowned Enterprises, Broad Perspective of Health, Healthy China
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The Role and Suggestions of Certification and
Accreditation System in Improving the Quality
and Efficiency of Food and Agricultural Products
in International Trade
Liu Xin, Zhao Peng, Huang Zhen

Abstract
Certification and accreditation systems play important roles in establishing and perfecting the whole
process supervision system, improving supervision efficiency, improving the quality and safety of food and
agricultural products, reducing enterprise supervision costs, eliminating import and export trade barriers,
promoting trade facilitation, enhancing government credibility and strengthening international quality
and safety cooperation with the rapid development of world trade and food science and technology. The
certification and accreditation systems of major food and agricultural products trading countries in the
world were introduced in this paper, including HACCP, Global-GAP, GFSI, FSSC 22000, BRC, IFS, organic
product certification, and China's pollution-free agricultural products. The roles in promoting the quality
and safety of food and agricultural products were mainly introduced, and then the problems existing
in China's certification and accreditation system were analyzed, such as supervision, credibility and
consumer markets. At last forward suggestions were put from the aspects of improving the construction
of the certification and accreditation supervision system of food and agricultural products, promoting the
mutual recognition of international certification standards and eliminating technical barriers to trade, so as
to promote the healthy development of the certification and accreditation industry, Provide support for the
quality and safety assurance of food and agricultural products and the facilitation of international trade.

Keywords
Certification and Accreditation, Food and Agricultural Products, Supervision, Quality Safety, International
Trade
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Use of ISO Certification System in Municipalities
Proposed Measures to Promote
Natsumi Matsushita, Masaaki Kaneko, Shu Yamada

Abstract
Municipalities receive taxes from residents and outsource services to companies and organizations
outside the municipal organization to provide services, which means that the flow of money and services
is not centralized. The purpose of this study is to activate ISO certification for services outsourced by
municipalities, and to investigate how ISO certification can be used and what factors are important to
promote its use by organizations appearing within municipalities. A questionnaire survey was conducted
to analyze the residents' awareness of municipal services and the ISO certification system. In the
questionnaire, municipal services are defined as road construction and garbage collection and disposal
services, and ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 are defined as ISO certifications. Using the questionnaire items
as observed variables, a causal model of the degree of reference to ISO certification information on road
construction and garbage collection and disposal services was formed from exploratory modeling. This
study shows that the degree of reference to ISO certification information in municipalities is related to the
degree of interest in municipal services. In addition, information on accidents is required for information on
municipal services, and it was thought that ISO certification information, in addition to this information, would
facilitate the spread of ISO in the world.

Keywords
ISO, the local government, covariance structure analysis, questionnaire, Related Persons Chart
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Comparison Among Variation Measures of
Ordinal Scale Data
Ryo Miyazaki, Jun-ichi Takeshita, Shizu Itaka, Tomomichi Suzuki

Abstract
Various measurement methods have been developed. Measurement accuracy is the closeness of
agreement between a measurement result and the accepted reference value. ISO 5725 is an international
standard for evaluating measurement accuracy. Accuracy is determined in accuracy evaluation
experiments where the same sample is repeatedly measured under certain conditions in multiple
laboratories. Accuracy can be divided into trueness expressing the bias of value and Precision expressing
the variation of value. Although methods for evaluating the accuracy of quantitative data have been
established in ISO 5725, methods for determining the accuracy of multilevel ordinal data have not yet been
established because there is still little research on this topic. Therefore, this study focused on precision. Our
main goal was to show the suitable index to express the variation in the accuracy evaluation experiment
of multilevel data of ordinal scales. We also proposed a method for measuring precision and hypothesis
testing. We selected three candidate indices for evaluating variance, ordinal analysis of variance, Leik's
ordinal variation measure, and coefficient of ordinal variation, Additionally, we defined precision and testing
methods. Furthermore, we generated sample data and analyzed them with each measure. We proposed a
measure that is suited to express variation by comparing and evaluating precision and test results.

Keywords
Precision, ISO 5725, Ordinal variation, Hypothesis testing, ORDANOVA,
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An Empirical Study on the Adoption Intention of IoT by
Chinese and Japanese Manufacturing Employees
Based on ISO25010 Indicators and the UTAUT Model
Xu Tong, Hideo Suzuki

Abstract
The manufacturing and logistics industries are undergoing the fourth industrial revolution, known as Industry
4.0. IoT as the concept of Industry 4.0, is leading to changes in how employees deal with daily work. The
introduction of IoT can improve the work efficiency of employees. The combination of data collected by IoT
devices and AI technology can also help enterprise management make intelligent decisions to improve
performance. However, the introduction of IoT faces challenges All-round challenges. Unsuccessful IoT
introduction will reduce the work efficiency of employees, increase corporate expenditure, and cause waste
of resources. A hypothesis was established based on the UTAUT model and the ISO25010 model. The
data were collected by distributing questionnaires to IT technical employees engaged in manufacturing
companies in China and Japan. The structural equation model was used to quantify the employees'
perceptions of IoT from the perspectives of Performance Expectancy, Effort Expectancy, Facilitating
Condition and Pursuit of quality to discuss the factors that influence IoT technology’s adoption intention.

Keywords
Structural Equation Modeling, IoT, Empirical Research, Adoption intention of IoT, Unified Theory of Adoption
and Use of Technology Model (UTAUT)
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The Integrated Exploration and Practice Based
on IDOS Technology Route in Changan Auto
Ma Jianyong, Mao Qionglin, Fang Tianxing

Abstract
With the quick development of China's economic, more and more enterprises begin to transform from
product quality to management quality that the key to the success of the transformation is management
ability and service level. As a large automobile manufacturing enterprise, CA constantly summarizes the
practice of Six Sigma which is based on business transformation and gradually explores a set of business
process improvement methods based on IDOS. In addition, it realizes management reform through
digitalization which actively supports the company's service capability and brand improvement. This paper
focuses on the practice and application of this method to provide reference for business transformation and
Six Sigma management in related industries.

Key words
SIX SIGMA Integration, Process Improvement, Process Reengineering, Management Change, Innovative
Practice
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Cruise Home Port Operation Management
Promoted by DigitalizationModel
Wang Xiaochen, Liu Yanzi, Wang Yuqi

Abstract
Shekou cruise home port opened in 2016. Before 2020, the mode of production management is relatively
traditional. The flight planning, berth allocation, data statistics, operation monitoring and other operations
still use paper documents, manual preparation, telephone transmission and other methods with low
production efficiency and high business error rates. In order to solve the above problems and difficulties,
it took two years to carry out the research on the operation command system of CMSK flights operation
system (FOS).In order to digitally drive the improvement of cruise port management. Through early benchmarking, we learned the operation and management mode of large-scale transportation stations and
established a new operation mode of "unified command, regional coordination and professional support",
completed the optimization of organizational structure and the sorting and re-engineering of standardized
processes, established data and information flow standards, realized the upgrading and transformation of
project location and operation mode, and finally realized the improvement of operation efficiency and the
reduction of labor cost.

Keywords
Wisdom Port, Bench-Marking, Operation Mode, Standardization, Digitization
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Design and Implementation of a
Recommendation System
for Similar Questions in the Q & A Community

Siying Zhang, Yuki Taniguchi, Ryu Shirachi, Hideo Suzuki

Abstract
With the development of information technology and the Internet, the amount of information that people can
contact, process and use increases rapidly, and a variety of network services have emerged to help users
obtain information. Among them, the question and answer (Q&A) community is becoming more popular
as a knowledge sharing platform based on user interaction. However, we consider that users may need
some time to wait for answers after submitting questions on such Q&A platforms, and they may not obtain
satisfactory answers. Therefore, while the user is waiting for the answer, recommending some relevant and
similar questions enables providing reference and helping the user.
Our proposal is divided into two parts. Firstly, natural language processing is used to deal with users'
problem content, and then the problem with similar content is obtained by calculating cosine similarity.
Then, some other information is associated with the problem, and various weights which are previously
calculated are added to similar problems, and finally appropriate similar problems are recommended
to users so as to help the user solve problems as quickly and correctly as possible. Our designed
recommendation system is evaluated through questionnaire survey, which proved that our method could
provide satisfactory recommendation results.

Keywords
Q&A Community, Recommendation System, Natural Language Processing, Text Analysis
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Condition-Based Maintenance for Deteriorating
Systems Subject to External Shock Damage
Under Semi-Markov Decision Process

Zirui Wang, Lu Jin

Abstract
Condition-based maintenance for deterioration systems of which the deterioration follows a semi-Markov
process is examined in this research. In addition to regarding the system deterioration level as the criterion
for maintenance decision-making, this research also considered the cumulative damage caused by
random external shocks as the criterion for maintenance decision-making. In this research, we assume the
occurrence of random shocks follows a Poisson process. The dependence between system deterioration
level and shock damage is reflected in the distribution of damage caused by shocks and the frequency of
shocks as system deterioration level increases. The system operator can choose one of three maintenance
actions, namely, continuous operation, repair or replacement, which minimizes the total expected
discounted cost over an infinite time horizon at the time epoch of system deterioration level changes
considering cumulative damage. The problem of optimal maintenance decision-making of conditionbased maintenance considering cumulative damage is formulated as a semi-Markov decision process. A
threshold-type maintenance policy is derived and the monotonicity properties of the optimal maintenance
policy are proved inductively. Numerical examples are presented to illustrate the monotonicity properties
of the optimal maintenance policy both in system deterioration level and cumulative damage and the nondecreasing property of the total expected discounted cost.

Keywords
Decision-Making, Deterioration System, Optimal Maintenance Policy, External Shock, Semi-Markov Decision
Process
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A Study on Business Education System to
Understand Digitalization
for the Visually Impaired

Noriyuki Horie, Yukihito Shimamura

Abstract
Based on the current situation where information technology is in place, it is an issue to build an effective
learning system so that even visually impaired people can develop human resources who understand
digitalization. In this paper, we conducted a learning program for visually impaired students in Japan to
understand the digitalization of companies. Then, we considered the degree of understanding of students
and the evaluation of the learning support system. As a result, it was possible to grasp the tendency that the
rate of correct answers is higher for visually impaired students who evaluate the degree of comprehension
higher was obtained for the learning program for visually impaired students to understand digitalization.
From now on, not only general students but also visually impaired students are desirable to acquire
knowledge and skills related to information communication technology with an eye on digital transformation,
as well as digitization and digitalization, as an initiative that transcends the framework of specialized fields.

Keywords
Visually Impaired, Digitization, Digitalization, Digital Transformation, Business Education System
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Path to achieve 3 ‰ defect rate

Yang Xiaodong, Li Fuzhi, Li Farui

Abstract
Qingdao Haier special electric freezer company is a digital manufacturing factory focusing on the best user
experience and realizing the interconnection of user and factories. The company has the leading research
and development foundation in China, has perfect equipment for product development, uses intelligent
equipment on site instead of manual inspection, improves the defect detection rate, relies on advanced
and perfect quality management system to ensure product quality, and closely interacts with the factory in
pre-sales development to solve batch problems; New products on sale track market problems in the T-form
mode, and timely connect with sales to explain and implement; The after-sales maintenance service manual
and new products are promoted synchronously, and the maintenance live broadcast training and other
forms ensure the rapid solution of market problems, comprehensively protect the rights and interests of
customers, and steadily advance the factory's defect rate to the goal of 3%.

Keywords
Defective Rate of 3 ‰, QualityControl, Customer Service, Intelligent Devices, Digital Factory
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Optimization of Batter’s First Pitch Strategy
Based on Partial Recurrent Neural Network
Considering Pitching Histories and Game Situation

Akira Tanihata, Haruka Yamashita

Abstract
In recent years, various approaches have been proposed to exploit the baseball game. One of the difficult
decisions for batters is whether to swing the bat against the first pitch from the pitcher. Previous studies
have highlighted the importance of the first pitch. For example, the discussion is based on a first-pitch
analysis of college baseball players. However, no mathematical model has been proposed to determine the
appropriate approach for the first pitch to exploit the actual game. If developed, this model allows effective
decisions to be made in an actual game. Therefore, in this study, we construct a model that predicts batting
result by considering the pitcher’s pitching history, which is a time series, and the situation in that scene,
which does not involve time-series data from a partial recurrent neural network; this model allows the batter
to decide whether to swing the bat from the first pitch and responds to the batter’s result. We propose a
model for determining the preferred strategy and subsequently assess the accuracy and effectiveness of
the model based on actual professional baseball data. Furthermore, we demonstrate the superiority of the
proposed method over the conventional method, which uses a light gradient boosting machine.

Keywords
Baseball, First Pitch, Partial Recurrent Neural Network, Strategy, Light Gradient Boosting Machine
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Algorithmic Construction of Latin Hypercube
Design
Arata Ueda, Shu Yamada

Abstract
Latin Hypercube Designs (LHDs) are the one of the space filling designs and widely used in many filed. As
the number of experiments and factors increases, the total number of LHDs increases. Because of this, it is
difficult to construct optimal LHD. To overcome this problem, therefore, various algorithms for constructing
optimal LHDs have been proposed in the previous studies. In this study, we propose a new algorithm
to construct LHDs based on the Artificial Bee Colony algorithm, which is a type of swarm intelligence
algorithm, and compare the results. We also propose the algorithm based on a hybrid algorithm, which
is combining the Artificial Bee Colony algorithm and the Differential Evolution algorithm. In addition, we
propose an algorithm that adds a process to get out of the local optimum. In this study, we yield the good
LHDs from the proposed algorithms compared to the LHDs yielded from the algorithms proposed in the
previous studies. Moreover, we compare LHDs not only by the conventional design criterion, but also by the
cumulative frequency of the distances between the design points. As a result, information that cannot be
obtained by conventional design criterion is obtained, giving a new perspective on the goodness of LHD.

Keywords
Design of Experiments, Optimization, Swarm Intelligence Algorithm, Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm,
Differential Evolutionary Algorithm
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Digitalization of Inbound Raw Material Movement

Subrata Basak, Maruti Nandan Suman, K. Parth Prakash

Abstract
At Tata Steel Meramandali (TSM), Inbound logistics has been assigned to source approx. 17 million Ton
raw material to feed the 5.6 MTPA steel plant, of which 35-40% is sourced via road thus moving 500-700
vehicle on daily basis. Prevailing process was exposed to different safety risks, lack of process visibility &
transparency, and underutilization of key manpower resources.
To have a connected solution, our team leveraged algorithms and artificial intelligence to process raw
material and vehicle movement data from sources like mines till unloading at the plant side and till exiting
vehicles from the plant end to provide real-time decision support and future projections for smooth raw
material sourcing.
To achieve the desired solution, the inbound logistics team has harnessed the use of robotic process
automation (RPA) for auto-documentation, and artificial intelligence for using automatic no. plate recognition
system and quasi blockchain for integrating different sub-activities and improving process visibility. Vehicle
speed and location monitoring are being ensured through connection-free GPS devices. All the integrated
system has been ensured with minimum hardware investment and is based on the cloud platform.
Digitalization of inbound raw material movement has provided us end-to-end visibility of raw material
supply. Elimination of repetitive tasks has helped us to reduce 12-15 manpower per day and to utilize
them in a more decisive task. With the new digitalized system, all stakeholders including external ones
like transporters have got complete visibility of their vehicles and our processes, thus enhancing their
confidence and satisfaction with the process.

Keywords
Raw Material Movement, Robotic process automation, Quasi-blockchain, stakeholder, Safety and
Productivity, Digital Supply Chain, Future Ready Supply Chain
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he Experience of Digital Quality Management in
Haier Refrigerator Industrial Park in Hefei
Guan Yuxian, Cheng Feng, Ma Weina and Tao Ying

Abstract
Hefei Haier Refrigerator Co., Ltd. was founded in 2007, located in Hefei National Economic and
Technological Development Zone, belonging to Haier Group. The company covers a total area of 500 mu,
is the world's largest single refrigerator production base, Contemporary home appliance manufacturing
enterprises are still dominated by traditional and empirical methods, and human factors have great
influence, And household appliance manufacturing enterprises generally traditional process, manual and
mechanical combination, on-site management is more difficult, product quality stability is poor, traditional
enterprise management methods, lack of systematic, normative, scientific, it is urgent to explore a scientific
and effective quality management mode in line with the actual enterprise.
Since 2016, the company has started with digital quality management and initially established a more
comprehensive, scientific and systematic modern quality management method, After continuous exploration
and verification, based on the KAOS industrial Internet mode, the establishment of Hefei refrigerator
characteristics of the whole process of digital management mode, obtained the two integrated management
system certification, It has achieved the first place in the "Industry 4.0 Innovation TOP50" list, the 19th Asia
ANQ Excellent paper (Hefei refrigerator digital quality exploration and practice), the Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology green supply chain management demonstration enterprise, Anhui Province smart
factory and many other domestic and foreign honors.
In advancing the process of digital management, on the basis of the SCADA data acquisition and
monitoring control system, focusing on ability construction of the main line, from the man-machine material
ring six dimensions measurement method to promote process digital, realize the door a body, U shell
smart devices such as a flow, key process intelligent and digital management key parameters, the system
automatically warning gate. The quality of the company's products has always been maintained at a high
level, and the company's actual income has been steadily improved year by year.

Keywords
Digitization; Information; Quality control; Quality of everyone; Ecological Quality
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Research and Practice of Digital Quality
Management of High Quality Development of
Enterprises
Fan Rui, Wang Jian-xin, Wan Xiao-quan

Abstract
Digital quality management which has become a significant vane for the development of manufacturing
industry in today's era is a new integrated quality solution based on industrial Internet technology. As
changing with the time, its rapid development speed, wide range of radiation, and the depth of influence
are unprecedented. Putting forward the national strategy of accelerating digital development, and building
digital China in the 14th Five-Year Plan, China has also charted the manufacturing industry to enter the
fast lane of digital quality, aiming to promote the accelerating development of high quality enterprises
through the transformation and upgrading of digital quality. Recently, because of manufacturing profits
and extreme compression problems of living space of enterprises, the manufacturing generally confronts
with high quality products to improve market competitiveness from now on. Further more, the international
manufacturing industry shift of accelerating, with facing the international situation changing suddenly
and the international increasing in COVID-19 cases, is moving to lower-cost countries such as southeast
Asia. Based on this background, an increasing number of enterprises who explore digital quality in the
sustainable development of enterprises as a new model have begun to pay more attention to digital
means of quality management. In this context which digital quality in the network, intelligence, green and
personalized customization is the core of the intelligent manufacturing, customers are the center of this
progress, in order to create the perfect users' experience, lead enterprises in high quality development and
realize rapidly with the enterprise, this still have strong ability to resist risks. The research and practice of
"digital quality management" as the only way to integrate digital quality into enterprises and lead the rise of
enterprises, is the quality topic of all manufacturing industry in fourth industrial revolution.

keywords
Digitalization, Quality Management, Manufacturing, Digital Quality Management, Research and Practice
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Leveraging Action Recognition, Augmented
Reality, Gamification in Industry 4.0 In
Manufacturing Processes - COVID 19
Vasamsheti Adarsh

Abstract
The manufacturing process has hardly changed even with the deadly pandemic COVID 19 hitting the
world. Manufacturing of automobiles still requires human resources to manufacture, produce and assemble
components in aggregates and vehicle level assembly. The cost and time of complete automation are
not economically viable for manufactures in developing countries and even in some cases in developed
nations. Developing countries like India, where a workforce is a mixed group of permanent, contractual,
National Council of Training in Vocational Trades— NCTVT (ITI) Industrial Training Institute and (NEEM)
National Employment Enhancement Mission, manufacturers are struggling with a trained workforce
shortage. With strict norms of social distancing, engaging with the workforce, training them, monitoring them
has never been as challenging as it is now. Looking at the industry problem, we propose a new framework
of Action Recognition, Augmented reality and gamification for dealing with the present pandemic scenario.
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Towards the Realization of Corporate Sustainability
–A Componentizing Elements Model
Kwok Pak Keung

Introduction
Corporate Sustainability (CS) is an approach aiming to create long-term stakeholder value through the
implementation of a business strategy based on the ethical, social, environmental, cultural and economic
dimensions of doing business (Ashrafi et al., 2018, 2019, 2020).
Clarity does not yet exist on what corporate sustainability means to both business professionals and
academic scholars (Montiel & Delgado-Ceballos, 2014). A common definition for corporate sustainability is
lacking (Reinecke et. al., 2012; Valente, 2012). It is made complex by the fact that there is “little insight into
how the adoption of corporate sustainability practices can be achieved inside organizations” (Linnenluecke
& Griffiths, 2010, p. 357). Implementing corporate sustainability practices into organizations is a complex
multi-dimensional process (Lozano, 2018). Landrum (2017) further comments that “corporations have
been operating under a very restricted understanding of corporate sustainability” (p. 307) and there is a
compelling need to include ecological sustainability in corporate sustainability (Rockstrom et al., 2009;
Steffen et al., 2015) to address the declining and alarming state of ecosystems (Klinenberg et al., 2020;
Whiteman et al., 2013).
In one investigation, Singh et al. (2007) concluded that there is no comprehensive CS model for corporate
sustainability management. In another study, Linnenluecke & Griffiths (2010) identified the need for a CS
model to provide guidance on the actions and initiatives to be taken to meet the increasing challenges of
CS. Schaltegger et al. (2012) and Ludeke-Freund (2009) conceived that a CS model was necessary to coexist different views of CS to strengthen the practice of CS.
Arguably a list of core values constituting corporate sustainability in a comprehensive model is considered
necessary for understanding corporate sustainability (Dahlgaard-Park & Dahlgaard, 2008; Landrum, 2017;
Schneider & Meins, 2012). A simple model can more easily help in the understanding of a concept (Allio,
2005; Kleine & Hauff, 2009; Rani, 2019).
This paper aims to develop a simple componentizing model for understanding CS by collecting,
comparing, associating, and categorizing different views about how CS is defined to identify a list of
elements which constitute the components of such a model of corporate sustainability. A literature
review formed the basis of this analytical process.
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Sustainable development through application of
different international standards and challenges
in its implementation- Case study in Tea
manufacturing units in Nepal

Janardan Ghimire1, Isuja Aryal

Abstract
Agriculture is the sector which is providing around livelihood for two thirds of the population of Nepal and
accounts for one-third of the country's gross domestic product. Tea is amongst one of the abundantly
cultivated cash crop in Nepal spreading around 12067 hector. Nepal has a long history of Tea cultivation,
initiated with the establishment of the Ilam Tea Estate in the Hills of Ilam District in 1863. Today, there are
about 150 large, medium, and small tea manufacturing industries in Nepal with around 3% of global market.
All types of tea (green, black, and oolong) are produced from the Camellia sinensis plant using different
methods. A decade back low price from global market and very few international buyers has affected in
sustainability and small farmers are not encouraged in this sector. Now the scenario has changed as tea
manufactures in Nepal are implementing some of international standards which has helped in improving the
economic growth and sustainable development.
Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present, without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own need. This case study is based on how the sampled
tea manufacturers have approached for sustainability through the establishment, implementation, and
maintaining of standards like ISO 22000 (FSMS), Rainforest Alliance (RA) , Good Agricultural Practices (GAP)
and Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP). These tea manufactures are GMP, FSMS, RA certified from
different certification agencies. The working conditions for tea farmers and workers have been improved,
the basic rights of the health of workers is protected. The implementation of different standards is value
adding and contributing to the sustainability of the product and economic growth of the organization as
well as uplifting the farmer’s income which has been a motivating factor for farmers. Farmers have learned
that Good Agriculture (GAP) and organic farming reduce exposure to pesticides, and chemicals, and
build healthy soil, and healthy biodiversity, which plays a critical role in preventing the farm issues like bad
weather, disease, and pests in the tea bushes.
The organization had to face different challenges while implementing the standard. One of the challenges
was inadequate knowledge regarding requirements of different standard. Secondly, inadequate selfmotivation amongst employee due to lack of knowledge regarding the personal benefits through
implementation of standard, thought as pressure from management team. As implementation of standards
needs documentation work time management by for documentation work was another challenge.
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Implementation cost was also one of the factors. Various challenges and obstacles while implementing
standards were overcome by those tea manufacturers and ultimately achieving tangible improvements
in sustainable good agriculture practices, increasing green leaf production, sales and financial growth
and efficiency in operation, productivity, reduction of waste and food hygiene practices have been seen.
The application of standards is contributing for continual improvement in food safety planning, leadership
commitment, support, operations, and performance improvement.

Keywords
Sustainability, Agriculture, Continual Improvement, GAP, and Standard.
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Differences in the Understanding of
Environmentally Conscious Behavior between
Companies and Consumers
Chisato Kajihara, Yuri Harasaki, Masakuni Tsunezawa, Kohei Sugiyama, Kazuyuki Tasaka, Ayako Noguchi,
Takeshi Fukushima

Abstract
Many companies, including food manufacturers, are developing and manufacturing environment-friendly
containers and packaging in response to increasingly serious environmental problems and to achieve
sustainable development goals. For consumers to adopt environmentally conscious behavior when
purchasing, using, and disposing of containers and packaging, they need to correctly understand the
environmentally conscious efforts of companies and product information. They must also dispose of and
recycle products according to the rules of the municipality in which they reside.
Companies and consumers may differ in their environment-friendly efforts in terms of their public stance and
actual intentions, and their understanding of environmentally conscious behavior may also differ. This study
defines these differences as gaps and aims to identify them by surveying consumers on their environmental
awareness and behavior. First, five hypotheses for these gaps were formulated based on interviews with
consumers and companies, and a survey was designed to test them. Second, survey data were analyzed
to test these hypotheses. For example, the surveys revealed that consumers perceived measures that are
easy to understand as being environment-friendly, such as switching from plastic to paper, to be effective.
It was also found that teenagers and those in their 50s and above were more environmentally conscious.

Keywords
Sustainable development goals, Containers and packaging, Environment-friendly efforts, Online survey
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The Effect of Board composition and
Characteristics of Governance on Sustainability
Reporting in the Korean Context
Min Seo Park, Kyung Sik Cho, Youn Sung Kim

Abstract
While the awareness of sustainability has raised among stakeholders significantly and ESG has recently
emerged as an alternative for sustainability, the requirement for firms to disclose information regarding
their impact on the environment, society and governance has become the main agenda. Initiatives related
to ESG, such as TCFD (Taskforce on Climate-related Financial Disclosure), have gradually announced
the frameworks for such disclosure, and reporting related information is expected to be mandatory in
near future. Yet, the publication of related reports for firms in Korea is not fully mandatory currently and
the obligation will gradually be introduced in the future. Thus, as the majority of reports are published
voluntarily, exploring the antecedent factors on Korean firms’ ESG disclosure will be a meaningful trial.
Since disclosure forms a strategic part of the stakeholder engagement process and it is naturally related to
boards of directors, the characteristics of the board could be antecedent factors for voluntary ESG-related
reporting. This study aims to explore antecedent factors focusing on board characteristics for Korean firms’
sustainability reporting. In this context, this study reviewed on related literature to explore such factors and
build hypotheses reflecting the Korean context. We author expect this study could have uniqueness as
few prior studies examined factors influencing the disclosure of Korean firms and reflecting Korean context
to the board characteristics. This study would contribute to examining factors influencing ESG reporting of
Korean Firms and derive related implications for firms and policymakers.

Keywords
ESG disclosure, Sustainability reporting, Board composition, Board characteristic, Korean Context
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Wastewater Treatment of All Types of Generation
by Natural Biocenoses with Pre-Detoxification
Igor Pundel, Larisa Fedyk, Rakhmanin Yu.A., Serpokrilov N.S., Prigodin A.V.

Abstract
A group of scientists and specialists under the scientific coordination of Academician of the Russian
Academy of Sciences Rakhmanin Yu. A., Doctor of Medical Sciences, conducted a series of scientific
experiments, pilot tests and, on the basis of them, formed the concept of wastewater treatment, based on
detoxification and biological development of biogens, contained in water.
The concept includes wastewater detoxification at the early stages of transportation, followed by purification
by natural biocenoses, with the further formation of a water-green frame of settlements (terrestrial and
aquatic biotope).
There are presented the materials of the practical implementation of this concept based on real water
bodies, as well as numerous theoretical justifications (articles, monographs, dissertations, patents). It is
shown that the implementation of the technology solved the problems of wastewater treatment, rehabilitation
and habilitation of water bodies, the blooming of blue-green algae was eliminated, endogenous oxygenating
phytoplankton was restored, benthos density was increased many times, formed a continuous outbreak
of filtering zooplankton during the entire vegetative period, which is the best fodder base for multicultural
fish farming. The values of resource and environmental efficiency exceeding hygienic and environmental
indicators of wastewater treatment have been achieved.
The technology makes it possible to comprehensively solve environmental, epidemiological, hygienic and
communal problems of settlements related to water turnover.
The proposed solution improves the habitat in settlements (removal of fetid odors, preservation of
underground drainage infrastructure, formation of parks hat are part of the water-green frame of cities),
solves the problem of utilization of accumulated sludge without forming new ones, reduces energy costs
during wastewater treatment by an order of magnitude, increases the stability of the water supply system
during natural disasters and hostilities, allows to process wastewater of all types of genesis (industrial,
domestic, mixed, stormwater, concentrated farm livestock, fan, uncanalized) with simultaneous maintenance
of biological diversity in aquatic and terrestrial biocenoses, as well as with the formation of closed-loop
multi-product systems with the production of commercial protein foods for humans and animals.
The purpose of the work is the formation of ecological and communal water circulation systems based
on the best available technologies with detoxification and subsequent complete biological development
of biogenic elements, the formation of aquatic and terrestrial food chains based on biogens contained in
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water, the creation of a nature-like food production system within a closed-cycle economy to achieve the
sustainable development goals in full compliance with the criteria of "green" investment.

Keywords
resource efficiency, environmental efficiency, best available technologies, green investment, sustainable
development, responsible production, biocenosis, phytoplankton, zooplankton, benthos, multicultural fish
farming, wastewater treatment, utility systems, sewerage system, reserve water supply, water-green frame
of cities, comfortable living environment, energy consumption.
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Integration of Enterprise Risk Management (ERM)
in Strategic Planning

Dr. Roy Rimington1

Abstract
An enterprise risk management (ERM) process not only informs strategic planning, but also takes into
account risks to and from the strategic plan itself.
By combining ERM with strategic planning processes, organizations can create strategies that are not only
resilient, but also proactive in nature - as plans and objectives are created with potential obstacles and
challenges in mind.
‘Strategic Risk Management (SRM), is a discipline that drives deliberation and action regarding uncertainties
and untapped opportunities that affect an organization’s strategy and strategy execution’ Ref: Risk and
Insurance Management Society (RIMS). Strategic risk management, whether alone or integrated in an ERM
program context, can potentially identify situations in which risk can be a competitive advantage instead of
only a threat to the strategic plan. SRM encompasses the interdisciplinary intersection of strategic planning,
risk management and strategy execution in managing risks and seizing opportunities, not only for protection
against losses, but for reducing uncertainties and seizing opportunities, thus enabling better performance
in achieving the organisation’s objectives and greater resilience in an uncertain environment. Strategic risks
are those that either affect or are created by a strategic plan. Risks that affect an organisations strategic
plan can arise from internal operations, but are often created by external forces that shape its broader
environment - Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Environmental, Legal factors, and the dynamics of
other related organisations.

Keywords
Enterprise Risk Management, Strategic Risk Management, Foresight, Resilience
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Certain Properties of Condition-based
Maintenance for k-out-of-n:G Systems
Considering Economic Dependence

Sota Ikenoya, Lu Jin

Abstract
This research deals with condition-based maintenance for k-out-of-n:G systems, where the system functions
if and only if k or more of the n components function. The components deteriorate in accordance with a
discrete-time Markov chain. The system is inspected at equal time intervals, and the deterioration state
of each component can be specified exactly from the inspection results. If the system is found to have
failed upon inspection, corrective maintenance is performed. If the system is found not to have failed, the
decision-maker can decide to have a preventive maintenance performed on either the whole system or
some of the components or to have the system keep operating until the next inspection. It is assumed that
common setup costs can be saved if multiple components receive maintenance at the same time. On the
basis of this economic dependence, the optimal decision-making problem of condition-based maintenance
over an infinite horizon is formulated as a Markov decision process. The maintenance policy that minimizes
the total expected discounted operating and replacement costs, is called an optimal policy. The properties
of the optimal maintenance policy were investigated, and the total expected discounted cost was found to
be monotonically non-decreasing with respect to the product order of the state vector, which indicates the
degree of system degradation. Investigation showed that the conditions limiting the optimal policy related to
preventive maintenance belong to a class of control-limit policies with which the optimal action changes at
certain thresholds in the state vectors.

Keywords
Control-Limit Policy, Maintenance Optimization, Markov Decision Process, Multi-Component System,
Preventive Maintenance
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Total Quality Management in RMG Sector of
Bangladesh

Dr. K. M. Alamgir Kabi

Abstract
Bangladesh Ready-Made Garments (RMG) sector shows remarkable growth and significant contribution in
the country’s economic development though product and service qualities are yet a considerable problem
to worry about. RMG companies in Bangladesh are not fully aware about the impacts and value of Total
Quality Management (TQM) implementation. Actually, they mostly give emphasis on ISO 9000 execution
and various researches show that application of this only enhances problems. Researchers argue that
effective implementation of TQM practices is a main criteria and predictor of gaining sustainability in
business. So, for being competitive in the long run, RMG industry in Bangladesh should focus more on
TQM practices rather than taking advantages out of the cheapest labors. As, it is notable to mention that
in case of Bangladesh RMG sector, most of the existing literatures give more emphasis and discuss about
the infrastructural and strategic matters whereas TQM and Human Resource Management (HRM) practices
in an attempt to improve sustainable competitive advantage are still a debate both theoretically as well
as empirically. In this aspect, literatures proved that, no previous studies were conducted to verify the
association among practices of TQM, sustainable competitive advantage as well as the role of HRM as a
mediator to build TQM climate in Bangladesh RMG sector.
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Analysis of the Relationship between
Recruitment Evaluations and Personality
Impressions Based on Video Interviews

Mika Inadomi, Akira Kuzuhara, Shizu Itaka, Aya Ishigaki, Taku Harada, Tomomichi Suzuki

Abstract
Face-to-face interviews suffer from the problem that recruitment evaluations depend on the individual
skills of the interviewer. Video interviewing is one potential solution to this problem, as it enables quality
control over evaluations. However, there has been little research into using information gathered from video
interviews to generate recruitment evaluation scores. In this paper, we research whether video interviews
enable impressions to be formed of interviewees’ personalities, as outward impressions are more important
than actual personality for recruitment interviews and in the service industry. We use the “Big Five”
measures of personality traits and integrate scores using Item Response Theory and mean of standardized
value. We also categorize personality impression items into three groups: items that raters give different
scores, items that raters give similar scores, and items that cannot be evaluated in a video interview.
Regression analysis shows that the items of the former two types explain 68.2% of the variance in hiring
decisions. The impression of Extraversion was often observed in video and affect Smile and Voice Tone
evaluations regarding recruitment. The impressions of openness and dutifulness positive effects on hiring
decision. This research indicates that it is possible to obtain personality scores that support recruitment
activities from video interviews via, for example, machine learning.

Keywords
Recruitment Interviews, Big Five, Item Response Theory, Regression Analysis, Quality Management
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Impact of Occupational Stress on Work
Performance of Civil Engineering Project
Managers

Law Ping Keung, Hely and Philip K.I. Chan

Abstract
This research aim is to identify the sources of occupational stress that significantly affect civil engineering
project managers’ work performance. The research aim can be achieved by firstly, exploring the sources of
occupational stress in civil engineering industry by reviewing relevant literature, and, secondly, evaluating
the effect of these sources of occupational stress on project manager’s work performance. Research
objectives are outlined as follows: (1) To conduct a secondary research to explore the potential sources
of occupational stress for civil engineering project managers; (2) To conduct a questionnaire survey to
assess civil engineering project managers’ perception of sources of occupational stress and self-appraised
job performance; (3) To perform statistical analyses to evaluate the effect of sources of occupational
stress on job performance; (4) To conclude the significant factors undermining job performance of civil
engineering project managers. The research aim is to assess the sources of occupational stress for civil
engineering managers and evaluate the effect of these occupational stressors on job performance. The
research purpose is to evaluate the impact of occupational stress on work performance of civil engineering
project managers. This is achieved by testing above research hypotheses. Hence, a quantitative study is
conducted to collect primary data. The research findings and results will be summarized, evaluated and
presented in the final research and conference paper. Recommendations based upon the research findings
will also be highlighted in the paper.

Keywords
Impact, Occupational Stress, Work Performance, Civil Engineering, Project Managers.
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Methods to Understand Actual Manufacturing
Conditions of High-mix, Small-lot Make-to-order
Factories

Ryo Kotsutsumi, Takeshi Fukushima, Yu Kitanishi, and Masahiko Munechika

Abstract
In the manufacturing industry, it is indispensable to realize high-mix low-volume production from
conventional mass production. In high-mix, small-lot production, a wide range of products are manufactured
irregularly and indefinitely in response to customer needs, making it difficult to understand the actual
manufacturing conditions of the factory, tending to complicate management.
For example, from the aspect of cost control, it becomes impossible to accurately determine the cost
and predict the estimated profit that can be generated by a particular product. Consequently, it becomes
challenging to set an appropriate price.
In order to address this issue, it is indispensable to understand the actual manufacturing conditions of
factories through cost accounting. The purpose of this study is to propose a data analysis method to
understand the actual manufacturing condition from the aspect of QCD by examining the case of printing
company A, which manufactures food packages to order. Company A’s products are classified into multiple
groups, and the manufacturing data of the factory is analyzed from the aspect of QCD for each group.
Finally, the analysis is summarized and proposed as a method.

Keywords
High-mix Small-lot, Make to Order, Factory; Cost Control
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Research on process energy efficiency
consistency improvement
Li Hongjun, Kong Lingmeng

Abstract
As an important air conditioning system in the society, air conditioner provides a comfortable air
environment for human beings on the one hand, and consumes a lot of social energy on the other hand.
In the context of a concerted global effort to improve the earth's ecological environment, reducing energy
consumption is an important research topic. As the main energy consumption home appliances, air
conditioner also attracted attention from various countries. While improving energy efficiency standards of
air conditioners, various measures have been taken to control energy efficiency accord with the standards
of air conditioners. Through research and analysis, the production processes that affect the energy
efficiency of air conditioners mainly include two processes: external unit and two units. In this paper, by
focusing on the research of joint sealing management and the application of information management
technology in the production process of external machines, the factors affecting energy efficiency in the
production process of external machines are eliminated or reduced, the consistency of energy efficiency
production of external machines is improved, and the fluctuation of energy efficiency is reduced by 62.5%.

Key words
Energy efficiency; Vacuum Degree; Leak; Test system; Carbon neutrality
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Evaluation on Financial Conditions of Commercial
Banks in Japan-China
Qifeng Chen, Hiroki Iwamoto, Shinto Eguchi, Yasushi Nagata

Abstract
Commercial banks, which hold pivotal positions in each country’s capital markets, are essential components
of the financial system and possess strong driving capabilities. Financial conditions directly reflect their
competitiveness. This study aims to evaluate the financial conditions of commercial banks in Japan and
China by using factor analysis, principal component analysis, and data envelopment analysis, from the
viewpoint of business management, and to examine proposals for the management of commercial banks
in both countries. We listed the financial indicators of all the listed commercial banks in Japan and China.
The data is interpreted using factor analysis and principal component analysis and clarify the management
efficiency of commercial banks by data envelope analysis. By using these methods, more objective
results and persuasive conclusions can be obtained. Finally, the Mahalanobis-Taguchi method (MT) is
used to detect abnormal data and diagnose its causes. The main contribution of this study is that it uses
mathematical methods to evaluate commercial banks, which paves a novel research pathway in this field.

Keywords
Commercial Banks, Financial Conditions, Factor Analysis, Principal Component Analysis, Data Envelopment
Analysis
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Research on process energy efficiency
consistency improvement
Avnish Kumar, Swarup Kumar Sinha, Indraveer Singh Rajawat, Rishabh Singh, Aditya Nema, Saroj Kumar Singh

Abstract
At LD#2, Tata Steel produces 4 million Tonnes of steel annually, constituting more than 150 grades, which
differ in the steel chemistry. This difference in chemistry is achieved by the addition of Ferro Alloys at
various stages of processing in steelmaking process. Ferro Alloys constitutes a major part in the conversion
cost of steel & also plays an important role in maintaining the quality of the steel. The chemistry of Steel is
dictated not only by the customer but also by the BIS norms of government and it lies in a very narrow range
due to which the operators are forced to use costly ferro alloys since the steel chemistry is unknown during
ferroalloy addition. The recovery of Ferro Alloys depends upon several process parameters, some of which
are difficult to measure. At LD#2, it is challenging to produce repeatable and reproducible results from the
3 BOF converters at a given time, owing to the complex chemical reactions occurring during and after ferro
alloy additions which also makes the steel chemistry unpredictable during pouring.
This paper primarily deals how an innovative model was developed using data analytics incorporating more
than 30 process parameters that predicted steel chemistry as well as recoveries of Ferro Alloys and then
optimized the Ferroalloy mix with respect to cost even taking care of global uncertainties (pandemic/geopolitical scenario) such as availability and new product mix. Team wanted to come up with a solution, which
could absorb all the uncertainties in the steelmaking process and could tell the steelmaker the most costefficient way of producing steel. Team came up with an idea of creating multiple predictive and optimization
models at each stage of steelmaking process, testing them rigorously and then integrating it into a single
entity i.e. FerroAlloy Integrated Model Management. This model would help Tata Steel achieve Global
benchmark in operational efficiency – 25% EBITDA with Raw materials at market prices.

Keywords
BIS, BOF, Reproducible, Repeatable, Ferro Alloy, EBITDA
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A Research on Verification of Growth Cycle Model
in New Product Development of Companies
Yukihito Shimamura, Noriyuki Horie, Eikoh Shimamura

Abstract
In this research, when the company develops a new product and grows through several stages, we
validated whether the growth cycle model would match or not. As a growth cycle model for a company,
we decided that the model in management of technology (MOT) is the most suitable, so we used this
model. In addition, as a product development example of a company, we validated the case of a new
material plastic that has high transparency with the minimum level of water absorption. There are four
stages of development of the growth cycle model in MOT: research, development, commercialization, and
industrialization. Among the four stages, there were three crises such as the Devil River, Death Valley,
and the Darwin Sea. We validated the three crises by contrast with the actual new product development
process. As this result, we could validate that there are four stages of growth and three crises in the growth
cycle model. From this, we could validate that the process of the development of new products by the
company is executed by following the growth cycle in this research. Therefore, it suggests a new direction
for new product development by companies in the future.

Keywords
Management of Technology (MOT), Design Development Process, Corporate Growth Stage, Corporate New
Products, New Mode
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Key factors for the performance of smart factory
operation: a machine learning based approch
Hongjin Park, Yonghan Ju, Insu Cho

Abstract
As Korea Smart Manufacturing Office conducts the smart factory supply project, many small and mediumsized manufacturing enterprises (SMEs) are introducing and operating in anticipation of an increase in
productivity and a decrease in the defect rate. However, due to the lack of infrastructure and capacity of
SMEs for smart factory operation, it is not getting as much results as expected.
This study tries to find which points of SMEs are important and how much SMEs prepare them for the
performance of smart factory introduction and operation. Specifically, this study develops a productivity
improvement analysis model based on support and investment for smart manufacturing system, and derives
important factors for smart factory operation.
To this end develop the deep learning-based predictive model to find important factors for successful
introduction and operation of smart factory, using data from the survey on the information level of Korean
SMEs for three years from 2019 to 2021. Based on the results, this study proposes the investment strategy
and support policy that SMEs should prepared for the effectiveness of smart factory.

Keywords
Smart factory supply project, Smart factory introduction and operation, Machine learning, information level
of Korean SMEs’ data
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Quality-Oriented: Explore the Road to Quality
Management of Haier
Liming Zhang, Hongwei Gao, Zhiqi Liao, Haoyu Wan

Abstract
The development of supporting cooperative supporting equipment for aerospace products is technically
difficult and costly. The suppliers of such products are generally industry-leading scientific research
institutes with sufficient technical reserves and strong strength. The relative concentration of resources
and business makes them in a monopoly position. The inter-factories quality assurance systems is a crossenterprise quality assurance work systems which is led by the overall company or general contractor that
undertakes the development or production of equipment systems and sub-systems, with the participation
of relevant cooperative supporting enterprises, and operates by means of systems management. Improving
supplier management can help companies develop a competitive advantage. This paper mainly discusses
the combination of inter-factories quality assurance systems operation and supplier management to provide
guarantee for high-quality completion of scientific research and production tasks.

Keywords
The Inter-Factories Quality Assurance Systems, Supplier Management, Aerospace Products, Collaborative
Support, Overall Company
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A Study of the Systematization of Problems Caused
by the Shipping of the Unit House
Kaito Ishii, Masahiko Munechika

Abstract
In recent years, customer requirements have become complicated, developing various products. Among
them, there are various types of living spaces. In particular, box-shaped buildings called unit houses
are used in many situations because they are easy to expand or move. Furthermore, due to the spread
of the new coronavirus infection, the demand for adding new spaces and expanding existing spaces is
increasing. Along with this, the demand for unit houses is also increasing.
In the manufacture of unit houses, they carried most of the work processes out at the factory, which reduces
the number of work processes on-site and enables construction in a short period. However, when shipping
to the site, problems such as forgetting to load parts and the insufficient number of shipments are problems
after shipping.
This study aims to systematically sort out the causes of problems after shipment and propose improvement
methods. First, based on the case of a post-shipment defect, the content of the post-shipment defect event
is grasped. Next, we will grasp the flow of shipping operations and investigate the cause of post-shipment
defects. Finally, we systematically organize the causes and propose improvement methods.

Keywords
Quality Management, Human Error, Error Proofing
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Digital Twin - 1st Time Use of Machine Learning to
Improve Sinter Quality at Tata Steel Jamshedpur
Bikash Kumar Chatterjee, Surajit Sinha, Pradeep Chaudhury, K Akshay

Abstract
Sinter making is agglomeration of iron ore fines caused by incipient fusion by application of heat. Sinter
is the most preferred burden which affects Blast furnace productivity and coke rate. In this paper, it is
illustrated how Digital Twin in sinter making conceptualized and its application in controlling sinter Quality,
Stack emission, and Productivity.
Sinter is complex process where 100 process parameters are controlled. KPI control methodology faces
the issue of optimizing the process at multiple stages so as to ensure proper Sintering. This problem gave
rise to need of a unified control strategy that can control multiple KPIs utilizing common control levers,
hence, the Digital Twin of the Sinter Plant Process was conceptualized. Digital twin is the replica of Sintering
process which simulates and predict the process based on process parameters, give recommendation to
operator a suitable control band.
Sinter Digital twin is a complete end to end in-house built machine learning driven solution. Not only does it
enhance the efficiency of the plant's key performance indicators in terms of production, but also provides a
plethora of opportunities to explore the possible tweaks to the working of the Sinter Plant to improve quality
& stack emission. At Sinter Plant#3 1st time ever developed Digital Twin which helped to achieve best ever
Quality, reduce return fines by 2.5% and improved Tumbler Index by 1%

Keywords
Sinter making, Blast furnace, Digital Twin, Return fines, Tumbler Index
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Practice and application of 1 ～ N multi-standard
production mode with many varieties and small
batches

Liu Xiaobo1, Yang Weixin, Qu Hongshuai and Huang Wenqiang

Abstract
At present, the production type of the factory can be roughly divided into three types: mass flow production,
multi-variety small batch production and single piece production. Different from the situation of mass
production in the past, now all walks of life market segmentation, the competition between enterprises
more and more emphasis on the competition based on customer demand, production diversification and
personalized products is an inevitable choice. The characteristics of many varieties and small batches of
products through the application of 1-N multi-standard production mode, to meet customer needs with high
quality and high efficiency, through 1-N multi-standard production mode to achieve the whole process of
quality control, is an important topic for the future development of enterprises.

Keywords
Multiple varieties; Small batch;1-N ;standardized production mode; whole process quality control.
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An Unbiased Estimator of the Causal Effect on
the Mean/Variance under the Adaptive Control
and Its Application to Quality Control

Taiki Tezuka, Manabu Kuroki

Abstract
This paper assumes that cause-effect relationships between random variables can be represented by a
Gaussian linear structural equation model (Gaussian linear SEM) and the corresponding directed acyclic
graph (DAG). Then, we consider a situation where an optimal control plan is conducted in order to bring an
outcome variable close to a target value with variation reduction. Under the situation where we observe a
set of random variables that satisfies the back-door criterion, when the ordinary least squares (OLS) method
is utilized to estimate the total effect, we formulate the unbiased estimators of the causal effect of the optimal
control plan on the mean (the causal effect on the mean) and the causal effect of the optimal control plan on
the variance (the causal effect on the variance), i.e., the unbiased estimators of the mean and variance of
the outcome variable when conducting the optimal control plan. In addition, we provide the exact variance
formulas of both the estimated causal effect on the mean and the estimated causal effect on the variance.

Keywords
Causal Effect, Identification, Path Diagram, Structural Causal Model, Total Effect
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Quality Control and Data Distribution
LI Qi, KONG Jianxin

Abstract
The effectiveness of quality control is closely related to the actual form of data distribution, but has nothing
to do with whether it obeys normal distribution. The judgment of quality is based on the degree that the
peak value of the maximum interval of data distribution probability is close to the quality standard value,
which has nothing to do with the mean value. Because the maximum value of peak distribution function
f(x) determines the statistical techniques and methods used in quality control. The skew distribution
mathematical model is used to reflect the actual form of quality data distribution, rather than the normal
distribution. Different specifications of quality control correspond to their respective quality standard
values, which must have different location characteristics in the data distribution, and must be matched
with the corresponding discrete characteristics. According to the principle of Gaussian distribution and
fan Jianqing's concept of reducing statistical error by local description. Segmenting the left and right
sides of the normal distribution is the simplest and clearest way to derive the mathematical model of skew
distribution. Take practical application as the starting point; Guided by the actual form of quality data
distribution; Based on location and discrete features; Take the best quality level as the standard. So as
to make a correct quality judgment. The purpose is to reduce the error and improve the effectiveness of
quality control.

Keywords
Quality Control; Data distribution; Skew distribution; Location features; Discrete feature.
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Development of a Diverse-Data-Processing
Method for Manufacturing Process in Airplane
Industry

Toshihiro Kuwano, Hironobu Kawamura

Abstract
The aircraft manufacturing industry must satisfy high-quality requirements, such as complicated shapes
and high precision of products. The company has to secure profit by reducing the quality failure and
reprocessing. The factor is specified by the analysis that used the data, which can be collected from the
manufacturing sites and the setting of the manufacturing condition and concrete measures are examined
and performed. However, in the aircraft manufacturing industry, it is difficult to penetrate the manufacturing
site because of the calculation impossibility and analysis complexity using previous techniques. This is
because of the small number of samples and different low-volume production.
Therefore, this paper proposed a method that can perform factor analysis with few steps under conditions
with many variables but few samples. The proposed method clarifies the cause and effect by applying
the generalized linear regression model using regularization for every explanatory variable group along
the manufacturing process flow. Additionally, we evaluated the validity of the proposed method using the
data collected from actual sites. Consequently, it was confirmed that the step to obtain the analytical result
was less than in the previous studies, and the analytical result was not different based on the inherent
technology. Furthermore, we examined the utilization method that sets the threshold for the factor item
extracted from the analysis result and monitors the process.

Keywords
Airplane Industry, Production of Many Models in Small Quantities, Quality Control, Statistical Method,
Regression Model
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Defect Detection by Machine Learning Using Image
Data
Kanki Fujita, Shizu Itaka, Tomomichi Suzuki

Abstract
Recently, advances in manufacturing technology have enabled high-speed mass production, therefore
technological innovation in the inspection process is required, and automation is in the progress. The
inspection process, which was previously based primarily on human sampling inspection, is now fully
automated by introducing inspection machines that use images. The automated inspection can handle
the processing capacity of the manufacturing process. However, depending on the system’s inspection
conditions, there is a risk of over- or non-detection of defective products. This problem may get a loss to
companies that have implemented automated inspection machines. Therefore, with the introduction of
automated inspection machines, the establishment of discrimination conditions for defect detection has
become a critical issue. This study aims to develop a method to automatically detect defects in image
data with high accuracy. This study used images of metal products. We tried to detect defects inside
metal products. Previous studies had developed methods using statistical techniques, but specific defects
could not be detected. Therefore, this study proposes a method using machine learning. Additionally, this
research makes recommendations for data preprocessing that may be required before machine learning.
Then, we choose the best combination of the proposed machine learning and data preprocessing that is
most capable of detecting defects.

Keywords
Quality Control, Metallic Visual Defect, Full Inspection, Image Analysis
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Generation of Images with Many Likes using
Conditional StyleGAN2-ADA Considering User
Attribute Information

Tatsuki Oike, Haruka Yamashita, Ryotaro Shimizu

Abstract
In recent years, image-generation technology has been successfully applied in the fashion industry.
Previous studies have focused on the generation of fashion images that specify the clothes and poses of
the person in the image or the changing of the clothes and poses of existing images. However, images were
not generated with consideration given to attributes such as gender or height. To adapt image generation
to real-world services, it is essential to generate images based on such user attributes. Consequently, in
this study we generated images by utilizing the data of an actual fashion coordination site—that is, WEAR
operated by ZOZO, Inc—with consideration given to attributes such as the gender, and height of the
person in the image and an evaluation index of the image called the “number of likes”. First, a class label
for each image was created based on the attribute information of the person in the image and evaluation
of the image. By applying the created class label to the conditional part of the conditional StyleGAN2-ADA
model and learning its parameters, it was possible to generate a “highly rated image” that was likely to be
evaluated many times considering the attributes of the person in the image. Furthermore, visual inspection
was conducted to evaluate whether an image with the specified attribute was actually generated, and
image classification using EfficientNet V2 was performed to confirm whether a “highly evaluated image” had
been generated.

Keywords
Conditional StyleGAN2-ADA, fashion image, highly rated, class label, EfficientNet V2
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Prediction of Depression by BERT with a Time
Sequence Point of View
Kano Yamamoto, Hideo Suzuki

Abstract
Transformers' bidirectional encoder representation (BERT) is widely used in natural language processing
(NLP) such as translation, sentence classification, question answering, and sentiment analysis, and scores
high on many tasks. For example, a sentiment analysis task can read emotions from a given sentence and
output the result of "positive" or "negative".
On the other hand, the number of people suffering from mental disorders such as depression is increasing
year by year, and depression is one of the most common mental disorders in the world. Depression, which
is expected to increase further due to the impact of the new coronavirus, is a disorder that is difficult to
diagnose, even for specialist doctors.
In this study, based on the idea that posts on social media represent the state of mind of the patient,
depression is detected by processing posts on social media with BERT and categorizing them into
two values according to whether they are depressed or not. Traditional BERT classifies each post and
determines whether it is positive or negative, but in this study, we propose a method for predicting
depressed patients by BERT, which introduces a time-series perspective using the exponential smoothing
method. increase. Using data on depression detection, we show the effectiveness of adding a time-series
perspective in predicting depression caused by the accumulation of stress and anxiety.
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Ensemble Pruning of MT Method
Katsuhiko Tateishi, Hiroki Iwamoto, Yasushi Nagata

Abstract
The Mahalanobis Taguchi (MT) method is used for pattern recognition and anomaly detection. It defines
a population homogeneous to the objective as the unit space and uses the Mahalanobis distance from
its center to discriminate. However, one problem with this method is that the number of samples must be
greater than the number of variables in the data. This problem is due to the calculation of the Mahalanobis
distance. To solve this problem, the MT -bagging method, which applies feature bagging to the MT method
was proposed. This study proposes two methods that apply pruning to MT bagging. One is based on
ordering pruning and the other, on clustering pruning. In the ordering-based method, the signal-to-noise
ratio of the training abnormality data is calculated for each weak learner. Only weak learners with high
signal-to-noise ratios are ensembled. In the clustering-based method, weak learners are clustered using the
K-means method with the Mahalanobis distance of the training anomaly data, and the centers of the clusters
are ensembled. Breast cancer and dry bean datasets were used to verify the performance of the proposed
methods. Both methods outperformed the MT and MT-bagging method in abnormality discrimination
accuracy, which suggests that ensemble pruning is effective in some situations.

Keywords
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Cost and Availability Optimization of Imperfect
Inspection Frequency for Periodic Perfect Inspections
Ryu Izuwaki, Lu Jin, Watalu Yamamoto

Abstract
This research focused on soft failures, which are not self-announced and must therefore be detected
by inspections. The target system follows a delay time model in which the system is in one of three
states: normal, defective, or failed. We consider two types of inspections: periodic and remote. Periodic
inspections detect any soft failure once it has occurred, but they consume resources. On the other hand,
remote inspections are less costly than periodic inspections. However, the detection rate is usually less
than 100%. In this sense, periodic inspections are called “perfect” and remote ones are called “imperfect”.
We assume that the schedules for perfect inspections cannot be easily changed due to regulations and
management requirements, whereas the ones for imperfect inspections can be easily changed. Given this
assumption, we derived an integrated inspection schedule that combines perfect inspections and imperfect
inspections to take advantage of the flexibility of the latter in terms of frequency. The integrated schedule is
optimized on the basis of two criteria: minimization of the total expected cost per unit time and maximization
of the average availability. We investigated the relationship between the optimal inspection schedule and
the effects of the parameters, such as detection rate, cost functions, and inspection time. We also examined
the joint optimization of inspection schedules on both cost and availability. The derived policy is monotone
increasing in the number of imperfect inspections.
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A Smart Decision-Making Regrading Tool in
Steelmaking and Slab Casting
Avinash Kumar, Rishabh Singh, Samagra Kumar, Swarup Kumar Sinha, Anil Kumar Kothari, Hitesh Shah,
Akshay Khullar

Abstract
In a continuous casting shop a grade is assigned to each batch of steel with restricted chemistry in a
narrow band. These bands ensure that the customer’s desired requirements with respect to chemistry in
steel are achieved. A daily plan consisting of different grades is created by planning team which ensures
that priority orders from customers are met, and proper sequencing is done to minimize the transition
loss caused by mixing of different grades. This plan is followed but whenever chemistry go out of the
specification limit, a manual decision for allotting an alternate grade needs to be taken that can fit the
deviated chemistry. It is generally observed that the new grade results in huge transition losses due to
significant chemistry difference between the running grade and re-grade. Since this re-grade is unplanned,
it also has no customer order and must sit in the inventory till order is obtained. Several attempts to solve
this problem at casting stage has been made in past as the chemistry at this time becomes fixed. The older
methods relied on re-grading the off-chemistry grades into another pre-existing set of grades which limited
the results to a very narrow set and thus limiting their usage. Also, searching the suitable grades took
several minutes due to sub-optimized and loosely written algorithm. Quick and efficient decision making is
vital to the productivity and quality of Steelmaking process. This innovation has automated the searching
of the most suitable alternate in terms of Order availability, scrap loss due to grade mixing (transition loss)
and cost margin. A novel approach involving machine learning and search optimization at its core has been
undertaken to solve a chronic decision-making problem of steel plant.

Keywords
Continuous Casting, Transition, Inventory, Off Chemistry, Machine Learning, Search Optimisation, Xtreme
Gradient Boosting Regression, Yield Strength (YS) and Ultimate Tensile Strength (UTS), TDC (Technical
Delivery condition), KPI (Key performance Indicators)
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Reducing the Abnormal Temperature Drop
Incidence Rate of the Upper Stage Propellant Pipes
Guo Jiaxing, Deng Wan, Zhang Qun, Zhu Shanglong, Hu Chengxiu, Lin Hong, Pan Zhongwen

Abstract
In order to prevent the propellant temperature being too low, the propellant pipes of YuanZheng Upper
Stage are covered with multi-layer insulation blanket and adopt active electric heating. But abnormal
temperature drop of the propellant pipes with electric heating occurred occasionally in flight, which might
cause potential failure. First, the state of this problem was investigated, and the crux was determined using
the stratification method, which was the inefficient vacuum heating of the patch heater. Then, the weakness
in the heater assembly was identified by comparing the heating effect of different assembly parameters.
Excessive rubber thickness deviation and lack of reserving exhaust channels were the main causes of
the abnormal phenomenon. A feasible and easy-to-operate method was proposed to control the rubber
thickness and reserve the exhaust channels. A thermal vacuum test was carried out using the matrix test
method and a remarkable improvement was reached using the test result. The patch heater assembly
process was optimized and the average incidence rate of the abnormal temperature drop was successfully
reduced in this project, which improved the reliability of the upper stage propellant pipes electrical heating
and reduced the cost of upper stage.

Keywords
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Study of Open Quality System using Blockchain
Technology for Quality Responsibility in Smart
Manufacturing

Shujaat Ali, Hojun Song, Jianxi Gao, Wan Seon Shin

Abstract
With the rapid change in smart manufacturing environment, quality and responsibility issue concerned
with stakeholders have been emphasized ever than before. Moreover, smart technology such as big
data, artificial intelligent or blockchain have developed to fulfill those concerns. In this research, the term
Quality Responsibility (QR) is defined by a systematic study to fully explain the key requirement of quality
management. To materialize the QR in smart manufacturing, Open Quality framework are introduced
which aims to secure stakeholders’ trust based on shared quality level and responsibility. Key features and
characteristic of QR are also derived through literature review. To fulfill QR features in smart manufacturing,
blockchain based secure mechanism is proposed with key technologies and system capability which
validate and verify the quality features through the network for the transparent and trustable information
sharing platform among all stakeholders. Furthermore, Blockchain based quality system provides an insight
for organizations to understand key factors of Quality Responsibility and defines how they are monitored
and verified by the stakeholders through a secure and transparent channel. Building on these finding, this
study presents further research gaps to be filled and recommendations on the future research directions for
quality innovation.

Keywords
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Development and application of quality
inspection technology for continuous
electroplating production line

Liu Yu, Zeng Guangjun, Xiong Xiaolong, Wang Chao, Xie Chun, Chen Zhiqiang

Abstract
With the continuous development of 3C electronic products in China, the quality requirements of surface
plating of 3C components are also increasing. One of the most commonly used surface electroplating
processes of our company (Hongming Shuangxin Company) is continuous electroplating strip production
line processing technology, also known as roll to roll continuous electroplating strip production technology.
This process is characterized by the metal strip in the process of continuous plating equipment trough,
completing the production needs of surface treatment requirements. This article will introduce, in detail, our
company for continuous plating production line quality testing technology development and application (our
company also call it online testing) : On the one hand, the use of engineering technology of the emerging
profile design concept is applied and creative development of continuous plating production of accurate
sampling method is achieved. At the same time, the simulation of mechanical forming processing principle,
the use of detect ability test technology, the development of suitable for electroplating after the mechanical
processing process (for example, stamping molding) coating binding force detection method are achieved,
improving the effectiveness of continuous plating material coating binding force. On the other hand,
updating quality monitoring technology in succession, following closely the development characteristic
of 3C industry and customer demand, the current domestic leading visual detection technology with
advanced sensor technology, the size of the continuous plating production line testing applications,
computer real-time capturing size detection data, synchronously finding unqualified real-time warning and
real-time identification are applied to ensure that the quality of the whole manufacturing process is stable
and controlled. Furthermore, the QMS big data quality analysis system is developed to integrate the quality
management method with computer technology, monitoring the abnormal fluctuation of electroplating
process in real time, and realizing the quality pre-control of production operation through big data analysis
and reporting.

Keywords
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Research on the Measurement System Based on
the Opposite Optical Fiber Detection Technology
Liu Yu, Xie Chun, Wang Chao, Zeng Guangjun, Wang Renqiang

Abstract
In 3C electronic products, there are a large number of metal parts that play the role of signal shielding and
must have good welding performance. The flatness of the welding leg (Pin) of the shield series is one of the
key characteristics of this kind of product. The poor flatness of Pin will affect the reliability of SMT welding
of the client, and there is a risk of losing parts after welding. The important quality characteristics of 3C
electronic products, which belong to class A, are not qualified, and customers require that the quality of
the products should be confirmed by 100% testing. Therefore, based on the structural characteristics of
shield parts and combined with the fast and accurate processing requirements of mass production parts
proposed by the client, our company developed a new automated flatness rapid detection technology:
"Opposite optical fiber detection technology", which is called "flatness detection technology for Pin" in this
paper. The detection technology uses the amount of light emitted by the optical fiber group to convert the
optical fiber signal into a digital and analog signal, and quickly realizes the purpose of measurement error
calibration and correction. Through the linear analysis of the measurement system, our company found the
variation range of the measurement system of the optical fiber detection and combined with the structural
characteristics of the parts, we independently developed and designed the verification rules of the special
standard measuring block (Calibration standard block). Through systematic and professional analysis of
the measurement system, and based on correlation analysis, we formulated the appropriate self-calibration
cycle. To ensure that the detection technology in our company gets an effective and wide application.

Keywords
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Improvement of gradient boosting using
regularization and optimization methods
Nagomu Iwasa, Hideo Suzuki

Abstract
There are various methods in the field of machine learning, Gradient boosting is regarded as one of the
machine learning methods, and boosting is an ensemble learning that combines multiple learners which
can express dependencies by combining simple learners. Gradient boosting is a method that incorporates
the concept of stochastic gradient descent (SGD) for boosting.
In the field of data analysis, gradient boosting itself and its applications such as XGBoost and LightGBM are
very frequently used. However, there are some problems that the prediction accuracy of gradient boosting
can be improved more and the calculation time can be reduced more.
Therefore, in this study, we incorporate regularization and Momentum SGD, which is a optimization method,
into the gradient boosting algorithm. Momentum SGD is a method that applies the idea of moving average
to SGD, which can increase the speed of convergence to the optimum solution. Finally, using the UCI
Machine Learning Repository, we show the effectiveness of regularization in improving prediction accuracy
and Momentum SGD in reducing calculation time.

Keywords
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Analysis of Staircase Audit and Findings ‘An
Analytical Approach to Address Slip Trip Fall Concerns’
Neeraj Kumar Sinha, Udit Verma, Amit Kumar Singh, Rishi Kumar

Abstract
In Tata Steel India, Slip/trip/fall is one of the leading causes of injuries to employees and vendor employees.
As an organization, we are aiming for zero harm and to achieve this objective it is imperative to eliminate the
hazards to keep our people injury free. In Tata Steel India, each incident is analyzed and root causes are
identified, to help us identify safeguards which can prevent the incident in future.
In Tata Steel, after analyzing root cause of the incidents it was found that, 33% Loss Time Injuries (LTIs) &
26% First Aid Cases (FACs) were caused due to Slip/Trip/Fall. Furthermore, the insight acknowledged that
these incidents were caused by poor deployment of staircase related safety standard and also inadequate
compliance to their design aspects. With an objective to achieve zero injuries on stairs, a Checklist based
audit was conducted across the company. In 43 departments, 4055 staircases were audited, out of which
56% staircases were found inadequate. Through this audit, 3066 recommendations were identified to
mitigate the hazard. Poor Consistency in dimensions is a key factor along with other factors such as;
Inadequate design
Poor workmanship
Standard design not followed
Gap in inspection and maintenance
For prevention and mitigation of hazard, hierarchy of hazard control was followed such as, elimination,
reduction, engineering control, & administrative control. 32% of stairs require engineering solution for
complying to standards, 22% of stairs were modified for reduction of risk. 2% staircases were removed from
shopfloor as they were posing hazard to shopfloor employees.
For behavioral aspect of employees, a behavior-based training module was developed and disseminated.
Special campaigns were taken for creating awareness among the employees of 50-60 years age group.
These initiatives helped us in reducing 44 % injuries caused due to Staircases and also ensured the uniform
deployment of staircase safety standard at the Workplace.
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Accuracy Improvement Using MM Algorithm in
Bradley-Terry Model Considering Home Advantage
Soichiro Takei, Hideo Suzuki

Abstract
The Bradley-Terry model is a model for describing the probability of possible outcomes when individuals
are judged against each other. Its primary use is to score the quality of products in a particular category,
and it is also often used to evaluate sports performance and compare survey results. In various cases, the
parameters for each individual are obtained by maximum likelihood estimation based on logistic regression.
However, maximum likelihood estimation based on logistic regression may not give good results when the
values of the data used are very far apart. In addition, in the extended version of the Bradley-Terry model, it
has been observed that the logistic regression does not fit well regardless of the separation of the data.
Therefore, this study deals with the Home Advantage Model, one of the extended versions of the BradleyTerry model, and examines how the maximum likelihood estimates can be obtained by introducing Firth's
penalty term, which is known to improve data separation, into the likelihood function. We examine how
the maximum likelihood estimates can be obtained by introducing the Firth penalty term into the likelihood
function, which is known to improve data separation. Then, as a parameter estimation method based on the
likelihood function, we propose an approximation method using the MM algorithm and show its accuracy in
the Home Advantage Model and its effectiveness by comparing it with logistic regression.
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Optimising Daily Number of Chemical Product
Liftings In Petrochemical
Industry Through Six Sigma Methodology
Too Meng Ken, Gilbert Lee Gim Seng

Abstract
The Company is a petrochemical company having extensive manufacturing capability, processing and
treating raw hydrocarbon into products supplied to domestic markets and overseas export markets. The
Company sells the chemical product to a customer. The customer picks up/lifts the product daily, except on
Sundays, from the the Company premises by using their 2 trucks. These 2 trucks will send the product back
to the customer, unloads it, before heading back to the Company Site and lifting another load of product. It
was noted that these 2 trucks could only manage 3 trips per each weekday, resulting in a total of 6 liftings
daily. The customer has a high demand for this product and would like to lift out more of this product
providing that more trips could be made in a day without having to increase the size of truck fleet.
An improvement to debottleneck the process will lead to a win-win situation to both the Company and
customer. The Company will benefit from higher sales, whilst the customer will be able to optimise their
fleet; to enable lifting more loads without an increase in fleet size. The improvement team had been formed
to tackled this problem by increasing daily liftings from 6 to 8 without increasing fleet size. The Six Sigma
Methodology of DMAIC (Define-Measure-Analyze-Improve-Control) was deployed to tackle this problem.
Several tools such as Process Flow, SIPOC (Supplier-Input-Process-Output-Customer), Cause and Effect
Diagram, FMEA (Failure Mode and Effect Analysis), Process Capability, Regression, Hypothesis Testing,
Design of Experiment and Control Chart had been employed to solve this problem. The root cause came
from the queuing time for the truck waiting to load the Chemical product. With an additional product loading
(from 6 liftings per day, to 8 liftings per day), the team was able to increase 33% productivity. Hence, the
target was not only achieved but it also resulted in significant increase in cost revenue for the Company and
the customer.

Keywords
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A study on issues in the development and
manufacture of paper material food soft packaging
Yuning Chen, Masahiko Munechika

Abstract
Food packaging, especially plastic packaging, has become indispensable in our daily lives. While plastic
packaging is highly functional and convenient, it also causes various problems, such as CO2 emissions
during production and energy resource problems since it is discarded as garbage after use. The 3Rs
are measures that companies consider to be environmentally friendly. In the case of soft film packaging,
the focus is on "reduce," and among the main concrete measures, the use of paper materials is attracting
particular attention.
Therefore, the development and manufacture of paper material food soft packaging is being addressed.
A paper mark is applied when the weight of the paper material is over 50% of the entire bag. However,
whether products with the paper mark can truly reduce environmental impact has not been fully examined,
and in some cases, the amount of paper used has been increased beyond what is necessary. Furthermore,
the issues that arise when changing to paper materials due to materials and processing methods have not
been systematically organized.
The purpose of this study is to clarify the issues that need to be resolved in the development and
manufacture of paper material food soft packaging that can reduce the environmental impact.

Keywords
Quality Management; Lifecycle Assessment; Environmental consideration; Paper material food soft
packaging; Issues in development and manufacture
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Utilising Every Length of Brick Space
Divya Satyam, Vikram Singh Shekhawat, Mukesh Kumar

Abstract
Freeboard in steel ladle is an important parameter to maintain shop productivity (Heat weight) as well as
Process Safety (prevent containment loss). In traditional method, where the level is observed by an operator
from the top, there are chances for misjudgement due to ladle lip jam and fumes.
Converter at LD Shop#1 has introduced an IR camera-based level monitoring system to keep track of ladle
freeboard during tapping. The difference in the temperature of the walls (freeboard) and steel helps to
identify the level. When the rising level hits the pre-defined region of interest (ROI) –which is defined in the
camera view based on requisite freeboard in ladle– it generates a signal to lift the convertor (stop tapping
process).
An IR camera with wider field of view and high spectral response (for enhanced visibility through fumes)
was developed for this application. For better stream visibility, the camera has been installed close to the
convertor at a unique location in doghouse plates. The biggest challenge was to protect camera from high
temperature or direct contact of slag/steel due to slopping during blowing. In house Protection system with
pneumatically actuated stainless-steel shutters (to prevent steel/slag contact during non-tapping period)
and Gas/cooling water purging lines (camera temperature control) was developed.
This is for the first time that infrared technology has been used in BOF for level measurement.
The system allows for real-time monitoring of tapping process; displaying the digital image of ladle during
tapping on a monitor installed in the tapping cabin.

Keywords
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Study on the Impact of Platform Quality Aspects
on Trust, Satisfaction and Loyalty
Hojun Song, Hye-rin Ryu, Ye-eun Kim, Wan Seon Shin

Abstract
Nowadays, platform is widely developed and used along with products and services so that fully
understanding the quality aspects of platform to secure customer trust and satisfaction is highly
emphasized. The purpose of this study is to analyze the key quality aspects of platform and ensure
the importance of them for customer trust, satisfaction, and loyalty. This study presents major quality
factors of platform as platform reliability and data quality which are further specified into dependence,
recommendation accordance, data usability, and data timeliness. A hypothesized structure model is
proposed by research hypotheses, which are justified by using the survey data collected from 391
respondents who can use platform at work. In this study, AMOS 24.0 software is utilized to clarify the
reliability of model and validity of the proposed hypotheses. The result of this study indicates that every
platform quality aspect presented in this paper contributes to enhancing customer trust which leads to
satisfaction and loyalty. The major contribution of this paper can be explained by two perspectives. Firstly,
in academic perspective, the major quality factors concerning platform in Industry 4.0 is defined and
the impact on trust is systematically analyzed. Secondly, in managerial perspective, this paper provides
strategic approach to secure high level of customer trust and satisfaction based on quality factors of
platform.

Keywords
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A Method for Item Analysis Considering Duration of
User Interests Based on Hidden Semi-Markov Model
Kirin Tsuchiya, Yuki Tsuboi, Ryotaro Shimizu, Masayuki Goto

Abstract
Recently, competition among video streaming services for customers has intensified. In general, users’
purchasing actions for video content (items), unlike daily necessities, have a strong influence on their realtime transition of interests while viewing items (consumption). In other words, the user’s next purchasing
intention after the consumption of an item is influenced by whether their interest is continued (probability
of continued interest under the item). Therefore, it is important to select and evaluate items based on
the probability of continued interest under items to allow users to use the service for a long time. For this
purpose, the hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM), proposed as a model to predict the next item to be
consumed by a user, can be a solution considering the user’s interest persistence. If the probabilities of
continuing interest under each item can be calculated and analyzed using the HSMM, new insights can
be expected to lead to marketing strategies. In this study, we propose an analysis process based on item
clustering using the probabilistic distribution of continued interests, using the characteristics of HSMM. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method by applying it to an actual dataset.
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Analyzing the Impact of Platform Users’
Subjectivity on Trust, Satisfaction and Loyalty
Hojun Song, Ye-eun Kim, Hye-rin Ryu, Wan Seon Shin

Abstract
Recently, most of the products and services are delivered to customers in platform basis. However,
depending on the customers’ ability or bias, the level of trust or satisfaction may significantly differ.
Therefore, this study aims to define the quality aspects of platform focusing on customers’ subjectivity and
analyze the impact on trust, satisfaction and loyalty. The subjectivity of customers is divided into customer
ability and bias which are further specified into information searching ability, situational judgement ability,
short-term performance bias, and group decision bias. A hypothesized structure model is proposed and
justified using the data collected through 391 respondents who are used to utilizing platform services
during work. To clarify the reliability of model and validity of the proposed hypothesis, AMOS 24.0 software
use used. This study reveals that all aspects concerned with customers’ subjectivity fully contributes
to enhancing customer trust, leading to customer satisfaction and loyalty. This study further provides
a strategic methodology for platform service firms to set differential approach considering customer’s
subjectivity. The result of this study provides insight on understanding the quality aspects of platform
services regarding the customer’s subjectivity. Additionally, this study suggests systematic approach for
platform service firms to secure customer trust, satisfaction and loyalty.

Keywords
Platform Quality, User Subjectivity, Quality Trust, Industry 4.0, Platform Service
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Impact of the Use of "YouTube Shorts" on
YouTube
Yukiya Tomizawa, Hiroki Iwamoto, Yasushi Nagata

Abstract
In September 2020, a new service called "YouTube Shorts" was launched on the video-sharing website
YouTube. This service allows anyone to create, post, and watch videos up to 60 seconds in length (shorts).
This study clarified the difference between the number of views received by short videos versus regular
videos and examined the effect of posting short videos on a channel’s number of subscribers and the
number of views on other videos. First, we performed an automatic interaction detector (AID) and predicted
the VS ratios (number of views per number of channel subscribers) with random forest, using data from over
70,000 videos collected with the YouTube Data API from more than 350 channels (with fewer than 1,000
subscribers). The results show that short videos tend to have more views than regular videos. In addition,
we estimated the effect of posting short videos during a given period on the number of channel subscribers
and the average number of views with inverse probability weighting (IPW). The results showed that posting
short videos can increase a channel’s average number of views. These analyses suggest that channels with
fewer subscribers can attract more attention by posting short videos.

Keywords
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Research on Quality Adjustment Methods
Tailored to Customer Tastes of Kneaded Products
Daisuke Kiguchi, Tsugihiro Shu, Keiji Ouchi, Masahiok Munechika

Abstract
In today's society where consumer needs are diversifying, in order for manufacturers to continuously
purchase products, we will accurately grasp consumer needs and manufacture and sell products that meet
those needs Is indispensable. For that reason, it is very important to investigate the tastes of consumers
and to investigate the tastes such as what quality products are preferred. In addition, it is necessary to
repeatedly adjust and improve the quality of the product according to the results of the survey. However,
the conventional method of preference survey is suitable for an evaluator who has specialized knowledge
about food tasting, and a method suitable for the discrimination ability of general consumers has not been
proposed.
Therefore, in this study, we grasp the characteristics of consumers' tastes through a questionnaire survey
by the SD method, select evaluation items that are difficult for general consumers to evaluate, and delete
the evaluation items. We propose an efficient method for conducting consumer preference surveys.
Furthermore, the purpose is to clarify the factors that influence the quality of the product by conducting
experiments to create prototypes based on the results of the preference survey.

Keywords
Preference Survey, SD Method, Consumer Needs
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DIGECA: AN ONLINE SOLUTION FOR ECA
CUSTOMERS AND CHANNEL PARTNERS FOR
ANALYZING AND REDUCING LOST SALES AND
MANAGEMENT OF ENQUIRIES
Pravin Kumar Wilson Purty, Amritpal Singh, Prabhat Kumar Singh, Poulomi Mandal, Samarjit Biswas, Swati
Hawelia, Amarnath, Y Santhosh Kumar, Aditya Kranthi

Abstract
SMEs do not have much bargaining power with their OEMs due to clustering, resulting in less room for
margin expansion. With limited margins and exposure, they are always in look out for direct interactions
with TSL, best price and quality assurance, technical support and value-added services. We deployed
platform-based solution: DigEca as a one stop solution to help build a transparent layer of interactions with
SMEs and channel partners. A data-driven environment improving visibility of SME enquiries and entire
conversion funnel, thereby enabling distributors and TSL to timely commit to deliveries. With Digeca Version
1, TSL distributors are capturing SME leads and recording customer details digitally, TSL distributors now
have the capability to quote prices scientifically; as there was is SLA driven digital tracking of sales funnel,
preventing sales loss. DigEca has enabled distributors log and track SME leads and thereby helping reduce
sales loss year on year, from 22% in FY21 to 9.5% in FY22. Analytical models to predict customer demand
leveraging historical and external macroeconomic variables developed for production planning, targeting a
further drop by 2%(7.5%) in FY23.
Taking the next leap in FY22, DigEca provided a direct access to SMEs offering them to place an enquiry
on a TSL platform and interact with distributors, get documented price and delivery terms, through an easy
discussion pane. The vision is to have one integrated platform at all touch points for customer and provide
him with hyper-personalised experience basis segment or product interest. It further will act as a CRM tool
for Tata Steel distributor to send and receive automated nudges to ensure customer retention & recovery.
DigEca also allows it users to have auto sign-in into NexArc (SME portal from Tata Group) to experience
offerings and opportunities beyond steel.

Keywords
DigEca, SME, Predictive Analytics, steel purchase, digital, platform-based solution, One Stop Solution,
Hyper personalization, Integration
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Education of Statistical Methods for Satisfaction
Surveys
Sho Kawasaki, Takenori Takahashi

Abstract
In Japan, "information" subjects such as information morality, programming, and data application became
compulsory in all high schools in Japan in April 2022. Behind this change is the government's policy to
promote the study of information processing and data science subjects, such as artificial intelligence and
big data, regardless of whether the student has a liberal arts or science background. In addition, there
is a strong need for statistical education not only in the educational field but also in the industrial world.
In the field of business, the integration of product-out and market-in has come to be demanded, and the
importance of understanding and improving customer satisfaction is increasing.
The purpose of this paper is to present a series of methodologies for statistical education, including the
design of questionnaires for satisfaction surveys, analysis, and methods for examining proposals, as well
as examples of their use. The series of methodologies presented in this paper includes the planning of
the satisfaction survey and the design of the questionnaire, selective dual-side causal analysis by using
“the vital few and trivial many” concept. Two more features are the use of a navigation style manual, and a
method for considering measure proposals for the important items derived from the analysis results. These
are presented using a case study of a satisfaction survey, and the methodology is discussed.

Keywords
Dual-Side Causal Analysis Based on Selection, Factor Analysis, Navigation Style Manual, Principal
Component Analysis, Principal Component Regression Analysis
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Discussion on the Quality Management Model of
the Manufacturing Process
Zhai Xueying, Tan Yuan, Dou Mingying, Wu Debo and Xiao Xiong

Abstract
With the advent of the 21st century, globalization is accelerating. China, as the "world factory", is gradually
losing its cost advantage; How to do cost management well has become an effective means to enhance
the core competitiveness of enterprises. On this basis, Hefei Haier washing machine Co., Ltd. has been
exploring a new type of manufacturing management model to comprehensively reduce production
management costs, improve production quality levels.
As a washing machine manufacturing company with a history of nearly 22 years, Hefei Haier Washing
Machine Co., Ltd. has always been at the forefront of the group in the fields of quality control, production
enhancement, and equipment upgrading, maintaining high-quality while maintaining a high level of
efficiency. Today, most companies believe that quality and efficiency are contradictory, but in Haier,
quality and efficiency are coexisting. Because whether it is high output, poor quality or good quality, low
output is a manifestation of inefficiency. Efficiency is included in quality. If the quality is not good, how
can the efficiency be high? How to improve efficiency and ensure a high level of direct throughout? For a
dense manufacturing company, the management of people is undoubtedly the top priority. Factory makers
strive for maker points through post self -inspection, mutual inspections, and special inspections, and win
personal honor and material incentives through points sorting. At the same time, further positive feedback
returns to daily work to form an efficiency improvement cycle.
This article will introduce the efforts and achievements made by Hefei Haier Washing Machine Co., Ltd.
in the quality management model of everyone from the creation of the long-term quality mechanism, to
the transformation of employees' quality awareness, and finally to the presentation of the results of user
satisfaction.
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AQUA Refrigerator Quality Management Mode
and Innovation Practice
Wang Yunchao, Fu Changhai and Chen Yajun

Abstract
Improving the quality management level and product quality of manufacturing enterprises is a necessary
measure to cater to the development of today's society. Reducing manufacturing costs, improving the
economic benefits of enterprises, enhancing the core competitiveness of enterprises, accelerating the
standardization and modernization of products, conforming to the management trend of world development
and becoming a world-class modeling enterprise with sustainable development is still an important issue
facing the development of enterprises today.
As is known to all, The Japanese home appliance market has always been the highest barrier to global
home appliance brands. Haier relies on its original quality management model, Led by AQUA, cold products
have always held a high proportion of marketing in the Japanese market and won the Japanese home
appliance brand Good Design Japan Excellent Design Award, 2021 Japan Price dot com Product Silver
award and other awards.This paper focuses on the demonstration of the quality management mode and
innovation of AQUA refrigerator products. Firstly, this paper introduces the development process of AQUA
refrigerator in the Japanese market, including the background when it first entered the Japanese market
and its achievements to date. During the new product introduction, based on the PLM product production
cycle management process, from the new product design introduction stage, the model zero defect goal
is achieved; Through the feedback of market defects, the company focuses on the top ten problems, and
uses professional tools such as QC ten step method and Six Sigma to improve the quality, so as to achieve
a timely and effective closed loop for the defects, so as to achieve the goal of zero complaint from users.
The second is the discussion on the innovation of AQUA refrigerator product quality management mode.
Finally, the results and benefits obtained through the above quality management mode. After three years of
quality management mode and continuous innovation, the defective rate of AQUA refrigerator products has
decreased from 3.6% in 2019 to 0.5% today, and the manufacturing cost and loss reduction income have
reached more than 2million yuan. It can be seen that the benefits brought by the quality management mode
discussed in this paper are huge, and have promoted the development of enterprise product quality to a
certain extent, Become a model of quality management mode.
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Trending Copy Culture of Human Nature: Brand
Product Perspective
Dr Abu Naser Ahmed Ishtiaque, Ather Yeasir Fahim, Shahira Tasnim, Md Ali Reza Raju, Fahimuzzaman
Shawn, Waliul Islam, Md. Jahidul Islam

Introduction
The study defines copy culture as an imitation that may be produced by how the formula of an authentic one
is used. Consumers are finding the same product with substantial price differences, which allures them to
use the imitate version. Consumers also find the product very near to the hand, which is entirely impossible
for the authentic version. In comparison to the cost that occurs, the consumers are benefitted from the right
to use fashion that they could not afford. This research stream will reveal how copy can be creative and cocreation can happen under counterfeit consumption, which is hardly seen. For example, the consumers of
counterfeit users are trying to make the copied version look like an authentic product. They are purchasing
the counterfeit version from the provider and furnish the product as per the shape of their body. For that
co-creation, they are ready to spend extra time and money, which will help them look like authentic users.
Though the mood of the consumption differs from consumer to consumer, creativity is favorite to all. The
study will look at the concerns in the framework of copy culture, in which customers are motivated to
replicate creatively. While counterfeit is a widely-known issue, we will try to define it under some themes
rather than its traditional meaning. More specifically, we will focus on the product-consumer relationship and
the easy access to counterfeit products, including the reasons like availability and less cost, the customer,
supplier relationship, and cocreation with the supplier's help. We will suggest that creative copycat product
is eventually a distinct sort of copy culture and that it generates substantial interest in both the consumer
and the supplier. We will also attempt to base our research on Bangladesh's current behavioral norms
around creative consumption patterns, particularly the copy culture. This research will help the authentic
product marketer to decide about the creative look of their respective product version. They will be able to
understand the hidden motive in the consumer's mind, which instigates copying in the form of co-creation.
The implication of the new version of the authentic product is to capture this type of user through this
research insight.
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Quality-Oriented: Explore the Road to Quality
Management of Haier
Ji Wei, Zhou Changliang, Yang Yong

Abstract
As the brand competition is getting fiercer, brand quality management is particularly important. How is the
brand quality management system developed? Haier has set a model for other brands. In the process of
becoming a global brand, Haier always took quality as the basis, which is undoubtedly the treasure of its
success. Haier always insists that quality is the cornerstone and lifeline of the enterprise. With the goal of
customer satisfaction, Haier has established a quality management system with brand characteristics in
three aspects: “Quality”, “Taste” and “Character”. The company continues to improve the brand system,
only to provide products with Haier characteristics and bring end users the best experience. For a long
time, major brands lacked brand soul and could not better meet the diverse needs of users. In continuous
brand exploration, Haier has reversed the situation and created the quality management road based on
premium quality. Under the brand quality management system, Dalian Haier Air Conditioner Co., Ltd. has
achieved a breakthrough in the North American market with the saddle window air conditioner.
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Construction and Application of Automotive
Supply Chain Ecosystem Under Digital Condition
Xun Huang, Yanwen Yang, Minghao Li, Ling Feng, Le Zhang

Abstract
The global manufacturing industry is moving towards digital and intelligent era, Under the guidance of high
quality development strategy of China's manufacturing industry, The automobile industry has entered a new
era.. Supply chain production mode has changed significantly. In view of the pain points and blottleneck
of the automobile industry, Focusing on the study of "collaborative manufacturing", "intelligent monitoring"
and "intelligent diagnosis", Create a new model of collaborative manufacturing in automotive supply chain,
a big data application, cloud computing and other next-generation information technologies, Develop a
collaborative intelligent manufacturing industrial Internet platform for automobile supply chain, It realizes
the high degree of data, information and resources sharing as well as coordinations between OEM and
supply chain; Based on digital intelligent monitoring and human-computer interaction technology, Develop
specialized, integrated and platform-based intelligent manufacturing process monitoring system for digital
factory of automobile supply chain. Open the underlying data channel of the device, The online perception
and intelligent decision of the whole process of supply chain manufacturing are realized. Based on the
three dimensions of supply chain manufacturing capacity, quality level and risk degree, Design multidimensional evaluation model and index system of automotive supply chain; Build the "Full dimensions
portrait" database system of supply chain, Deep diving of supply chain product life cycle big data, It has
realized the intelligent diagnosis of automobile supply chain operation ability, intelligent warning of risks,
intelligent analysis of industry gap and precise identifying the shortfall. It has formed a key technology of
digital management of automobile supply chain with data "acquisition, interaction, analysis and prediction".
So as to achieve comprehensive, efficient and real-time intelligent monitoring of supply chain big data,
Optimize the allocation of supply chain resources, Continuous optimization and improvement of the
automotive industry chain driven by data, Improve the efficiency and stability of supply chain control,
Forming the digital ecology of automobile supply chain, we will guide the transformation and upgrading of
the automobile industry from "manufacturing" to "intelligent manufacturing".
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Solving Problems Requires Only One Tool Approach

Cao Zhongxiang

Summary
People use basic tools such as tree diagrams, fishbone diagrams, variable flowcharts, QFD, causal chains,
and FMEA in the process of problem solving. The most fundamental path to tracing tools is to use the
principle of layering. These tools are layered and unique at the same time. Through the practical application
cases of each conventional tool, the author clarifies the adapted scenarios and specific requirements.
Guide us to choose and apply appropriate tools and methods to completely solve problems when facing
problems.
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